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GLOSSARY OF KEY TERMS 
Key terminology used throughout the thesis. 
Term Definition, units, and range (if applicable) Reference 
3D modelling and 
simulation framework 
A conceptual framework where remote sensing 
instruments can be simulated using 3D scattering 
models coupled with canopy architecture that comprise 
virtual scenes. The remote sensing signal and retrieval 
algorithms can then be benchmarked against precisely 
known 3D vegetation model structural factors to aid in 
its interpretation and overcome the lack of a 
benchmark or true value without error. 
(e.g. Walter et al., 
2003; Jonckheere et 
al., 2006; Leblanc & 
Fournier, 2014; this 
study) 
3D scattering model 
A canopy reflectance model aimed at simulating the 
canopy shortwave radiometric regime and its 
component parts to allow the study of the effect of 
plant geometry and other factors on the remote 
sensing signal. It can also be used to calculate reference 
canopy transmittance from a binary hit/gap ray-tracing 
mode.  
(Lewis, 1999) 
Canopy element angle 
distribution; i.e. leaf or 
wood angle 
distribution (LAD, 
WAD) 
Typically a histogram or probability density function 
specifying the frequency of leaf or wood facets as a 
function of zenith angle. A canopy element typically 
refers to the leaf, wood (e.g. stem, branch, and twig) or 
both elements comprising a plant canopy. 
(Ross, 1981; this 
study) 
Canopy element 
clumping (ΩT) 
A quantitative factor relating to the degree of (non-) 
randomness of the canopy element distribution; ΩT < 1: 
clumped or aggregated, ΩT = 1: random, ΩT > 1: regular. 
(Chen & Black, 1991; 
Nilson, 1971) 
Crown Projected Area 
The area projected by a tree crown on a plane 
perpendicular to the viewing direction (m
2
). 
Figure 2a; Figure 26 
Effective Plant Area 
Index (ePAI) 
The PAI calculated when a random spatial distribution 
of canopy elements is assumed from the application of 
the Pgap physical model. True PAI is the product of PAI 
with the clumping factor ‘ΩT’. 
(Chen & Black, 1991) 
Extinction coefficient 
(k) 
An all-encompassing or coupled structural parameter 
that characterises the rate of light extinction in a 
canopy, k: [0, 1]. 
(Monsi & Saeki, 1965; 
Monteith, 1965) 
Gap probability or gap 
fraction (Pgap) 
The probability of a ray of light passing unobstructed 
through a canopy at a given viewing angle, Pgap: [0, 1]. 
(Nilson, 1971) 
Leaf-, Wood-, and 
Plant Area Index (LAI, 
WAI, PAI) 
The total one-sided leaf-, wood-, or plant area over a 
given normalising ground area; unit-less (m
2
 m
-2
). 
(Dufrêne & Bréda, 
1995; Watson, 1947) 
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Leaf, wood, or plant 
projection function (GL, 
Gw, GT) 
Proportion of projected canopy element area as a 
function of view angle, G: [0, 1]. 
(Ross, 1981; this 
study) 
Pgap physical model 
A set of natural laws describing the relationship 
between the physical and quantifiable structural factors 
governing the Pgap at a given point under a canopy. 
(Nilson, 1971) 
Projected Envelope 
Area (PEA) 
The area projected by an imaginary shape delineating a 
crown outline on a plane perpendicular to the viewing 
direction (m
2
). 
(Da Silva et al., 2008); 
Figure 2a; Figure 25 
The proportion of 
wood-to-total plant 
area (α) 
A factor used to quantify the proportion of woody 
material; α = WAI:PAI. 
(Chen et al., 1997b; 
Dufrêne & Bréda, 
1995) 
Virtual (forest) scene 
A composition of virtual plant or canopy elements, 
typically comprising 3D models, used as input into 3D 
scattering models. 
e.g. Figure 24 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Leaf Area Index (LAI) is an essential climate variable functionally related to the energy and mass 
exchange of water, carbon, and light fluxes through plant canopies. It is defined as half of the total leaf 
area per unit ground area. LAI is commonly derived from a number of active and passive remote sensing 
instruments on satellites, aircraft and on the ground. There is an increasing need for more accurate and 
traceable measurements in support of calibration and validation of Earth Observation (EO) products. 
Ambitious accuracy targets as low as 5% error are specified by the Global Climate Observing System 
(GCOS) and associated end-users. This poses a challenge for commonly used remote (indirect) retrieval 
techniques, which typically suffer from a greater level of uncertainty than direct methods. On the other 
hand, indirect methods are preferred over direct methods due to their scalability and cost effectiveness 
compared with manually-intensive, costly and destructive methods for the attribution of plant 
communities. 
This research set out to examine means to improve uncertainty in the estimation of LAI in forests. It 
specifically sought to quantify uncertainty associated with indirect estimation of LAI from the application 
of the ubiquitous Pgap physical model (Monsi & Saeki, 1965; Nilson, 1971). The physical model 
calculates LAI from physically quantifiable factors of gap probability (Pgap), canopy element clumping, 
canopy element (leaf and wood) angle distribution, and the proportion of wood-to-total plant area ‘α’. 
All of these metrics are required to be estimated or assumed to within an acceptable margin of error for 
LAI estimation. 
This thesis was conducted in three stages. Stage 1 compared data collection and processing methods 
following standard operational procedures in five diverse forest systems yielding LAI values ranging from 
0.5 to 5.5. Data were collected synchronously and coincidentally from a Riegl VZ400 terrestrial laser 
scanner (TLS), high- and low-resolution digital hemispherical photography (DHP), and an LAI-2200 plant 
canopy analyser. A high degree of variance was found between these systems and subsequent 
processing methodologies; more than half of the pairwise comparisons had an RMSD ≥ 0.5 LAI, and one 
third were significantly different (p < 0.05). These results demonstrate that the variability between 
commonly utilised indirect ground-based methods need to be further reduced in order to provide 
repeatable unbiased and accurate validation estimates to meet product accuracy targets as low as 5%. 
Recommendations and guidelines for data collection and processing were developed, in addition to 
suggestions that could lead to reduced variability via TLS calibration and improved DHP image capture 
and processing methods.  
However, the main impediment for assessing LAI method accuracy was the lack of a precise benchmark 
or true value, which is unattainable in a forest environment. Therefore in stage 2, a 3D modelling 
framework was developed to address this fundamental limitation. This framework was parameterised 
using a 3D scattering model coupled with 3D explicitly reconstructed tree models representative of a 
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sampled forest stand, the first of its kind for an Australian forest. The 3D modelling framework enabled 
validation of the woody element projection function ‘Gw’, a newly proposed parameter in this study 
required to increase LAI accuracy through the application of the Pgap physical model. Gw characterises 
the angular contribution of non-leaf facets in woody ecosystems. Subsequently, a modification of the 
physical formulation is presented to include Gw, which directly links to an updated formulation of the 
extinction coefficient. LAI errors up to 25 percent at zenith were found when ignoring Gw and were 
shown to be a function of view zenith angle. The inclusion of Gw was found to eliminate this error. 
LAI estimation sensitivity of the 3D models to leaf angle distribution (LAD) and its impact on within-
crown clumping were investigated for the first time during stage 2. LAD was shown to considerably 
affect within-crown clumping levels of reconstructed tree models at nadir. However, at the 1 radian 
view zenith angle, within-crown clumping for individual tree models was largely independent of LAD. 
Within-crown clumping factors for the modelled dataset were as low as 0.35. Consequently, making a 
common assumption of a random distribution of canopy elements would lead to an LAI error of up to 
65% for the modelled stand.  
At stage 3, the 3D modelling framework was then extended to the simulation of DHP at the forest stand 
level, utilising a range of structurally diverse virtual scenes varying in stem distribution and LAI. This 
enabled validation of angular clumping retrieval methods, based on gap size distribution and logarithmic 
averaging approaches. The combined Chen & Cihlar (1995) and Lang & Xiang (1986) method from 
Leblanc (2002) was the best performing clumping method. It matched closely with the model reference 
values at nadir, with a linearly increasing error of greater than 30 percent PAI at the 75° view zenith 
angle. The framework was also applied to benchmark for the first time an indirect method to estimate 
the woody correction factor ‘α’ to convert plant area index (PAI) to LAI. The indirect ‘α’ method utilising 
classified DHP imagery matched to within 0.01 α of the reference, thus demonstrating its applicability 
for accurate indirect estimation in evergreen forests. The errors obtained when ignoring the effects of 
clumping and α in the representative virtual forest stand were as high as 55% and 45% LAI, respectively. 
On the other hand, the error was reduced to 6% LAI when applying the best performing clumping 
method and α retrieval method. 
The findings of this study and the extended physical formulation presented here-in are applicable to 
sensors of all platforms calculating LAI from the Pgap physical model. They are especially relevant to 
clumped canopy environments or canopies where woody (non-leaf) elements contribute to the 
extinction of light.  
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CHAPTER 1    INTRODUCTION 
 
INTRODUCTION 
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1.1 BACKGROUND 
Leaf Area Index (LAI) is a primary descriptor of vegetation function and structure and an essential 
climate variable (GCOS, 2011). It is usually defined as the total one-sided area of leaf tissue per unit of 
ground area (Chen & Black, 1992). As the leaf surface area of plant canopies is functionally related to the 
exchange of carbon dioxide, water and oxygen, the total leaf area and its spatial distribution governs the 
energy and mass exchange by plant canopies between the lithosphere and atmosphere (Law et al., 
2001; Spanner et al., 1990). LAI is directly related to the rate of canopy photosynthesis and 
evapotranspiration (Running, 1984; Running & Coughlan, 1988) and is therefore a fundamental indicator 
of site water balance and rate of carbon sequestration (Gholz, 1982; Grier & Running, 1977). As a result, 
LAI is a key input parameter into a diverse range of application areas including climate modelling, 
ecosystem productivity, weather prediction, agrometeorology, and hydrology; coupling vegetation to 
the climate system (Garrigues et al., 2008b; Gobron, 1997; WMO, 2014). Monitoring LAI is critical for 
assessing the condition and development of vegetation worldwide (GTOS, 2009). Given its importance, 
LAI is a common product derived from a number of active and passive remote sensing instruments 
(satellite, airborne, and ground-based).  
There is an increasing need for more accurate and traceable measurements of LAI in support of 
calibration and validation of Earth Observation (EO) products. Remote sensing products such as those 
derived from satellite imagery represent the only viable means to monitor and assess LAI globally. The 
Global Climate Observing System (GCOS), whose goal is to provide comprehensive information on the 
total climate system, has specified LAI product values to match to within 20% of independently derived 
estimates, with the requirement to improve that to within 5% for future applications (Fernandes et al., 
2014). These accuracy targets leave a small margin for uncertainty. Higher order accuracies are required 
to be achieved by methods used to benchmark LAI products, such as ground-based estimates. This 
poses a challenge for commonly utilised indirect techniques to meet accuracy targets for benchmarking, 
which typically suffer from a greater level of uncertainty than direct methods (Jonckheere et al., 2004). 
On the other hand, indirect methods are preferred over direct methods for their attribution of plant 
communities due to their scalability and non-destructive nature. 
A frequently employed indirect LAI estimation method involves the application of a physical model 
relating structural attributes to the proportion and spatial distribution of canopy gaps, usually 
characterised by the so-called gap probability ‘Pgap’. Pgap is defined as the probability of a ray of light 
passing unobstructed through the canopy (Nilson, 1971). It is a function of several structural attributes 
that affect the extinction of light within plant canopies and consequently the remote sensing signal, 
namely the; (i) proportion and density of leaf and non-leaf components (these attributes combine to 
give the metric Plant Area Index), (ii) canopy element angle distribution (Figure 1), and (iii) degree of 
canopy element clumping (Figure 2; Section 3.7.3, and Sections 4.2 & 5.3 ‘Theoretical background’). 
Each of these structural attributes can vary substantially with viewing angle, scale, and even amongst 
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stands of the same species in the same environment (Table 1). In order to accurately calculate LAI using 
the physical formulation, all structural attributes of the inverted model are required to be estimated or 
assumed with an acceptable level of uncertainty. However, current remote sensing practices do not 
typically consider the uncertainty related to each structural attribute, which are difficult to quantify in 
complex forest environments. 
FIGURE 1: SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF CANOPY ELEMENT ANGLES 
 
Figure 1. Schematic diagram depicting the calculation of leaf (L) and wood (W) canopy element angles. (a) 
depicts the calculation of the zenith angle ‘’, ranging between 0 and 90°. (b) depicts the calculation of 
the azimuth angle ‘φ’, ranging between 0 and 360°. 
 
TABLE 1: STRUCTURAL ATTRIBUTES OF THE PHYSICAL LAI FORMULATION 
Structural attributes of the physical LAI formulation from Pgap measurements and their typical range in 
forests. The structural attributes sensitivity to scale and view angle are presented for a typical sampling 
scale of an undisturbed natural forest stand. ^represents the typical projection function (G) range 
(Nilson, 1971). Clumping levels are presented at the stand scale. 
 
Structural attribute 
Scale 
variant 
View angle 
variant 
Typical 
Range Reference 
Canopy element clumping (Ω) High Med 0.4-1 
Zhao et al. (2012); Leblanc et al. (2005); 
Chen et al. (2005) 
Wood-to-total plant area ratio (α) Low N/A 0.1-0.4 Kucharik et al. (1998); Gower et al. (1999) 
Leaf angle distribution (LAD) Med High 0.4-0.8^ Wang et al. (2007); Pisek et al. (2013) 
Wood angle distribution (WAD) Med High 0.2-0.6^ This study 
Leaf Area Index (LAI m
2
 m
-2
) Med N/A 2-6 Gower et al. (1999); Asner et al. (2003) 
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FIGURE 2: SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF CANOPY ELEMENT CLUMPING SCALES 
 
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of canopy element clumping scales for a broadleaf forest. (a) depicts the 
within-crown scale. Canopy elements are shown grouped into branches and branching clusters, termed 
‘foliage clusters’, as shown in the profile view. The projected element cover image (view zenith angle  = 
0°) depicts the crown projection or projected area of the tree crown. An ellipse delineates the crown 
outline, known as the projected envelope area ‘PEA’. Therefore, the crown Pgap at  = 0° is equivalent 
to 1 minus the proportion of projected crown cover within the PEA. (b) depicts a birds-eye view of the 
canopy element clumping at the between-crown, plot, or stand scale through the stem distribution. 
Larger between-crown gaps characterise a more aggregated or clumped tree distribution for the same 
PAI level. 
 
1.1.1 LIMITATIONS OF CURRENT FRAMEWORKS TO ASSESS GROUND-BASED LAI ESTIMATE ACCURACY 
Indirect methods have traditionally been validated against independently obtained LAI estimates 
considered to be more accurate, comprising: destructive harvesting, litter collection, and allometric 
relationships (c.f. Leblanc & Fournier, 2014). However, there is a high degree of uncertainty associated 
with these independent LAI estimates, in part due to the challenges presented when operating in 
complex forest environments. Chen et al. (1997b) reported difficulty in keeping total LAI error budgets 
below 25% utilising the direct and semi-direct techniques of harvesting and extrapolation to larger areas 
via allometry. Similar error budgets were reported for litter-trap collection methods (Kalácska et al., 
2005). Therefore, evaluation of the performance of indirect retrieval methods may be compromised by 
potential errors in the independent validation methods. In addition, validation of these indirect methods 
is lacking in the literature. Only a small number of studies, representing a handful of forest types (real or 
virtual), have benchmarked these methods (e.g. Leblanc & Fournier, 2014; Macfarlane et al., 2007b; 
Neumann et al., 1989). 
An attractive alternative to the benchmarking of field-derived LAI estimates are 3D computer simulation 
model frameworks. These enable indirect methods to be benchmarked against precisely known model 
parameters. Other advantages include providing a non-destructive alternative and high degree of 
flexibility in virtual scene parameterisation, where computing resources are no longer a limitation to 3D 
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modelling and simulation frameworks. However, the complexity, resources, time, and high degree of 
skill required to create a representative virtual forest environment are considerable, and represent a 
potential trade-off that must be taken into account. Few studies have implemented 3D modelling 
frameworks to validate indirect LAI retrieval methods using ray tracing models, which contained a 
limited degree of canopy architectural realism (Jonckheere et al., 2006; Leblanc & Fournier, 2014; 
Walter et al., 2003). These studies found that retrieval methods need to be further tested under 
conditions where canopies more approximately represent the real parameters of an actual forest stand. 
The advantage of doing so is to permit better definition of the merits and limitations of these indirect 
estimation methods from remote sensing data. Consequently, there is a need for more complex 3D 
models than have been created to date for this purpose.  
1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
At present there is lack of consensus in standard operational protocols for indirect LAI estimation 
methods in complex forest environments. This is in part due to the numerous methods that are subject 
to ongoing sensor development, and in part due to the lack of applied understanding as to how best to 
operate these methods in such a diverse, complex and challenging environment. In addition, there is a 
large degree of uncertainty in indirect methods for LAI calculation through the application of the Pgap 
physical model (Monsi & Saeki, 1965; Nilson, 1971). The traditional approach of benchmarking indirect 
methods against other independently obtained in-situ LAI estimates is problematic due to potential 
errors in both approaches, which typically greatly exceed the preferred 5% accuracy target for satellite 
products in these environments (Fernandes et al., 2014). As a result, there is a need to further quantify 
indirect method differences and their limitations in the context of their applicability for LAI calculation 
via canopy transmittance or Pgap estimates. 
1.3 AIM AND SCOPE 
This research set out to examine means to improve uncertainty in the indirect estimation of LAI through 
the ubiquitously applied Pgap physical model.  
The thesis considered three primary research questions: 
RQ1. What is the level of variance in measurements retrieved by four ground-based instruments 
following standard data collection and processing procedures for estimating canopy openness, gap 
fraction and effective PAI in five representative yet diverse native forest types of eastern Australia? 
RQ2. What is the impact of woody material and within-crown clumping on the estimation of forest 
canopy gap fraction and LAI using 3D exemplar reconstructed tree models? 
RQ3. What are the uncertainties and errors associated with using hemispherical photography for the 
retrieval of canopy element clumping and for estimating the wood-to-total plant proportion ‘α’ in a 
representative virtual forest environment? 
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This thesis focused on indirect ground-based LAI estimation methods based on the Pgap physical model. 
The research concentrated on complex forest environments, for which there are well recognised 
difficulties in acquiring direct estimates of LAI. A subset of directly comparable instruments and 
methods were utilised following standard operational data collection and processing protocols (RQ1). A 
single forest type was then taken for further examination in a 3D modelling environment for answering 
RQ2 & 3. Secondary research questions and aims are presented in subsequent chapter introductions 
(Chapters 2 - 5). 
1.4 STRUCTURE 
The thesis is presented in modular components; each containing a main objective, literature review and 
theoretical background section where appropriate, results, discussion and conclusions. The research 
chapters are connected via the overarching theme of quantifying and reducing uncertainty in the 
application of the Pgap physical model. Chapters 2 - 5 individually correspond to the main 
abovementioned research questions and objectives further elucidated below.  
The first objective was to compare and contrast the level of variance for estimating canopy openness, 
gap fraction, and effective PAI of four instruments’ measurements following standard operational field 
data collection and data processing protocols (Chapter 2; RQ1). Five representative forest types in 
Eastern Australia covering an LAI range from 0.5 to 5.5 were utilised. High- and low-resolution (HR and 
LR) digital hemispherical photography (DHP) were compared to a terrestrial laser scanner (TLS), 
augmented with measurements using the LAI-2200 Plant Canopy Analyser in a subset of plots. 
Additionally, variances between three commonly used DHP classification methods were quantified 
including: a supervised classification, a global automated threshold, and an automated classification 
method applied to mixed pixels after first identifying homogenous regions of canopy and sky. This 
enabled recommendations regarding data acquisition and image classification procedure, and the 
assessment of the utility of TLS to be used as an alternative to DHP or LAI-2200 instruments for 
estimating openness, gap fraction, and LAI. 
The second objective was to implement a 3D modelling framework to overcome the limitation of a lack 
of absolute truth or benchmark value for assessing indirect LAI estimation method performance 
(Chapter 3). The key selection criteria and subsequent choice of a 3D simulation model were presented 
and described in detail. The canopy reconstruction and parameterisation process of an Australian Box 
Ironbark Eucalypt forest was then described, including ancillary field and airborne data collected to 
supplement model validation. A secondary objective was to reconstruct highly detailed 3D tree models, 
designed to be representative of the structural characteristics of individual Eucalypt trees relevant to 
the Box Ironbark forest type. These highly detailed 3D tree models were then used to create virtual 
forest scenes for implementation in the simulation model. The virtual scenes were representative of a 
range of stand characteristics measured from field data including: stem density, stem distribution, and 
plot LAI values. The simulation and modelling framework, in part inspired by the previous work by 
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Leblanc & Fournier (2014); Walter et al. (2003); and Jonckheere et al. (2006), was then employed for 
Research Questions 2 and 3 in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. 
The third objective was to quantify the impact of woody material and within-crown clumping on the 
estimation of forest canopy gap fraction or Pgap and LAI utilising the 3D modelling framework (Chapter 
4; RQ 2). This required a close examination of the underpinning theory of the Pgap physical model. The 
3D modelling framework enabled the validation of the woody element projection function ‘Gw’, a newly 
proposed parameter in this thesis required to increase LAI estimate accuracy through the application of 
the Pgap physical model. Gw characterises the angular contribution of non-leaf facets in woody 
ecosystems. Subsequently, a modification of the Pgap physical formulation is presented to include Gw, 
directly related to an updated formulation of the extinction coefficient. This represents an improvement 
in the understanding of the application of the Pgap physical model in woody ecosystems. In addition, 
the sensitivity of the 3D tree models’ total projected area to leaf angle distribution (LAD) and its impact 
on within-crown clumping are modelled and quantified for the first time. This is increasingly relevant to 
the popular application area of biophysical product benchmarking and validation from earth observation 
data, utilising highly-detailed 3D models comprising a range of key structural attributes. 
The fourth and final objective was to validate structural retrieval methods for indirect estimation of 
canopy element clumping and the proportion of wood-to-total plant material ‘α’ (Chapter 5; RQ 3). The 
modelling and simulation framework developed by Leblanc & Fournier (2014) was used as a basis for the 
experimental design, with some key distinctions. The representative virtual forest scenes comprising a 
broad range of PAI values and stem clumping distributions described in Chapter 3 were used for further 
analysis. A comparison with independently collected Hemispherical Photography and Airborne Laser 
Scanning (ALS) field data were then undertaken to demonstrate the close degree of matching with key 
virtual scene structural parameters of Pgap and vertical foliage profiles. 
The four clumping methods investigated were chosen from those set out in Leblanc & Fournier (2014), 
applicable to gap size and gap size distribution measurements. The α retrieval method from Sea et al. 
(2011) was selected, utilising classified HPs applicable to evergreen forests. Clumping and α retrieval 
method accuracy were determined through benchmarking against precisely known virtual scene 
parameters. This enabled the quantification of retrieval method sensitivity to PAI level, stem clumping 
distribution, and view zenith angle in a complex representative virtual forest for the first time. A specific 
focus on the 55-60° view zenith angle range was undertaken due to the known convergence of leaf and 
wood angle distributions near the 57.3° angle. A discussion of the implications of the various tested 
retrieval methods’ achievable accuracies and subsequent recommendations for measurement collection 
and analysis follows. 
The thesis concludes with a synthesis of results obtained in this study. The implications of the findings 
for future measurement campaigns and suggestions for future research are also discussed (Chapter 6).  
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CHAPTER 2    U N D E R S T AN D I N G  T H E  V AR I AB I L I T Y  I N  G R O U N D - B AS E D  M E T H O D S  F O R  R E T R I E VI N G  C AN O P Y  O P E N N E S S ,  G AP  F R AC TI O N ,  AN D  E F F E C T I V E  P L AN T  A R E A I N D E X  I N  DI V E R S E  F O R E S T  S Y S T E M S 
 
 
UNDERSTANDING THE VARIABILITY IN 
GROUND-BASED METHODS FOR 
RETRIEVING CANOPY OPENNESS, GAP 
FRACTION, AND EFFECTIVE PLANT 
AREA INDEX IN DIVERSE FOREST 
SYSTEMS 
 
 
Based on the peer-reviewed publication: 
 
Woodgate, W., Jones, S.D., Suarez, L., Hill, M.J., Armston, J.D., Wilkes, P., Soto-Berelov, M., Haywood, 
A., & Mellor, A. (2015). Understanding the variability in ground-based methods for retrieving canopy 
openness, gap fraction, and leaf area index in diverse forest systems. Agricultural and Forest 
Meteorology, 205(0), 83-95. doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.agrformet.2015.02.012 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 
There are a range of global LAI satellite products, such as the Moderate Resolution Imaging 
Spectroradiometer (MODIS; MOD 15 product) LAI (Knyazikhin et al., 1998), GLOBCARBON (Deng et al., 
2006), and GEOV1 (Baret et al., 2013). These vary based on their spatial resolution, derivation method, 
and frequency of production (Camacho et al., 2013). Recent intercomparison and validation studies have 
highlighted LAI product uncertainties (Camacho et al., 2013; Fang et al., 2012). Fang et al. (2012) 
estimated  MODIS collection 5 and CYCLOPES v3.1 (Baret et al., 2007) product uncertainty in the range 
of ±1 LAI. Uncertainty for MODIS, CLYCLOPES, GLOBCARBON and GEOV1 satellite products evaluated by 
Camacho et al. (2013) ranged between 0.7 and 1.4 RMSE when compared with ground-based estimates 
(for LAI between 0 and 6). De Kauwe et al. (2011) found LAI product uncertainty was at its greatest (up 
to 36%) in areas of high LAI (≈4 LAI in forests), and attributed this to saturation of the sensor signal used 
for the retrieval algorithm. Hill et al. (2006) found large LAI satellite product uncertainty in Australian 
forested environments, partly attributing this to their predominantly erectophile leaf angle distribution 
(Anderson, 1981) and irregular tree and canopy architecture.  
The value of satellite derived land surface products for decision making purposes is inextricably linked to 
the product’s quality or accuracy (Cihlar et al., 1997). The Global Climate Observing System (GCOS), 
supported by the World Meteorological Organisation (WMO), have both specified target accuracy 
thresholds for global LAI products of 0.5 LAI or a maximum of 20% LAI and 5% LAI, respectively. Cihlar et 
al. (1997) identified three methods for LAI validation: (i) comparing independently derived satellite 
products with one another, (ii) comparing outputs of physically based models describing the underlying 
processes governing the remote sensing signal, and (iii) comparing independent in-situ data to the 
product (this being the main approach). However, it is often implicitly assumed that in-situ data used for 
validation is 100% accurate (Cihlar et al., 1997).  
In-situ estimates of LAI can be obtained using direct and indirect approaches, as described in 
comprehensive reviews by Breda (2003), Jonckheere et al. (2004) and Zheng & Moskal (2009). In many 
in-situ protocols (Fernandes et al., 2014; ICOS, 2014; Soto-Berelov et al., 2014; TERN, 2013) a range of 
instruments and measurement techniques are often specified, mainly focusing on indirect methods in 
forested environments due to their applicability over large areas and non-destructive nature. Each 
method has its own inherent biases and errors, which need to be better understood and quantified if 
their estimates are to be used for validation purposes (Camacho et al., 2013; Richardson et al., 2011). 
Among the most common and mature indirect in-situ methods for estimating LAI are digital 
hemispherical photography (DHP) and the LAI-2000 or 2200 Plant Canopy Analyser (LI-COR Inc., NE, 
USA). More recently, terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) has provided an additional indirect ground-based 
technique to estimate LAI. TLS has also been used to derive a range of forest structure parameters 
including apparent canopy height profiles, stem density, and stem volume (Jupp et al., 2009; Lovell et 
al., 2003; Lovell et al., 2011; Pueschel et al., 2013). These optical techniques estimate LAI through the 
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application of directional gap probability physical models using gap fraction data derived from the 
proportion of radiation intercepted by foliage elements in the canopy (Monsi & Saeki, 1965; Ross, 1981). 
Comparisons at the gap fraction level are essential for a better understanding of potential instrument 
differences (Leblanc et al., 2005). TLS has been proposed as a potential stable baseline estimate for gap 
fraction estimation due to its insensitivity to illumination conditions relative to passive remote sensing 
techniques (Danson et al., 2007; Seidel et al., 2012). This is in contrast to DHP gap fraction estimates, 
where variable sky illumination has been attributed as one of the main sources of error (Pueschel et al., 
2012). Additional factors affecting direct comparison of in-situ instruments stem from instrument 
assumptions (Welles & Norman, 1991), multiple scattering of radiation affecting passive sensors 
(Kobayashi et al., 2013), instrument calibration (Danson et al., 2014; Lang et al., 2010), and application 
of different gap fraction and LAI retrieval methods and algorithms. 
Over the past 25+ years, many studies have been undertaken to evaluate uncertainties with LAI 
estimation in forested environments, e.g. Chason et al. (1991); Coops et al. (2004); Macfarlane et al. 
(2007b); Whitford et al. (1995); Zhao et al. (2011). However, instrument-to-instrument comparison 
between these studies is limited by confounding influences of differing sampling designs, sample areas, 
and sensor field of view (Garrigues et al., 2008c). Furthermore, few studies have compared a TLS to DHP.  
Their conclusions with respect to the relative performance of TLS compared with DHP were limited by a 
number of factors. Such limiting factors included; different LAI retrieval algorithms applied to each 
instrument, comparing non-coincident LAI estimates from DHP to TLS (Lovell et al., 2003; Zhao et al., 
2012); and comparing hemispherical photos to simulated hemispherical photos, based on multiple 
registered TLS scans at non-coincident locations to the real photos (Hancock et al., 2014; Seidel et al., 
2012). These comparisons are not well suited for determining individual sensor differences. 
Of the studies that conducted a direct comparison with hemispherical photography captured at the 
same measurement location as a TLS, either the key methodological step detailing camera exposure was 
not specified or  automatic exposure was employed (Danson et al., 2007; Ramirez et al., 2013; Vaccari et 
al., 2012). Automatic exposure is known to greatly underestimate gap fraction in high LAI or forest 
environments due to image overexposure (Beckschäfer et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2005). Additionally, 
comparison studies have typically chosen to employ only one DHP classification method. A number of 
classification methods are currently in use. These methods have the potential to be highly variable and 
have shown to have significant impact upon canopy openness, gap fraction and LAI estimates 
(Jonckheere et al., 2005; Macfarlane, 2011).  
This chapter presents, compares and contrasts the level of variance for estimating canopy openness, gap 
fraction, and LAI of measurements from four instruments following standard operational field data 
collection and data processing protocols (Leblanc et al., 2005; LI-COR, 2011). High- and low-resolution 
(HR and LR) digital hemispherical photography (DHP) are compared to a terrestrial laser scanner (TLS), 
augmented with measurements using the LAI-2200 Plant Canopy Analyser in a subset of plots. 
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Additionally, variances between three commonly used DHP classification methods are presented 
including; a supervised classification, a global automated threshold, and an automated classification 
method applied to mixed pixels after first identifying homogenous regions of canopy and sky. This 
chapter makes recommendations regarding image classification procedures and discusses the utility for 
TLS to be used as a surrogate DHP or LAI-2200 instrument for estimating openness, gap fraction, and 
LAI.  Results over five representative forest types in Eastern Australia covering a range of LAI from 0.5 to 
5.5 are presented. 
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2.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.2.1 STUDY SITES 
Five study sites were selected covering a contrasting range of forest systems. The sites are all located 
along the east coast of Australia with LAI values ranging from 1 to 5 (Figure 3). A brief summary of site 
characteristics including average LAI value, yearly rainfall and vegetation type is presented (Table 2).  
Rushworth (RF) is located in central Victoria. It comprises low open Box Iron Bark forest with sparse 
understorey. The single-strata forest includes several eucalypt species such as Red Iron Bark (Eucalyptus 
sideroxylon), Red Stringybark (E. macrorhyncha), Red Box (E. polyanthemos), Grey Box (E. microcarpa) 
and associations with an average top of canopy height of 15m.  
Karawatha (KA) is located in southeast Queensland, south of Brisbane. The dominant vegetation types 
include a remnant dry sclerophyll eucalypt forest with a grassy understorey and remnant Melaleuca 
forest with a herbaceous understorey (Hero et al., 2013). 
Watts Creek (WC) largely comprises a mature open forest of Mountain Ash (E. regnans), which is among 
the tallest flowering plants, with some known to have reached heights in excess of 100m (Ashton, 1976; 
Mifsud, 2003). Regrowth and older mature stands of Mountain Ash, Shining Gum (E. nitens) and Alpine 
Ash (E. delegatensis) occur at higher elevations. Watts Creek is also characterised by dense understorey 
with patches of rainforest at lower elevations along the gullies.  
D’Aguilar (DA) National Park is located in southeast Queensland, northwest of Brisbane. Woodlands and 
dry eucalypt forests mainly occur at lower elevations whereas the forest becomes more complex at 
higher altitudes changing to wet sclerophyll or rainforest with thick understorey (Tree & Walter, 2012). 
Robson Creek (RC) is located in Danbulla National Park within the Wet Tropics World Heritage Area of 
Far North Queensland. It consists of a mesophyll and notophyll vine forest and is floristically diverse. It 
has some of the highest biomass per hectare ratios found in the world (Bradford et al., 2014; Murphy et 
al., 2013). The canopy height ranges from around 25 m to 45 m. 
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FIGURE 3: STUDY SITES 
 
Figure 3. (a) Location of study sites on the Australian east coast overlaid on MODIS LAI product (April, 
2012), (b) representative hemispherical photos from each site; Vic (Victoria) and Qld (Queensland) 
denote the state. 
TABLE 2: STUDY SITE CHARACTERISTICS 
Site description of the location, rainfall, dominant vegetation group and average MODIS LAI value. *NVIS 
is the National Vegetation Information System classification (DEWR, 2007). Rainfall (mm/yr) represents 
the 30 year mean annual rainfall for that site with the exception of Karawatha and Robson Creek, 
estimated as the 12 year mean up to the year 2013. ^The MODIS LAI value refers to the study site’s 
average LAI from the collection 5 MOD15A2 product since 2000. 
Site Location 
Rainfall 
(mm/year) NVIS Vegetation group* 
MODIS 
LAI^ 
Rushworth 36°45’S, 144°58’E 498 
Eucalyptus open forests with a shrubby 
understorey 1.0 
Karawatha 27°38’S, 153°05’E 909 Eucalypt open forest with a grassy understorey 1.4 
Watts Creek 37°41’S, 145°41’E 1312 
Eucalyptus tall open forest with a dense broad-
leaved and/or tree-fern understorey 3.4 
D'Aguilar 27°26’S, 152°50’E 1526 
Eucalypt open forest with a grassy or shrubby 
understorey 4.7 
Robson Creek 17°07’S, 145°38’E 2467 Warm temperate rainforest 4.8 
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2.2.2 INSTRUMENTS 
The specifications of the four instruments used in this study are described in (Table 3). Data from each 
instrument is used to estimate the proportion of the field-of-view occupied by canopy gaps. 
TABLE 3: INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Summary of instrument characteristics used for the comparison. FOV is the field of view of the 
instrument in both horizontal (H) and vertical (V) directions, * denotes the Sigma EX 4.5mm fisheye lens 
was used with the HR DHP in all sites except Robson Creek where a Canon EOS 50D with a Sigma 8mm 
fisheye lens was used, ** denotes the FOV extent of the five discrete zenith rings of the LAI-2200, ^ 
denotes the FOV of a single TLS scan. ^^ the LAI-2200 outputs one value per sensor ring, therefore the 
angular resolution is closest approximated by the bit-depth of the sensor (LI-COR 2013, pers. comm., 16 
April). The lens on the LR-DHP is a Sunex DSLR 215 with a prefabricated uniform neutral density filter 
and Infrared-cut coating. The maximum TLS measurement range for a natural target with 20% 
reflectivity is 160m, with a 0.3 mrad beam divergence (Riegl, 2013). 
Instrument  Model (Manufacturer) 
Angular resolution 
(°) 
Maximum FOV 
(degrees) H, V Wavelength (nm) 
LAI-2200 LAI-2200 (LI-COR Inc.) NA^^ 300, 75** <490  
HR-DHP* D90* (Nikon) 0.08 360, 90 400-700 
LR-DHP CI-110 (CID Inc.) 0.26 360, 92.5 400-700 
TLS VZ400 (Riegl) 0.06 360, 100^ 1550 
 
2.2.3 DATA COLLECTION 
Eleven plots were measured across the five study sites (Table 4) between March 2012 and August 2013. 
Plots were located well within natural stands of contiguous forest, each at least 100 hectares in size, 
thus eliminating any sampling border effects from changing land systems.  Not all instruments were 
used at each plot due to limited availability or inability to access a nearby open reference area for the 
LAI-2200. Therefore, LAI-2200 was used as a baseline comparison for LR- & HR-DHP methods in a subset 
of plots. To facilitate the comparison, each instrument was set-up using the same reference point on the 
ground at the same height (between 1–1.3 m above ground), with measurements taken only minutes 
apart. Coincident measurement locations were essential for subsequent comparison of instrument 
performance over the same field-of-view. Furthermore, measurements were taken in optimal diffuse 
lighting conditions for photography at dusk or dawn, or overcast diffuse conditions during the day. Wind 
was at most a minor presence in all acquisitions and thus lead to few spurious returns and negligible 
blurring from moving canopy elements during scanning and photography acquisitions respectively. 
Sampling design, i.e. the number and pattern of measurement locations, varied between some plots and 
sites. However, as the main objective was to compare instruments and their subsequent processing 
methods, the key methodological step of operating each instrument at the same point was deemed 
acceptable.  
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TABLE 4: PLOT DESCRIPTION 
Plot description with instruments used, number of sample points, and plot dimensions. *RF = 
Rushworth, KA = Karawatha, DA = D’Aguilar, WC = Watts Creek, RC = Robson Creek.  
Plot Name* Instruments Sample points Plot Dimensions 
RF1 TLS, HR-DHP 4 30m radius 
RF2 LAI-2200, HR- & LR-DHP 72 25m x 25m 
RF3 LAI-2200, HR- & LR-DHP 6 25m x 25m 
RF4 TLS, HR-DHP 5 40m radius 
KA1 TLS, HR-DHP 5 50m x 50m 
KA2 TLS, HR-DHP 5 50m x 50m 
DA1 TLS, HR-DHP 5 50m x 50m 
WC1 LAI-2200, HR- & LR-DHP 11 50m transect 
WC2 HR- & LR-DHP 11 100m transect 
RC1 TLS, HR- & LR-DHP 5 50m x 50m 
RC2 HR- & LR-DHP 5 30m x 30m 
 
High-Resolution Digital Hemispherical Photography: The exposure and image selection technique used 
was based on Leblanc et al. (2005). In plot RF2 in Rushworth an automatic exposure with fixed aperture 
was used as it provided an optimally exposed image. In subsequent plots, multiple images were 
acquired at each point in JPEG fine format (DN range = 0-255) with camera bracketing set to ±1 f-stop, 
which changed the shutter speed automatically. The first image acquired was set to automatic exposure 
with exposure metering set to matrix metering. The set of images were then checked in the field using 
the image preview mode on the camera to ensure no over- or under-exposure. Image histograms were 
also previewed in the field using the camera’s histogram function to check for a good separation of sky 
and canopy (Figure 4). The selection criteria for the ‘best’ photo to process was the photo that most 
clearly distinguished canopy elements from sky based on checks for over-exposure and under-exposure 
and good separation of histogram peaks. If none of the initial set of images fit the selection criteria, then 
the exposure level was stopped up or down accordingly by changing the shutter speed. This created 
redundancy in the image capture process. Photos were checked a posteriori in the lab to ensure the best 
choice from the field acquisition had been made. The camera was levelled using a triple axis level bubble 
fixed to the accessory shoe ensuring level to +/- 0.1°. Images were acquired pointing North. 
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FIGURE 4: IDEALLY EXPOSED IMAGE HISTOGRAM EXAMPLE 
 
Figure 4. An example of an ideally exposed image histogram. The histogram consists of two distinct sky 
and canopy peaks successfully identified by the two-corner classification method (Macfarlane, 2011); a 
large separation between sky and canopy peaks; minimal overexposure for sky pixels (pixels= 255 DN); 
minimal saturation of canopy pixels (DN = 0); and a small proportion of mixed pixels (shaded) between 
the lower and upper corner of the two-corner method. The proportions of sky and canopy pixels are 
approximately equivalent in the example. 
Low-Resolution Digital Hemispherical Photography. Images were captured using LR-DHP in ‘preview’ 
mode following an adapted protocol of Leblanc et al. (2005). The LR-DHP instrument did not provide a 
function to conduct a visual inspection of the histogram in the field. Therefore, only the image preview 
mode of the instrument was used as a guide when modifying camera settings to determine an optimally 
exposed image. The aperture of the instrument is fixed at a manufacturer specified value of f 2.8. 
Images were acquired pointing North. The camera was levelled using a self-levelling gimbal mount fixed 
to a handheld wand. High quality conversion of PNG to JPEG formats (DN range = 0-255) was conducted 
in IrfanView v4.36 (Skiljan, 2013). Based on visual and histogram inspection of the digital number 
frequencies there were no compression/conversion artefacts from the PNG lossless image format to the 
JPEG format.  
Terrestrial Laser Scanner. At each measurement location the TLS scanned the hemisphere in two parts. 
First a horizontal scan from 30 to 130° zenith was acquired, then the instrument was tilted at 90° and 
the upper hemisphere was scanned. For the analysis, the 0 to 30° section was used from the tilted scan 
and greater than 30° zenith angle was used from the horizontal scan. The horizontal and tilted scans 
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were registered to within 1 cm precision using common retro-reflective targets in the field and RiSCAN 
software (Riegl, 2010). The angular resolution was set at 0.06° for all scans at every plot. More technical 
information on the Riegl VZ400 can be found in (Riegl, 2013). Lighting conditions have a negligible 
impact on the TLS as its wavelength is 1550nm and it is an active emitter of radiation. 
LAI-2200. The LAI-2200 was operated in dual-wand mode with a synchronised and levelled reference 
sensor operating autonomously located in a nearby open area (< 2km), consistent with best practise 
guidelines as outlined in the manufacturer manual (LI-COR, 2011). The sky conditions were partially 
cloudy at the times of dawn or dusk when the LAI-2200 was operated, with slow moving clouds that lead 
to a stable lighting environment for both reference and measurement sensors.  A 90° view cap was 
placed on both sensors to mask the operator. The orientation of the cap was recorded with a compass 
to maintain consistency with plot measurements. The LAI-2200 is designed to produce the same results 
as its predecessor, the LAI-2000. 
2.2.4 DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS 
2.2.4.1 DIGITAL HEMISPHERICAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
Hemispherical photos were classified in a number of standard ways. The first method was a supervised 
classification conducted in the CanEye software (Weiss & Baret, 2014). Two automated image 
classification approaches were also applied: a global binary threshold using the Ridler and Calvard 
(1978)  method; and a two-corner method from MacFarlane (2011) to first classify homogenous regions 
of sky and canopy. Three classification techniques were then applied to the mixed pixels. Camera lens 
projection functions and image-lens image centre offset calibrations were applied for all photography. 
All images were masked to a 150° field of view, coinciding with the lowest zenith angle of the LAI-2200. 
Restricting the FOV minimises the increased frequency of mixed pixels at low zenith angles and ensures 
background pixels of circular fisheye images do not bias automated classification algorithms operating at 
the image histogram level. 
Supervised Classification (S): The same experienced operator was used for the supervised classification 
to reduce operator bias caused by subjectivity (Beaudet & Messier, 2002). Images were processed in 
CanEye v6.3.11, with no gamma correction. Pixels were classified into a binary image of sky or non-sky. 
Image resolution was preserved (i.e. no pixel subsampling), however a default k-means clustering colour 
palette reduction takes place in CanEye based on minimum variance quantization (rgb2ind MATLAB 
function; Mathworks Inc., MA, USA) resulting in a reduction of the number of colours to 324 to aid in the 
supervised classification process (Weiss & Baret, 2014; Weiss, 2014, pers. comm., 15 Oct.) . This colour 
reduction was conducted in addition to the initial in-camera JPEG compression. The magnitude of the 
effect of the additional colour reduction on the classification of the image is unknown.  
Automated Thresholds (AT): Automated threshold techniques provide an objective comparison 
removing the operator bias which is known to be large (Jonckheere et al., 2005). The blue channel of the 
in-camera image was used for both HR- and LR-DHP cameras as it is known to be least affected by 
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multiple scattering of radiation under the canopy (Welles, 1990). Furthermore, the blue channel 
presents the highest contrast between the foliage and sky, which allows for better separation into two 
classes (Jonckheere et al., 2005). Background pixels were masked (i.e. those pixels outside the projected 
image of canopy) to avoid bias in the threshold computation.  
The first AT method applied to the imagery was the global binary automated threshold method from 
Ridler & Calvard  (1978), referred to as global (G). The iterative clustering technique calculates a global 
threshold based on the clustering of image intensity levels of the blue channel. In 2005, Jonkheere et al. 
found Ridler & Calvard’s (G) threshold to be the most robust method for a wide range of light and 
canopy structure conditions.  
The second AT method applied was the two-corner classification procedure, referred to as two-corner 
(TC), from Macfarlane (2011) using the DCP toolbox version 3.14 (Macfarlane et al., 2014). The 
automated procedure first identifies the unambiguous sky and canopy peaks of the image histogram, 
and then detects the digital numbers ‘DN’ at the point of maximum curvature to the right of the canopy 
peak, and to the left of the sky peak, i.e. the lower (DNl) and upper (DNu) corners (Figure 4). Mixed 
pixels containing a portion of canopy and sky, located between the lower and upper corners of the 
image histogram (Figure 4), were classified with the dual binary threshold (Macfarlane, 2011; 
Macfarlane et al., 2014). The dual binary threshold first identifies gaps smaller than 1% of the image size 
in the regions previously classified as canopy and applies the threshold DN = [DNl+ (DNu− DNl) × 0.25] to 
minimize the loss of small gaps. In the remainder of the image, a higher threshold (DN = [DNl + (DNu − 
DNl) × 0.75]) was applied to the mixed pixels to minimize the loss of canopy elements located in bright 
regions of the image. The end result is a binary image of sky or canopy pixels. A comparison of results of 
the dual binary classification with other in-built classification procedures in the DCP toolbox yielded 
similar results due to low proportions of mixed pixels in the DHP imagery, typically between 2% and 
15%. Therefore, for conciseness of results only the dual binary threshold method was presented. 
Automated thresholds were not applied to LR-DHP images due to the algorithm’s inability to distinguish 
homogenous regions of canopy and sky in a majority of images. This was caused by low dynamic ranges 
between sky and canopy pixels. Although care was taken to minimise overexposure, the result was a 
poorer separation of sky and canopy in the image histogram. This was only identified in a post-
processing stage due to no image histogram preview function offered by the LR-DHP camera. HR-DHP 
was not affected to the same degree as LR-DHP, although HR-DHP also exhibited some dual peaks of sky 
and canopy under these conditions. Thirteen of the total 134 HR-DHP images failed to automatically 
correctly classify homogenous areas of sky and canopy. This was primarily caused by dual peaks of 
canopy, sky, or a combination of both. In these cases a manual threshold was applied based on the 
image histogram. 
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2.2.4.2 CANOPY OPENNESS AND GAP FRACTION 
Canopy openness was calculated for HR- and LR-DHP images as the proportion of sky pixels to total 
pixels in the 150° field-of-view (FOV). TLS openness was calculated from the proportion of outgoing 
pulses that did not record a return over the same FOV. Gap fraction of the classified hemispherical 
photos was derived from the proportion of sky pixels as a function of zenith view angle. Gap fraction 
from the LAI-2200 was estimated from the intensity of light measured under the canopy divided by the 
reference sensor readings for the five instrument zenith rings. Gap fraction from the TLS was estimated 
from the number of outgoing pulses returned as a ‘hit’ divided by the total number of outgoing pulses as 
a function of zenith angle, also known as a point-based method (Danson et al., 2007). Gap fraction from 
the TLS and DHP instruments were convolved into 2.5° zenith bins to reduce minor levelling and geo-
location errors. For plots where the LAI-2200 was operated, gap fraction was convolved into the five 
discrete zenith rings of the LAI-2200 for direct comparison at the gap fraction level.  
2.2.4.3 EFFECTIVE LAI 
LAI  was calculated using a modified version of Miller’s LAI formula (Eqn. 1) (LI-COR, 2011; Miller, 1967; 
Welles & Norman, 1991). Eqn. 1 integrates gap fraction over a range of zenith angles. For each zenith 
annuli, foliage density is calculated and then a weighting function (Eqn. 2) is applied correcting for path 
length through the canopy. The formula assumes the canopy is horizontally homogenous (LI-COR, 2011). 
Miller’s formula provides a measure of effective LAI (LAIe), i.e. no foliage clumping correction. The 
product of the clumping correction factor and LAI provides LAIe (Chen & Black, 1992).  
      ∫    (  (  ))              
   
 
              [1] 
Where Po denotes the gap fraction and v denotes the view zenith angle. Po is averaged per zenith 
segment or ‘ring’ for input into Eqn. 1. Utilising zenith rings allows discretisation of the instrument field-
of-view into smaller zenith segments in order to compute multiple Po estimates for input into Eqn. 1. 
The application of Eqn. 1 using multiple angular Po estimates for each measurement location is weighted 
using Eqn. 2.  
              ∑          
   
                  [2] 
Where i is the zenith ring number, n is the number of zenith rings, i is the ring centre angle, and di is 
the angular ring width. The sum of Wi, the zenith ring weighting function (Eqn. 2), for all n is equal to 
unity. Gap fraction from each instrument was convolved into the five discrete zenith rings of the LAI-
2200, i.e. zenith rings centred at 7° , 23°, 38°, 53°, and 68° zenith angles, (LI-COR, 2011). This ensured 
the same angular zenith range was used for each method for comparison. Individual measurement LAI 
was subsequently computed for each instrument using the first four equivalent LAI-2200 zenith rings. 
The equivalent fifth zenith ring of the LAI-2200 was not used to minimise the effect of increased mixed 
pixels at low zenith angles (Jonckheere et al., 2004; Leblanc et al., 2005). Plot effective LAI was 
calculated for each method utilising gap fraction from the first four equivalent LAI-2200 zenith rings. It 
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was calculated by first averaging gap fraction for the plot for each zenith ring, and then applying Eqn. 1. 
By first averaging the individual measurement gap fractions comprising a plot and then applying Eqn. 1, 
instead of averaging individual effective LAI values comprising a plot, a correction for non-random 
canopy elements is avoided from the potential logarithmic averaging of LAI that may occur at multiple 
measurement locations (Kucharik et al., 1997; Ryu et al., 2010a).  
LAI from Eqn. 1 enabled direct comparison of instruments because; (i) gap fraction from the same 
portion of the hemisphere of each instrument at each concurrent measurement location was used, and 
(ii) applying different LAI algorithms to different instruments may bias or confound results. Alternative 
methods to estimate LAI were not included in this study as they depart from comparison at the gap 
fraction level or they employ different equations prohibiting a direct comparison of the instruments. As 
no distinction was made between foliage and non-foliage elements such as trunks and branches, the 
metric derived was Plant Area Index (Chen et al., 1991). A site specific wood-to-total plant area 
correction factor was not applied nor derived in this study, as it would be constant for all methods thus 
not enhancing method-to-method comparisons. Therefore, the metric will be referred to as LAI from 
here onward for consistency. 
2.2.5 DATA AND METHOD COMPARISON 
Linear non-fitted reduced major axis (RMA) regression analysis was used to compare retrieval methods 
of openness and LAI. RMA regression is specifically formulated to handle errors in both the x and y 
variables. Therefore, it is suitable for pairwise method comparisons in this study as all methods are 
treated as independent variables due to the absence of a direct ‘truth’, which is not feasible to obtain 
from destructive harvesting in forests. The offset and slope of the RMA regression equation revealed the 
degree of any systematic differences between methods; and the coefficient of determination (R
2
) 
provided a measure of the strength of the relationship. Two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was 
conducted on openness and LAI to detect significant differences between retrieval methods and plots. If 
the ANOVA revealed significant differences, Tukey’s honest significance difference (HSD) test was 
conducted post-hoc to determine which combination of methods and plots had significant differences (p 
< 0.05). Plot average method gap fraction and LAI was graphed to provide a visual representation of 
canopy structure and method variability. Lastly, Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) and Mean 
Absolute Deviation (MAD) were estimated for measurement pairs to determine the level of openness 
and LAI variance. Statistical analysis was conducted in IBM SPSS Statistics v22 (IBM Corp). 
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2.3 RESULTS 
2.3.1 OPENNESS 
Although the canopy openness from TLS was significantly different to the HR-DHP supervised (S) and 
two-corner (TC) classifications (ANOVA, p < 0.05), a strong correlation between the methods was 
observed (Figure 5ab). The interaction term between these methods and plots was not significant 
(ANOVA, p > 0.36). The only plot where the (S) method openness was not significantly different to TLS 
was in KA2, due to more closely matching gap fractions compared with other plots (Figure 6) 
Coefficients of determination (R
2
) for the (S) and (TC) classifications with TLS were 0.79 and 0.88 
respectively. The intercept and slope of the reduced major axis linear (RMA) regression function 
matched very closely for both HR-DHP methods with TLS, with the higher correlation achieved by the 
(TC) classification method.  RC1 results were not presented due to no-data TLS returns caused by the 
close proximity of foliage to the scanner (< 1.5m). This did not occur at any other plots. 
A strong linear correlation (R
2
 0.97) was observed between the two-corner (TC) method and the 
supervised (S) classification of HR-DHP with no bias (intercept almost 0, p < 0.01, Figure 5cd).  The 
ANOVA revealed no significant difference between the two methods (p > 0.58). The intercept and slope 
of the linear RMA regression function between (S) and (TC) methods was not significantly different to 
zero and one, respectively. Contrastingly, a large 0.1 offset (p < 0.01) between HR-DHP (S) and the global 
(G) openness was found, in addition to significantly different openness values (p < 0.01).  This disparity 
was further highlighted by the smaller RMSD and MAD for HR-DHP (S) with (TC) (0.04 and 0.03, 
respectively for HR-DHP (S)) as opposed to the HR-DHP(S) with (G) method (0.1 and 0.09 respectively). 
For HR-DHP (S) with (G), generally as openness increased, the proportional difference between the 
supervised and global classifications decreased. For example, at 10% openness for the (S) method, the 
openness for the (G) method ranged between 10% and 30%; whereas at 50% openness for the (S) 
method, the openness for the (G) method ranged between 50% and 60%. Thus the proportional 
difference was less for higher openness, indicating lower variability of the (G) classification method with 
higher openness levels. 
The (G) threshold for all 134 HR-DHP images were within the sky and canopy peak DN range as identified 
by the (TC) method. Ten of the 134 (G) images produced thresholds outside the lower and upper corner 
DN values, 9 of which were less than the lower corner. Additionally, the (G) threshold was consistently 
lower (72% of images) than the mid-point between the lower and upper corners, thus leading to a 
threshold comparatively favouring the classification of sky over foliage. 
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FIGURE 5: CANOPY OPENNESS 
Figure 5. Canopy openness of the HR-DHP supervised classification (a) and two-corner (TC) classification 
(b) versus TLS openness for all concurrent plots (RF1, RF4, KA1, KA2, and DA1). Canopy openness of the 
HR-DHP supervised (S) method versus; openness from the two-corner (TC) classification method (c), and 
openness from the global (G) classification method using the Ridler & Calvard (1978) algorithm (d) for all 
plots. Non-fitted reduced major axis linear regression line (grey) and equation (inset) shown, p < 0.01. 
Mean absolute difference (MAD) and root mean square deviation (RMSD) provided inset. The 1:1 line is 
dashed. 
2.3.2 GAP FRACTION 
Figure 6 revealed the presence/absence of dominant gaps and canopy structure due to the narrow bin 
sizes (2.5°). Plot average gap fraction estimates showed the general characteristic decay with increasing 
zenith angle for each method, due to longer path lengths at higher zenith angles (Figure 6; Figure 7). 
However, plot KA2 exhibited a spline gap fraction caused by increased gaps near zenith and 30-40° 
zenith angles relative to 10-30° and > 40° zenith angles. Additionally, plots RF4 and RC2 gap fraction at 
zenith was lower than at larger zenith angles (>40°), caused by the relative lower gap proportion. This is 
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not uncommon for plots where only 4-5 measurements are averaged. Determining a representative 
estimate of gap fraction near a view angle of zero degrees may require a large number of measurements 
(>20) due to comparatively smaller sampling areas (Macfarlane et al., 2007a).  
FIGURE 6: TLS PLOT GAP FRACTION 
 
Figure 6. Average plot gap fraction in 2.5° zenith bins vs. zenith angle for the six TLS plots; TLS (solid grey 
line), HR-DHP supervised classification (HR-DHP (S), solid black line), HR-DHP global binary classification 
using the Ridler & Calvard (1978) algorithm (HR-DHP (G), dotted black line), and HR-DHP two-corner 
method using the dual binary classification (HR-DHP (TC), dashed black line).  
A closely matching gap fraction (±0.1) near zenith was observed for TLS and HR-DHP (S) in all plots 
(Figure 6). The HR-DHP (TC) and (G) classifications were typically within 5% gap fraction over all zenith 
angles. HR-DHP (G) gap fraction was the highest for all plots over all zenith angles (Figure 6). An 
observed trend was TLS gap fraction typically decreased with zenith angle at a higher rate comparatively 
to all HR-DHP classifications. Subsequently, TLS displayed the lowest gap fraction at the largest zenith 
angle. The magnitude of the TLS gap fraction offset to the HR-DHP methods at the 60° zenith angle was 
between 0.15 - 0.2, where the HR-DHP methods matched to within 0.1 gap fraction. The lower TLS gap 
fraction was also evident in canopy openness (Figure 5ab). 
A relatively smooth gap fraction profile was observed in Figure 7 due to aggregation of gap fraction into 
larger zenith bins (≈10° versus 2.5° in Figure 6). HR-DHP (S) and (TC) typically matched within 0.1 gap 
fraction of the LAI-2200. The next closest to method to HR-DHP (S) was HR-DHP (G). However, HR-DHP 
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(G) displayed on all occasions the highest gap fraction of all HR-DHP and TLS methods (Figure 6; Figure 
7). Gap fraction from the LR-DHP (S) method was the furthest off the LAI-2200 in RF2 and WC1; up to 
0.25 gap fraction and typically greater than 0.1 - 0.15 for most zenith angles (Figure 7). 
FIGURE 7: LAI-2200 PLOT GAP FRACTION 
 
Figure 7. Average plot gap fraction aggregated to the five zenith rings of the LAI-2200 vs. zenith angle for 
the three plots where the LAI-2200 was operated. Methods shown consist of; LAI-2200 (dotted line), 
Low Resolution-DHP supervised (LR-DHP (S), solid grey line), High Resolution-DHP supervised (HR-DHP 
(S), solid black like), and High Resolution-DHP two-corner (HR-DHP (TC), dashed line).  
2.3.3 EFFECTIVE LAI 
The plot mean LAI values for each method demonstrated that all methods revealed ecotonal changes 
present between sites (Figure 8). The LAI values for the sites ranged from 0.5 to 5.5 across all retrieval 
methods. The estimated LAI values for each plot would be expected to be higher once foliage clumping 
effects were taken into account (Chen & Black, 1991).  Within-plot variability of LAI (plots RF1-4, KA1-2, 
DA1, WC1-2, RC1-2), represented by the 1 standard deviation extent in Figure 8, demonstrate the level 
of plot heterogeneity as estimated by the various retrieval methods.  
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FIGURE 8: EFFECTIVE PLOT LAI 
 
Figure 8. Mean effective LAI plot values for each method at all sites. The errors bars denote ± 1 standard 
deviation of individual plot LAI measurements. Plot abbreviations: Rushworth (RF), Karawatha (KA), 
D’Aguilar (DA), Watts Creek (WC), Robson Creek (RC). Instrument abbreviations: high/low resolution 
(HR/LR) digital hemispherical photography (DHP). Classification method abbreviations for DHP: 
supervised (S), global (G), and two-corner (TC). 
On average, HR-DHP (S) was within 6% LAI of HR-DHP (TC) for all plots, and not significantly different at 
any plot (Tukey HSD, p > 0.9). In addition, the HR-DHP (TC) and (S) methods were within 9% LAI of LAI-
2200 (RMSD 0.18 and 0.19 LAI, respectively) and were not significantly different at any plot (p > 0.75). 
On the other hand, HR-DHP (S) and (TC) were on average 34% and 29% LAI higher than (G), with 
significant differences in 4 plots (RF2, WC1-2, RC1) and 3 plots (same plots without RC1), respectively 
(Figure 8; Table 5). All HR-DHP classification method comparisons revealed LAI differences that were not 
correlated with plot LAI (R
2
 ≈ 0); using HR-DHP (S) for the plot LAI level. 
At each plot the within-plot LAI variance, as demonstrated by the ± 1 standard deviation error bars in 
Figure 8, was approximately equivalent for all methods with the exception of TLS and HR-DHP (G). In 
other words, the HR-DHP (S), (TC) and LR-DHP (S) methods were producing similar plot level LAI 
variance, whereas the TLS and HR-DHP (S) methods were producing comparatively higher or lower levels 
of within-plot variance respectively. HR-DHP (G) produced an equivalent or smaller plot LAI variability to 
all other methods in the TLS plots, exhibiting the smallest coefficient of variation ‘CV’ (average CV = 0.11 
compared with 0.18, 0.16, and 0.17 for HR-DHP (S), (TC), and TLS respectively). In plots RF1-2, KA2, DA1, 
and WC1, the HR-DHP (G) method demonstrated a comparative insensitivity to within-plot LAI variability 
as found with other methods.  
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TABLE 5. METHOD-TO-METHOD COMPARISON TABLE 
Bottom diagonal: Reduced major axis (RMA) regression equations for all individual LAI measurements 
with the coefficient of determination (R
2
); columns headers as the independent variable (x), row 
headers as the dependent variable (y). Top diagonal (shaded): the number of plots comparing the 
methods, the number of significantly different plots ‘Sig.’ (Tukey HSD, p < 0.05), and total number of 
measurement locations in brackets; below is the Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD, LAI unitless). The 
automated classifications (G and TC) for LR-DHP were not included due unsuitable image histograms. 
    
HR-DHP 
(S) 
HR-DHP (G) 
HR-DHP 
(TC) 
LR-DHP (S) LAI-2200 TLS 
  
HR-DHP 
(S) 
y = ax +b x 11, 4 (134) 11, 0 (134) 6, 2 (99) 3, 0 (89) 6, 3 (29) Plots, Sig. (points) 
R
2
 1 0.60 0.21 0.58 0.19 0.74 RMSD 
 
  
            
HR-DHP 
(G) 
y = ax +b 0.84x-0.23 x 11, 3 (134) 6, 3 (99) 3, 2 (89) 6, 3 (29) Plots, Sig. (points) 
R
2
 0.94 1 0.50 1.07 0.52 1.07 RMSD 
 
   
          
HR-DHP 
(TC) 
y = ax +b 0.93x+0.02 1.05x+0.33 x 6, 2 (99) 3, 0 (89) 6, 2 (29) Plots, Sig. (points) 
R
2
 0.98 0.95 1 0.63 0.18 0.75 RMSD 
 
    
        
LR-DHP 
(S) 
y = ax +b 0.92x+.55 0.97x+0.94 0.97x+0.53 x 3, 2 (89) 0 Plots, Sig. (points) 
R
2
 0.92 0.82 0.92 1 0.61   RMSD 
  
      
  
LAI-2200 
y = ax +b 0.89x+0.06 1.66x-0.04 0.91x+0.09 0.72x-0.08 x 0 Plots 
R
2
 0.92 0.82 0.91 0.84 1     
 
      
    
TLS 
y = ax +b 1.16x+0.49 1.77x+0.2 1.18x+0.49 NA NA x   
R
2
 0.79 0.69 0.88     1   
 
TLS produced the highest plot LAI values compared to all HR-DHP methods in all five plots (Figure 8). On 
average, TLS was 90%, 55%, and 50% LAI greater than HR-DHP (G), (TC) and (S) methods, respectively. 
TLS was significantly different (Tukey HSD test, p < 0.05) from: HR-DHP (S), (G) and (TC) in plots KA1 and 
DA1; HR-DHP (S) and (G) in plot KA2; and HR-DHP (G) in plot RF4. Interestingly, in plot KA2 the LAI was 
significantly different for the (S) method with TLS, which was in contrast to canopy openness. This can 
be explained by the larger deviations in gap fraction between the two methods occurring at lower zenith 
angles (Figure 6), where the LAI formula implemented is weighted more heavily (Eqn. 1 & 2). The 
comparatively larger LAI estimates from TLS was evident from the steeper slope and intercept of the 
reduced major axis linear regression functions fitted with TLS and all other methods (Table 5). The large 
TLS offset was substantial (> 0.5 or 20% LAI in all cases).  
HR-DHP (G) consistently produced one of the lowest plot average LAI estimates (9 of 11 plots) of all 
methods. On average (G) was 27% LAI less than LAI-2200. The large LAI differences and steep slope 
(slope = 1.66 x LAI-2200) for the HR-DHP (G) and LAI-2200 RMA function in Table 5 was primarily due to 
very low HR-DHP (G) LAI values in plot RF2 and WC1 (both plots significantly different, p < 0.05). On the 
other hand, LR-DHP (S) was on average 30% LAI higher than LAI-2200 and significantly different at the 
same two plots as HR-DHP (G). 
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Reasonably high coefficients of determination values (R
2
 > 0.7) were obtained for all comparisons (Table 
5). RMSD LAI estimates for the 13 possible method combinations ranged from 0.18 to 1.07. Eight of 
those method combinations had an RMSD greater than 0.5 LAI; the majority involved TLS or LR-DHP (S). 
In every plot where LAI-2200 was operated, it matched closest with HR-DHP (S) and (TC) gap fraction 
and LAI (no significant differences), with an RMSD of 0.19 and 0.18 respectively (Table 5). 
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2.4 DISCUSSION 
In this study a total of 75 indirect method-to-method pairwise comparisons were conducted across 11 
plots (sum of top diagonal of Table 5). Out of 75 comparisons, 37 had an RMSD ≥ 0.5 LAI and 26 were 
significantly different (Tukey HSD, p < 0.05). For sites with low LAI, 0.5 represents a large proportion of 
the total leaf area index. A key point is that LAI accuracy targets for satellite products specified by GCOS 
and the WMO are for the satellite products estimates to match within 0.5 LAI or as low as 5% of ground-
based estimates. Independently obtained ground-based estimates require a much smaller degree of 
relative uncertainty to one-another than generally found in this study in order to be used with a high 
degree of confidence. Furthermore, in order to achieve LAI to within 5% of the ‘true’ value, Pgap 
uncertainty alone is required to be less than 1% (Figure 9). 
FIGURE 9: LAI LOGARITHMIC RELATIONSHIP WITH PGAP AND ERROR PROPORTIONS FROM PGAP UNCERTAINTY 
 
Figure 9. (a) Logarithmic relationship of Pgap with LAI; (b) LAI error proportion from Pgap uncertainty. 
The LAI error proportion is shown as a ratio (y-axis) plotted as a function of Pgap for uncertainty levels 
of 0.1, 0.05, 0.02, and 0.01 Pgap. The ratio was calculated from: 1 – ln(Pgap(x))/ln(Pgap(x-Pgap 
uncertainty level)). 
The LAI-2200 and its predecessor the LAI-2000 have been used as a benchmark instrument for gap 
fraction and LAI estimation (Lang et al., 2010; Pueschel et al., 2012). The two methods presenting the 
best agreement with the LAI-2200 were the HR-DHP supervised (S) and two-corner (TC) classifications, 
with the lowest RMSD LAI values and no significant differences. LAI-2200 plot average LAI matched to 
within 10% for both of those methods (RMSD 0.19 and 0.18 LAI respectively). The close degree of 
matching is encouraging considering Welles & Norman (1991) found repeated LAI-2000 measurement 
error up to 15% LAI. The cause of bias between LAI-2000 and DHP methods has been previously 
attributed to calibration errors or differences in sky illumination, leading to random errors of 5% and 
10% in LAI respectively (Richardson et al., 2011). Additional factors influencing the direct comparison of 
these instruments include minor instrument levelling errors from handheld instruments (Lang et al., 
2010), the 90° view cap masking out the operator, and potential multiple scattering effects leading to an 
overestimation of gap fraction (Kobayashi et al., 2013). However, this study compared further factors 
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such as two different resolution hemispherical cameras and three different classification methods; one 
supervised and two automated classifications. 
Automated threshold classifications negate operator induced biases and inconsistencies typically found 
in manual supervised approaches (Jonckheere et al., 2005). The two automated approaches applied to 
the HR-DHP imagery differed substantially from one another (RMSD 0.5 LAI) and were significantly 
different in three plots (p < 0.05; RF1, WC1-2). The (G) method presented the highest openness and gap 
fraction (Figure 5; Figure 6) and lower LAI (Figure 8). The (G) classification method was less sensitive to 
within-plot LAI ranges compared with the other methods as denoted by the ±1 SD bars in Figure 8. 
Additionally, the (G) method produced higher RMSD when compared with (TC), using the LAI-2200 as a 
basis for comparison (RMSD 0.52 to 0.18 LAI respectively; significantly different, p < 0.05). Lastly, the 
closer agreement of (S) with LAI-2200, (S) with (TC), and (TC) with LAI-2200 over (G) (lower RMSD and 
fewer significantly different plots; Table 5) indicated that the (TC) classification method provided a 
better agreement of openness, gap fraction and LAI estimates with (S) and the LAI-2200 over the global 
classification method (G).  
The main difference between the automated two-corner (TC) and global (G) approach was the (TC) 
threshold was applied to only the mixed pixels identified from first classifying the image into 
homogenous regions of canopy and sky (Macfarlane, 2011). Advantages of applying a classification 
algorithm to only the mixed image pixels are the reduced likelihood of gross classification errors, and 
low gap fraction sensitivity from the classification algorithm due to mixed pixels typically accounting for 
less than 10% of the image (Macfarlane, 2011; Macfarlane et al., 2014; this study). Although, in dense 
forest environments a small gap fraction deviation may lead to a large LAI difference due to the 
exponential relationship of gap fraction to LAI (Eqn. 1). A remaining limitation of matching DHP gap 
fraction estimates with a reference or benchmark gap fraction becomes the determination of optimal 
camera exposure, which will be discussed further. 
A fundamental difference between the DHP and LAI-2200 methods is the need for determining optimal 
exposure and subsequent classification of DHP images as opposed to LAI-2200. The LAI-2200 avoids the 
need for determining exposure as it has 16-bit precision measured over four decade ranges of 
logarithmic scale (e.g. 1/10, 1/100, and 1/1000) enabling sensitivity from very low light levels through to 
direct measurement of sunlight (LI-COR 2013, pers. comm., 16 April). However, this advantage is 
partially offset with the difficulties of finding an open reference area which may not be feasible in many 
forested areas, and potential errors introduced from partially cloudy or uneven sky conditions in the 
plot location and reference area.  
Image exposure, processing and subsequent classification procedures have been identified as the major 
error components for DHP gap fraction estimation (Beckschäfer et al., 2013; Pueschel et al., 2012; Rich, 
1990). This study utilised ‘optimally’ exposed in-camera JPG images, selected based on the image 
histogram and image preview. The general range of optimal exposure for this study was between 
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automatic exposure (AE) and 2 stops under AE. In-camera JPG images have limited radiometric 
resolution (8 bit), making image classification sensitive to image exposure (Macfarlane, 2011). Authors 
have suggested techniques to counter this issue e.g. Cescatti (2007);   Lang et al. (2010); and Pueschel et 
al. (2012). However, these methods have varying degrees of complexity and/or require increased levels 
of user input. RAW camera imagery has the advantage of increased bit-depth to aid in image 
classification (currently > 14 bit in many commercial cameras) e.g. Jonckheere et al. (2005); Cescatti 
(2007); Macfarlane et al. (2014). Macfarlane et al. (2014) utilising RAW imagery in combination with 
automated image processing steps employing the two-corner (TC) classification method produced 
largely exposure insensitive results. This represents a step away from traditional image processing 
undertaken on in-camera JPG imagery, and a step toward standardising image exposure in the field.  
LR-DHP (S) displayed the poorest gap fraction agreement (Figure 7) and subsequently highest RMSD 
(LAI) of all DHP and LAI-2000 method-to-method comparisons (RMSD > 0.58 LAI, Table 5). The 
magnitude of the plot mean LAI differences between LR-DHP (S) with HR-DHP (S) and (TC) methods was 
not distinctly related to site LAI (Figure 8). Additionally, the gap fraction trend of LR-DHP (S) compared 
with the LAI-2200 and HR-DHP methods in Figure 7 indicated an inconsistent detection of gap sizes with 
both plot and zenith angle. The HR-DHP camera has approximately 11 times the number of pixels of the 
LR-DHP camera. Reduced mixed pixels from finer image resolution leads to a sharper delineation of gaps 
and more accurate gap fraction (Blennow, 1995; Macfarlane et al., 2007a). However, the main 
differences observed between the HR- and LR-DHP methods may be caused by the inability to 
standardise LR-DHP camera exposure due to the lack of camera bracketing and image histogram 
preview functionality. 
The effect of image resolution was unable to be rigorously tested due to poor LR-DHP image histograms, 
subsequently leading to the incapability of applying the automated classifications to the imagery. 
Additionally, the LR-DHP camera has a uniform neutral density (ND) filter with additional infra-red-cut 
coating, which reduces transmission by 50% at 650nm ±10nm. A ND filter is used to uniformly reduce 
light intensity through the lens, usually employed in photography where a more shallow depth-of-field is 
desired. The ND filter introduces a need for longer exposure time to balance the reduced light 
transmission, thus increasing the chance for image blur due to the handheld nature of the instrument. 
Utilising a camera tripod and remote trigger are recommended as means to negate increased mixed 
pixels from an unsteady camera. 
Inherent limitations in ranging LiDAR instruments need to be carefully considered for estimating 
accurate gap fraction. The limitations stem from the potential bias induced by the interaction between 
the size of the LiDAR footprint and overlap with the intercepting target, range to target, target 
reflectance and orientation, and detection thresholds (Béland et al., 2014; Lovell et al., 2003; Vaccari et 
al., 2012). Past studies have noted that these characteristics when using a point-based gap fraction 
method potentially lead to a comparatively lower estimate of gap fraction and thus higher estimate of 
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LAI (Danson et al., 2007; Guang et al., 2013; Lovell et al., 2003; Ramirez et al., 2013; Vaccari et al., 2012). 
This is due to more partial hits occurring around the edges of vegetation (Vaccari et al., 2012) and 
returning an intensity value above the instruments detection threshold. In addition, as the zenith angle 
increases, the path length of the LiDAR pulse through the canopy increases proportionally with LiDAR 
footprint size, thus increasing the probability of interception and partial returns (Hancock et al., 2014). 
This may explain the faster rate of decrease of TLS gap fraction, lower openness, and higher LAI 
comparatively to HR-DHP methods (Figure 6; Figure 8; Table 5). 
The closely matching gap fraction trend with zenith angle between the TLS with HR-DHP (S) and (TC) 
methods, combined with high R
2
 for openness and LAI (R
2
 >0.79), indicate a potential for instrument 
calibration (Figure 6; Table 5). Vaccari et al. (2012) found that a closer agreement of TLS gap fraction 
with DHP could be obtained using a morphology filter.  Interestingly, the higher R
2
 was observed for TLS 
with HR-DHP (TC) over (S), both for openness and LAI (0.88 and 0.79 respectively – R
2
 matched for 
openness and LAI). Vaccari et al. (2012) found TLS produced gap fraction  around 0.1 - 0.2 lower than 
DHP. In this study, TLS gap fraction was between 0 - 0.1 lower at zenith compared to HR-DHP (S) and 
(TC) methods, with differences increasing to around 0.1 - 0.2 at the 60° zenith angle. Although the same 
TLS instrument model and point-based gap fraction method was used in both studies, the manual DHP 
classification threshold and different camera exposure method employed by Vaccari et al. (2013) make a 
direct comparison to this study difficult. In addition, gap fraction differences as a function of zenith were 
not shown. Despite systematic errors between operators not being a factor in this study due to using 
only one experienced operator to manually classify all images, the nature of supervised or manual 
classifications will always lead to some errors from subjectivity. The higher R
2
 of TLS with the automated 
(TC) method may be explained by the avoidance of operator induced subjectivity from the manual (S) 
approach.  
Alternatively, a number of methods for correcting partial-return bias on gap fraction estimates have 
been presented (Hancock et al., 2014; Jupp et al., 2009; Ramirez et al., 2013; Seidel et al., 2012). 
Ramirez et al. (2013) increased gap fraction estimates by around 0.35 when applying an intensity scaling 
method to the point-based gap fraction estimates. However, the scanner used in their study had a beam 
divergence of 2.7 mrad, a factor of 9 larger than the TLS used in this study (Table 3). Therefore, a greater 
proportion of partial returns are expected with increasing beam divergence, leading to an application of 
a larger correction factor. Specific measures to rectify the potential source of error for partial returns 
was not attempted in this study due to: (i) the ill-posed nature of intensity scaling of return data (Béland 
et al., 2014; Hancock et al., 2014); (ii) the recording of intensity values is instrument specific and 
proprietary protected information for commercial scanners requiring calibration (Kaasalainen et al., 
2009); and (iii) the point-based method is an efficient and repeatable approach to estimate gap fraction 
(Danson et al., 2007). Intensity scaling requires further examination. These ongoing research issues are 
currently being investigated in activities conducted by groups such as the Terrestrial Laser Scanning 
International Interest Group (TLSIIG, 2014). 
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Further analysis of the TLS intensity imagery revealed that in RC1, the TLS returns from objects very 
close to the scanner (<1.5m) were recorded as pulses with no return, i.e. it was not possible to 
distinguish between a gap and the absence of a measurement. This is a potential limitation of the TLS 
due to minimum range resolution. Finding an unobstructed area was difficult due to the complex and 
dense nature of the Robson Creek rainforest site. This effect was not found in any other sites. Masking 
pulses with missing data was not attempted due to this being subjective and thus likely to bias results.  
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2.5 CONCLUSION 
This study compared forest canopy openness, gap fraction, and effective LAI estimates derived from 
common and experimental indirect ground-based instruments; all of which can be used to validate 
satellite-derived products of LAI, or up-scale to an intermediate high-resolution dataset. Measurements 
were collected and processed following standard operational protocols across five diverse forest 
systems in Eastern Australia. The specific instruments tested were high- and low-resolution (HR & LR) 
Digital Hemispherical Photography (DHP), the LAI-2200 Plant Canopy Analyser, and a Terrestrial Laser 
Scanner (TLS).  
The HR-DHP supervised (S) classification matched closely with the two-corner (TC) automated approach 
(RMSD 0.18 LAI) across all plots with no bias and no significant differences with openness and LAI (p > 
0.9). These methods produced gap fraction and LAI to within ±10% (RMSD < 0.2) of the LAI-2200 in a 
subset of plots where the instrument was used (openness and LAI not significantly different, p > 0.75). 
Additionally, the (TC) and (S) methods produced canopy openness and LAI values within 6% of each 
other, across the entire range of values (openness range 0.02 – 0.6, LAI 0.5 - 5.5). However, the HR-DHP 
global (G) method estimated higher openness, gap fraction and lower LAI than all other methods 
(statistically significant differences in openness and LAI, p < 0.05). HR-DHP (G) produced on average 30% 
higher LAI than HR-DHP (S) and (TC) classifications. It was also less sensitive to within-plot LAI range as 
estimated by the (S) and (TC) methods. The automated (G) classification does not take advantage of first 
classifying homogenous regions of sky and canopy in images following the (TC) method, and is therefore 
subject to larger differences than if the classification was applied to only mixed pixels. Consequently, 
both (TC) and (S) methods are recommended over the (G) method. In addition, the automated (TC) 
method can be used as a substitute for the manual (S) approach due to the comparable performance.  
The LR-DHP (S) method produced a high level of variability between all methods (RMSD > 0.5 LAI). This 
was attributed in part to the difficulty of acquiring quality exposed images without previewing the image 
histogram and a greater likelihood of mixed pixels due to the low resolution and handheld nature. Both 
these limitations have the potential to be overcome with higher resolution cameras making use of the 
greater bit-depth of raw imagery and subsequent image processing leading to predominantly exposure 
insensitive results (Macfarlane et al., 2014). 
A strong linear relationship with canopy openness and LAI metrics was found for TLS with the HR-DHP 
(S) and (TC) methods (R
2
 0.79 and 0.88 respectively). Although TLS was on average around 55% higher 
for openness and LAI (significantly different, p < 0.05), the strong coefficient of determination indicated 
the potential to calibrate these methods to overcome the large offset in the reduced major axis 
regression. Potential TLS biases need to be quantified through further instrument calibrated efforts. 
Additionally, the stronger correlation was found with TLS and the automated (TC) method over the 
supervised (S) method, thus indicating the potential for the (TC) method to be used as a more stable 
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estimate than the subjective (S) classification. Temporal consistency is especially important for the 
validation of satellite product time-series, critical to study seasonality and vegetation phenology. 
These results demonstrate variability between commonly utilised indirect ground-based methods need 
to be further reduced in order to provide repeatable unbiased and accurate validation estimates to 
meet product accuracy targets as low as 5%, a stated target accuracy of the WMO (2014). The 
discrimination between random and systematic errors caused by different ground-based methods 
across a range of acquisition environments merits further investigation. Computer simulation modelling 
may provide an appropriate means to determine each method’s absolute accuracy, a task that is almost 
impossible to quantify in real-world forests (Hancock et al., 2014; Leblanc & Fournier, 2014; Ramirez et 
al., 2013). In addition, the scientific validation community would benefit from more rigorous ground-
based data collection and processing protocols that would help harmonise estimates obtained from a 
variety of instruments.  
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3.1 RESEARCH CONTEXT 
The variability of four instruments’ measurements following standard data collection and processing 
procedures for estimating canopy openness and gap fraction in five representative yet diverse native 
forest types of eastern Australia was presented in Chapter 2. However, the study was limited by a lack 
of an absolute reference or benchmark to determine which method was the most accurate. For 
example, there was no benchmark to determine the absolute accuracy of Pgap estimates from each 
method. In forested environments the independent in-situ methods deemed most accurate for the 
benchmarking of plot scale LAI estimates are subject to large levels of uncertainty themselves. 
Therefore, a different approach was required to enable the benchmarking of indirect LAI retrieval 
methods from remote sensing instruments against precisely known ‘truthful’ values. 
Three-dimensional modelling frameworks facilitate the validation and calibration of remote sensing 
methodologies against a precisely known input model truth. This chapter presents the modelling 
framework employed for directly achieving the second main thesis objective. The modelling framework 
presented here is then used to accomplish the third and fourth main thesis objectives relating to 
Research Questions 2 and 3 (Chapter 4 & 5, respectively).  
This chapter is organised as follows: first, canopy reflectance models are introduced, and the key model 
selection criteria are delineated based on the specific research objectives of this thesis. Next, the study 
site selected as an exemplar for the reconstruction and input to the 3D modelling framework is 
described.  The detailed site characterisation process outlining the field data collected is then presented. 
The 3D tree model reconstruction process is then described, followed by an evaluation of individual tree 
models against field data collected to establish the degree of matching of key structural parameters. 
Next, field measurements of stem distribution, density, and plot LAI relevant to the virtual scene 
parameterisation are presented. Lastly, the virtual forest scenes are described (Research Question 3; 
Chapter 5). 
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3.2 INTRODUCTION 
The success of remote sensing depends upon being able to relate reflectance measurements to 
vegetation properties – Goel (1988, pg. 1) 
Canopy reflectance (CR) models allow the relationship and interaction between the electromagnetic 
radiation and biophysical parameters to be characterised and better understood (Goel 1988). 
Applications of CR models include inversion to retrieve biophysical parameters (Goel, 1989; Goel & 
Strebel, 1983; Jacquemoud et al., 2009), reconciliation of multi-date imagery through Bidirectional 
reflectance Distribution Function ‘BRDF’ correction (Goel & Thompson, 2000; Strahler, 1997), 
benchmarking CR models against one another (Pinty et al., 2001; Widlowski et al., 2013), and simulating 
both current and future sensors to aid in the understanding and development of sensor design and 
algorithms (Disney et al., 2006; Disney et al., 2010; Disney et al., 2009).  
CR models are a physical approach to explaining anisotropic surface scattering using physical principles 
(Strahler, 1997). A diverse range of CR models exist with varying degrees of approximations of reality 
and assumptions, such as structural complexity, which in turn guide the user in the appropriate 
application (Goel, 1988; Strahler, 1997). Goel & Thompson (2000) categorised canopy reflectance 
models into five main categories, (i) turbid medium models, where horizontally continuous layers are 
comprised of small objects of constant leaf angle distribution (LAD) and LAI,  (ii) geometric models, 
where the canopy comprises opaque or translucent geometric volumes, (iii) hybrid models, where the 
sub-canopies of the geometric volumes are treated as a turbid medium, (iv) simple parametric models, 
where the BRDF solution comprises a small number of constants, and (v) computer simulation models, 
where the canopy is represented as 3D structures with radiometric properties and the radiation regime 
inside the canopy is determined through computer simulations (Goel, 1988). There is an increasing 
demand for CR computer simulation models due to rapid growth in computing capabilities and 
increased efficiency of data collection and model parameterisation.  
Although there are many computer simulation models, only a subset of these include the CR capability. 
3D CR computer simulation models used in vegetated environments can be sub-categorised into; Monte 
Carlo techniques with forward/reverse ray tracing methods e.g. FLIGHT (North, 1996), librat (Disney et 
al., 2009; Lewis, 1999), Raytran (Govaerts & Verstraete, 1998), and RaySpread (Widlowski et al., 2006); 
discrete-ordinate-method with ray tracing e.g. DART (Gastellu-Etchegorry et al., 2004); and radiosity 
approaches e.g. RGM (Qin & Gerstl, 2000). A number of these physical-based models underwent 
proficiency testing utilising ISO standards as a part of the RAMI-IV model intercomparison (Widlowski et 
al., 2013). Subsequently, librat and RaySpread were identified as benchmark models to test the 
performance of other CR models due to close agreement with analytical solutions and strong overall 
performance in model evaluations. 
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A key consideration of any CR model is the representation of vegetation or canopy structure (Disney et 
al., 2000; Goel, 1988). It is well known that the distribution and size of within- and between-crown gaps, 
also known as the aggregation or dispersion parameter (Nilson, 1971), or clumping index (Chen & Black, 
1992), plays a large role in reflectance and transmittance measurements from remote sensing 
instruments. More information on clumping is provided in Sections 3.7.3, 4.2, and 5.3. 
The degree of clumping, combined with estimates of leaf angle distribution and the proportion of 
woody components, is required to convert effective measurements of transmittance from remote 
sensing data into accurate foliage density or LAI estimates from the ground level (Chen & Cihlar, 1995a; 
Pisek et al., 2011) through to space-borne platforms (Chen et al., 2005). In addition, the presence and 
absence of shadows caused by the distribution of canopy elements leads to a reflectance peak or 
‘hotspot effect’ (Ross, 1981; Verstraete et al., 1990; Widlowski et al., 2014). Lastly, the proportion and 
distribution of woody components has been shown to have a large impact in the optical domain 
(Widlowski et al., 2014), and can account for a significant proportion of the total canopy elements, 
which in turn impact transmittance in forested environments (Gower et al., 1999; Kucharik et al., 1997). 
The level of canopy structural complexity of the CR model in combination with model assumptions will 
determine the degree of any simulation realism, and impact its applicability to investigate canopy 
reflectance and transmittance phenomena through radiation transfer theory. 
Eucalyptus tree characteristics 
Australian eucalypt tree species, comprising approximately 80% of Australia’s forests (ABARES, 2012), 
are known for their unique crown architecture, leaf inclination angle, and diverse bark properties 
(Anderson, 1981; Hall et al., 1970; Jacobs, 1955). The eucalypt crowns are typically asymmetrical, with 
their branching architecture modular in nature, leading to the formation of clumps of branch and foliage 
components within the crown (Jacobs, 1955). Anderson (1981) found the general range of leaf 
inclination angles of eucalypt species to be around 60°- 80°, which is consistent with their generally 
pendent mature leaves. In addition, leaf angle measurements of different Australian eucalypt species 
have been observed to fit spherical and erectophile LAD functions (de Wit, 1965; Wang et al., 2007). Hall 
et al. (1970) commented that bark types of eucalypts can vary greatly in texture and colour. Variable 
bark types are prominent in the Ironbark and Box species groups, where Ironbark trees are closely 
related to the boxes. Capturing these structural, spectral and textural characteristics of Australian 
eucalypts is integral in accurate CR modelling.  
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3.2.1 3D CANOPY REFLECTANCE MODEL SELECTION 
The main selection criteria of a 3D CR model to be implemented in the simulation and modelling 
framework are as follows: 
(i) replication of internal crown structure to represent the modular and clumped nature of 
the Eucalypt species 
(ii) flexibility of the stem distribution pattern parameterisation 
(iii) ability to thoroughly investigate the effects of wood and leaf canopy elements; together 
and separately 
(iv) simulation of various sensor types, including: ground-based, air-borne and satellite 
instruments 
 
Of the five model types outlined by Goel & Thompson (2000), ray tracing through computer simulation 
enables a large degree of flexibility in representing complex canopy scenes. librat, a 3D Monte Carlo ray 
tracing radiative transfer simulation model, was selected as it fitted the selection criteria and was used 
as a benchmark model in the RAMI experiments (Widlowski et al., 2013; Widlowski et al., 2007). Utilising 
librat functionality, a near unlimited arbitrary selection of 3D deterministic tree structures and stem 
distributions can be made simulating various sensor configurations.  
Ray tracing models such as librat are based on sampling photon trajectories within a virtual scene to 
simulate the effect of radiation transport (Disney et al., 2000). Virtual scenes are typically parameterised 
with canopy architecture and scattering properties of reflectance, absorption and transmission. The 
monte-carlo approach is a robust and powerful stochastic sampling tool for characterising the scattering 
behaviour of photon transport or ‘rays’ (Disney et al., 2000; Myneni et al., 1989; Ripley, 2009). Models 
can be operated in ‘forward’ or ‘reverse’ ray tracing mode. In the forward mode, rays are traced from 
the illumination source through to the sensor; in reverse mode rays are traced from the sensor to 
sample scattering that could have originated at the illumination source. There is a computational 
advantage in the latter approach for simulation of narrow field-of-view sensors. However, a 
disadvantage associated with reverse ray tracing is that more complex algorithms are required to track 
scattering events as a function of scattering order. Therefore, the computational time linearly increases 
with the number of rays and wavelengths sampled per pixel, and exponentially increases with the 
number of scattering events traced for each ray. However, high performance and cluster computing 
enable computationally expensive simulations to be parallelised for efficient completion. In addition, ray 
tracing models can be operated in a simple and efficient intercept/gap mode, thus producing a 
reference transmission or gap fraction image rather than canopy reflectance (Jonckheere et al., 2006). 
The next sections describe the exemplar study site, the field measurements collected, and the study site 
reconstruction and parameterisation process used as input into the librat model. These elements 
together outline the high degree of the canopy architectural realism and representativeness of the 
virtual scene characteristics of the study site chosen for reconstruction.  
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3.3 STUDY SITE 
3.3.1 STUDY SITE DESCRIPTION 
The Rushworth study site (36°45’S, 144°58’E), coincident with the Rushworth Forest Reference Area 
(Reference Areas Act, 1978), is representative of a dry sclerophyll forest and is located within a Box 
Ironbark forest. The reference area includes several eucalypt species including; Red Ironbark (Eucalyptus 
tricarpa), Red Stringybark (E. macrorhyncha), Red Box (E. polyanthemos), Yellow Box (E. melliodora), and 
Grey Box (E. microcarpa).  The area is dominated by the Ecological Vegetation Class (EVC) Box Ironbark 
Forests or dry/lower fertility Woodlands and Dry Forests (Woodgate et al., 1994). Rushworth is also 
characterised by a lack of understorey and is predominantly single strata. 
FIGURE 10: RUSHWORTH STUDY SITE REPRESENTATIVE PHOTOS 
Figure 10. Rushworth study site representative photos 
The Rushworth study site is representative of Box Ironbark forests across Central Victoria (M 
Woodward, pers. comm., 2014; DSE, 2004). The site is characterised by a range of structural 
characteristics (form, size, and shape) as well as stem densities and distributions (Figure 10). A subset of 
the sampled trees can be used to represent both high and poor quality sites to a reasonable extent, due 
to the range of key metrics captured (species, form, density, distribution etc.). E. tricarpa and the other 
three species found in the study site (E. macrorhyncha, E. melliodora, E. microcarpa, and E. 
polyanthemos) provide a good representation of common Box Ironbark eucalypts within Central 
Victoria. The omissions are E. leucoxylon and E. goniocalyx, which are indicative of the highest and 
lowest site qualities respectively. These species are known to have similar characteristics to the 
aforementioned species within the study area (Hall et al., 1970). Previous unpublished studies have 
supported this view by showing greater variability between sample sites than between site qualities and 
districts across these forests (M Woodward, pers. comm., 2014) . 
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The topography of Rushworth is mainly low-lying undulating land with a few minor gullies. The elevation 
ranges from 195 m to 240 m above sea level. Typical of the box-ironbark forests, no streams in the area 
carry permanent water but rather act as drainage lines. The climate is Mediterranean with hot, drought-
prone summers and cool winters. The 30 year average rainfall for Rushworth is 500 mm/year. 
3.4 SITE CHARACTERISATION AND FIELD DATA 
Characterising a study area for accurate reconstruction and representation as a fully parameterised 
virtual forest is a complex and detailed process. This section describes the field data collected directly 
applicable to the tree reconstruction process. 
3.4.1 FOREST INVENTORY PLOTS AND SUPPLEMENTARY LARGE TREE DATA 
The Rushworth study site was selected in consultation with the Victorian Department of Environment, 
Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) to be representative of Box Ironbark forests across central Victoria. 
The central 3 km x 3 km area was stratified into nine 1 km x 1 km grids (Figure 11). During April 2012, at 
each 1 km x 1 km grid a forest inventory plot was randomly located and established following the 
DELWP forest inventory plot establishment protocol (DSE, 2012) under the Victorian Forest Monitoring 
Program. These plots are denoted as RF plots. The protocols have been adopted to support the 
widespread collection of ‘consistent information about Victoria's forests by assessing and monitoring 
change in the extent, state and sustainable management of Victoria's forests and parks in a timely and 
accurate manner’ (DEPI, 2014). Plot centres were geolocated using a Trimble GEO Explorer 2008 GPS 
(Trimble Navigation Ltd., Sunnyvale, CA) with a minimum residency time of 30 minutes. Data were post-
processed with Trimble Pathfinder (version 4.1) and correction data acquired from the Victorian 
GPSnet
TM
 base station network. Positional accuracy between of 1 – 3 m at a 95% confidence interval was 
achieved. 
The 11.28 m radius RF plots record a standard suit of structural and floristic metrics to characterise the 
plot. Tree metrics including DBH, crown position (suppressed, intermediate, dominant, emergent or 
free-standing), tree status (live standing, dead standing, live fallen etc.), species, and identifying 
characteristics were recorded for all trees where DBH > 10 cm (i.e. large trees). A total of 188 trees with 
DBH > 10 cm were recorded in the nine RF plots. The minimum and maximum trees per plot were 13 
and 28, respectively. In addition, ground cover and understorey diversity were also recorded. 
Supplementary information to the forest inventory protocol for each large tree was collected to aid in 
the tree characterisation process for modelling. This consisted of height to first branch, diameter at base 
height (0.3 m), maximum crown width (CDmax), crown width measured at 90° to the maximum crown 
diameter (CD90), and a reference photo. The CDmax and CD90 metrics were measured by two people on 
the ground with a fiberglass measuring tape. 
Leaves were collected from the upper-most third of the crowns to estimate average water and dry 
matter content per unit area in addition to measuring reflectance and transmittance properties 
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following the protocol outlined in Suárez et al. (2012). These trees were predominantly outside the 
forest inventory plots from an area within the 3 km x 3 km study area. 
FIGURE 11: RUSHWORTH STUDY AREA MAP 
 
Figure 11. Study area map showing the Rushworth forest reference area (white dashed line). Google 
Earth image (2014) used as background. 
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TABLE 6: SPECIES ATTRIBUTES OF RUSHWORTH FROM THE NINE SAMPLE PLOTS 
Mean estimates are accompanied by ± 1 standard deviation. Trees < 10 cm DBH were not included. The 
CD90 metric refers to the crown diameter measured at an orientation of 90° to the maximum crown 
diameter (CDmax). *Mean leaf length and width were estimated from field collection outside the sample 
plots, but within the 3 km x 3 km grid. 
Attribute  (unit) 
E.    
tricarpa 
E. 
macrorhyncha 
E. 
polyanthemos 
E. 
melliodora 
E. 
microcarpa 
Stem density (N ha
-1
) 178 145 106 64 22 
Height mean (m) 12.6 ± 4 10.4 ± 2 9.7 ± 1.7 14.1 ± 2.7 16.3 ± 2.4 
DBH mean (cm) 26.1 ±15.7 13.6 ± 3.3 16.1 ± 7.3 16.4 ± 4.4 18.8 ± 4.1 
First branch 
height mean (m) 5.6 ± 1.8 5.5 ± 1.6 4.3 ± 1.6 5.4 ± 1.7 7.3 ± 1.6 
CDmax mean (m) 5.6 ± 2.8 2.9 ± 1 4.7 ± 1.8 5 ± 2.1 5.4 ± 1.1 
CD90 mean (m) 4 ± 2.1 1.7 ± 0.9 3.2 ± 1 3.5 ± 1.4 3.3 ± 1 
Leaf length* mean (mm) 105 ± 22 101 ± 13 72 ± 11 106 ± 21 101 ± 29 
Leaf width* mean (mm) 23 ± 5 25 ± 5 41 ± 10 29 ± 8 22 ± 5 
 
3.4.2 LEAF SPECTRA 
Measurements of leaf and bark radiometric properties are required to represent the main canopy 
elements. Leaf hemispherical spectral properties were measured using an ASD Fieldspec 3 
Spectroradiometer attached to an ASD RTS-3ZC Integrating Sphere (Analytical Spectral Devices, Inc., 
Boulder, Colorado) from a selection of leaves from sun exposed branches that were destructively 
sampled in the field (Suárez et al., 2012). A total of 53 individual leaves representing the four most 
prominent species were sampled for hemispherical reflectance and transmittance over the 400-2500 
nm spectral range. Measured leaf spectra were averaged for each species to derive one representative 
spectra. E. microcarpa was not measured in the field as it accounted for the smallest proportion of all 
five identified species. Consequently, the mean leaf spectra of E. melliodora was substituted for E. 
microcarpa, as the visible leaf qualities for both species described in Costermans (1994) and Boland et 
al. (1984) closely match. Additionally, there was minimal variation in measured leaf spectra between the 
four eucalypt species (Figure 12a). All five of the Rushworth tree species have typically concolorous 
leaves, meaning that leaves have the same shade (tint) on both sides (Hall et al., 1970). Therefore, a 
species specific hemispherical spectra applied to both sides of the leaf is a valid assumption. 
3.4.3 BARK SPECTRA 
Bark radiometric properties were measured for the four main species in the field (Figure 12b) using an 
ASD FieldSpec 3 Spectroradiometer attached to a contact probe (Analytical Spectral Devices, Inc., 
Boulder, Colorado). Measurements were taken near the base of the tree and then averaged to 
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determine representative spectra per species. Bi-hemispherical reflectance is assumed to be equal to 
the bi-conical reflectance measured by the contact probe. Bark from E. microcarpa was not measured in 
the field. The mean bark spectra from E. polyanthemos was therefore substituted for E. microcarpa as 
the dominant characteristics of colour and texture match closest according to visual inspection and as 
described in Costermans (1994) and Boland et al. (1984). 
FIGURE 12: LEAF AND BARK SPECTRA 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 12. Spectral properties of tree species measured at Rushworth. Average reflectance of leaf (a) 
and bark (b). 
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3.4.4 UNDERSTOREY AND GROUNDCOVER SPECTRA 
At each forest inventory plot, twelve 1 m x 1 m quadrats arranged in a regular radial pattern at 30° 
separations were established to record all understorey (vascular) species less than 1.3 m in height and 
ground cover. Ground cover was estimated as a percentage, and consisted of; bare ground, rocks, 
medium litter (1 - 10 cm), bryophytes, lichen or other (e.g. water or roots). The ground cover on average 
comprised less than 12 % of total cover for all plots. The other 88 % was predominantly fine litter cover. 
The 1 m x 1 m quadrat cover percentages matched closely with point transect cover measurements that 
were recorded in three plots (RF 4, 7, and 9), where fine litter (83 % ± 3 %) and crust/bare earth (11 % ± 
2 %) were the dominant cover. The point transects also recorded intercepts of understorey (vascular 
plants) below 2m in height, which accounted for less than 10% of intercepts.  
FIGURE 13: DOMINANT GROUND-COVER VEGETATION SPECIES 
 
Cassinia arcuata (56%) 
 
Astroloma humifusum (39%) 
 
Xanthorrhoea glauca (5%) 
Figure 13. Dominant vegetation species (< 2 m height) to form the vegetation component of the mixed 
ground cover spectra. Understorey proportions were taken from the 1 m x 1 m vegetation quadrats at 
each forest inventory plot. 
Nadir spectral measurements of sunlit understorey and ground cover were taken for the dominant 
cover categories using an ASD FieldSpec 3 Spectroradiometer at solar noon. A linear mixture model with 
the ground cover categories and measured percentages as inputs was used to estimate one 
representative ground and understorey spectra (Figure 13 & Figure 14). Subsequently, the 
representative ground (90%) and understorey spectra (10%) were linearly mixed based on the 
proportions measured in the field to derive one representative ground cover spectra (Figure 15). 
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FIGURE 14: DOMINANT GROUND COMPONENTS 
 
Fine litter (85%) 
 
Bare earth (12%) 
 
Cryptogram (3 %) 
Figure 14. Dominant ground components of the mixed ground cover spectra. Proportions were taken 
from the 1 m x 1 m vegetation quadrats at each forest inventory plot, in addition to point transects. 
FIGURE 15: MIXED GROUND COVER SPECTRA 
 
Figure 15. Mixed ground cover spectra. Measured using an ASD FieldSpec 3 Spectroradiometer. The 
noisy atmospheric absorption bands have been removed. 
3.4.5 CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION PLAN (CCAP) DATA 
Additional field data as a part of the Victorian Climate Change Adaptation Plan (CCAP) was obtained 
(CCAP, 2013). The data were collected in 2012 within the Box Ironbark forest at three plots (Figure 11). 
The 80 m diameter circular plots were established where a variety of structural measurements were 
recorded including weight of all tree components from destructive sampling. A sub-sample of trees 
within plots R06 and R07 were selected for felling based on height and DBH stratification. Key plot 
measurements included x, y position of all tree stems, DBH, live and dead biomass, moisture content, 
and tree length (length of tree measured when felled) following SOPs (CCAP, 2011a, 2011b) adapted 
from the National Carbon Accounting System (NCAS, 2000, 2001). 
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3.4.6 HEMISPHERICAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
High-resolution hemispherical photography was collected coincident to the RF plot locations (Figure 11). 
All RF plots had a series of photographs taken, with the exception of RF8. The data collection protocol is 
described in Section 2.2.3, employing a Nikon D90 camera with a Sigma 4.5mm circular fisheye lens. The 
processing protocol was that of the two-corner (TC) classification method, using the dual binary 
threshold (Macfarlane, 2011; Section 2.2.4), which produced binary classified images of sky and non-
sky. The sampling design incorporated three 100m transects, centred at the plot centre, spread radially 
at 60° from one-another, with the first transect oriented north-south. Images were captured 25 m apart 
on the transects, leading to a total of 13 images covering an approximate 1 ha plot size. 
3.4.7 AIRBORNE LIDAR SURVEY DATA 
The 3 km x 3 km
 
study area was captured in April 2012 with small-footprint ALS; specifications for 
instrument and acquisition are presented in Table 7. The Riegl LMS-Q560 laser scanner digitised the 
backscattered energy in real-time, post-processing with Riegl RiAnalyze® (version 4.1.2) identified 
discrete peaks (“returns”) in the backscattered signal using a Gaussian Pulse Estimation (GPE) technique 
(Riegl, 2009). The result was a multi-return (up to six returns) ALS dataset. Flight line overlap was 
removed using Airborne Research Australia’s RASP v.0.93 software (Leiff, 2009) where for each 2 m x 2 
m area the returns with the scan angle closest to nadir were kept. Return height was recorded relative 
to the Australian Height Datum. Vegetation height z for each return was calculated from a subtraction 
from a Digital Terrain Model height (DTM). The DTM was created by first classifying all returns into 
either a ground or vegetation return and then, using ground returns only, creating a triangulated 
irregular network rasterised at a resolution of 1 m
2
. DTM height was subtracted from the height of all 
returns to obtain height values relative to ground height. Return classification, DTM derivation and 
height above ground calculations were computed using LAStools (Isenburg, 2012).  
TABLE 7. FLIGHT AND SENSOR SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE ALS ACQUISITION 
Specifications  
Capture specifications  
Flying height <600 m above ground level 
Pulse density (overlap removed) 6 - 10 points m
-2
 
Swath overlap 50% 
Absolute vertical, horizontal accuracy ±20 cm, ±30 cm 
Mean footprint diameter 30 cm 
  
Instrument specifications  
Operating wavelength 1550 nm 
Beam divergence 0.5 mrad 
Max off-nadir scan angle ±22.5° 
Outgoing pulse rate 240 kHz 
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3.5 TREE PARAMETERISATION AND RECONSTRUCTION 
A library of deterministic 3D tree models was created to be representative of the stand sampled at 
Rushworth. A total of 51 trees were selected to be reconstructed from the stratified sampled 
population. The 51 trees were a subsample from those measured in the DELWP forest inventory plots. 
The sample population was stratified first by species, then by height and DBH to ensure the 
reconstructed tree models covered a range of key structural attributes. The reconstructed trees were 
also representative of the canopy position metric from the DELWP sample population when stratified 
into DBH clusters, i.e. the proportion of suppressed, intermediate, and dominant trees were preserved. 
Dead trees were not included in the modelling process as they accounted for only 1 % of the total 
population of trees. 
Geometrically explicit tree objects were created using the OnyxTree © software, which uses proprietary 
techniques based on parametric modelling of plant anatomy, topology, and growth (Armston, 2013a). 
OnyxTree © has previously been used to generate 3D plant models for broadleaf tree species in a 
number of radiative transfer simulation studies (Armston, 2013a; Calders et al., 2013; Disney et al., 
2010; Disney et al., 2011; Disney et al., 2009).  
The 51 selected trees were reconstructed to match key structural attributes with field measurements. 
These structural attributes were tree height, height to first branch, CDmax, CD90, DBH, and stem diameter 
at 0.3 m. Reference photos were used to guide the main branching structure of the tree models. The top 
of stem diameter was estimated using tapering functions developed for Australian eucalypts (Bi, 2000). 
As species specific tapering functions did not exist, the tapering functions of the closest matching trees 
based on soil type, bark type, height and DBH were used. Similar identified species from Bi (2000) were 
cross-referenced with attributes from the Rushworth Box Ironbark species to ensure a valid match.  
Species-specific leaf templates were chosen based on a collection of top-of-canopy leaves used to 
calculate mean leaf width and length (Table 6). For each species, a leaf template was chosen from the 
sampled leaves that matched closest with the species’ mean leaf length and width measurements (Table 
6), in addition to being characteristic of the species leaf shape (Figure 16). Leaf templates and leaf angle 
distribution were applied to the trees post-export from OnyxTree ©. 
FIGURE 16: TREE MODEL LEAF TEMPLATES 
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E. tricarpa 
13.7 cm
2
 
 
E. macrorhyncha 
17.2 cm
2
 
 
 
E. polyanthemos 
26.9 cm
2
 
 
E. melliodora 
21.6 cm
2
 
 
E. microcarpa 
14.8 cm
2
 
Figure 16. Leaf templates and area (cm
2
) for each Rushworth species. 
Leaf angles of the reconstructed trees were modified to fit pre-defined distributions using LibratTools 
(Armston, 2013b). LibratTools is a set of open-source python modules for modifying individual tree 
models developed in the OnyxTree wavefront format, and for enhancing the construction of 3D tree and 
grass scenes. Leaf distribution functions were applied to the reconstructed models after being exported 
from OnyxTree © software. The woody element projection function remained constant across the 
different leaf projection functions due to the woody structure remaining unchanged.  
Three LAD functions were selected for exploratory analysis (Chapter 4) and applied to the tree models, 
namely; erectophile, planophile, and extremophile. Recall that a specific objective of Chapter 4 was to 
determine the sensitivity of LAI retrieval to different LAD functions through the application of the Pgap 
physical model. These three functions encompass the extremes of leaf angle distribution, from 
predominantly vertically inclined leaves (erectophile) through to predominantly horizontally inclined 
leaves (planophile). The extremophile distribution is a mid-point between the planophile and 
erectophile functions where oblique leaf angles are least frequent. These three functions also 
encompass the projection values of the common spherical LAD, which is characterised by an equal 
proportion of leaf orientation of all zenith angles (Pisek et al., 2013b). As measurements of leaf angle 
were not taken in the field, the single LAD chosen for further analysis in Chapter 5 was erectophile (de 
Wit, 1965), as a predominant erectophile leaf angle matched with observed (not measured) leaf 
inclination angles during the fieldwork. 
The total leaf area of each tree model was estimated from allometric equations developed between 
DBH and total leaf area from the same or similar species that were destructively harvested in the nearby 
CCAP plots (Figure 17). Strong relationships were observed between total leaf area and DBH for most 
tree species, which extends to eucalypt species (e.g. Cherry et al. (1998), Vertessy et al. (1995), and this 
study). A power function was used to quantify the relationship between total leaf area and DBH for the 
destructively harvested trees at Rushworth. The number of leaves for each reconstructed tree was 
calculated by dividing the total leaf area of the tree crown by the species specific representative leaf size 
(Figure 16). The location of the leaves in the branching structure of the tree model was determined by 
parametric modelling within the OnyxTree © software.  
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FIGURE 17: CROWN LEAF AREA ALLOMETRIC RELATIONSHIPS WITH DBH 
Figure 17. The relationship between DBH and crown leaf area for the destructively harvested species; E. 
tricarpa (a), E. microcarpa (b), E. leucoxylon (c), and all three species combined (d). The black line 
denotes the best-fit power curve with ±1 SD (dashed lines). The equations and R
2
 are also displayed 
inset for each sub-figure. 
3.5.1 A NOTE ON RECENT ALTERNATIVE TREE RECONSTRUCTION METHODS 
Automated and semi-automated tree reconstruction approaches have been developed based on single 
or co-registered point clouds from Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) data (Calders et al., 2014; Côté et al., 
2009; Raumonen et al., 2013). Côté et al. (2011) reconstructed trees based on allometric relationships to 
define the total amount of foliage in the crown and to build the tree branching structure based on the L-
Architect growth model (Côté et al., 2009). Raumonen et al. (2013) automatically reconstructed the 
branching components of trees from TLS data using cylinder fitting. This approach was validated by Burt 
et al. (2013) and Calders et al. (2014) on a range of trees and found reconstructed woody volume to 
match within 10% of a reference volume. However, automated reconstruction approaches are sensitive 
to occlusion effects (compounded by higher crown clumping) and the accuracy of co-registration of 
point clouds. In addition, accurate classification of the point cloud into foliage and woody components is 
a current area of research and limits the accuracy of reconstructions (Béland et al., 2014). 
These approaches are expected to greatly reduce the time taken for the manual reconstruction 
approach followed in this study. One to two days on average was spent reconstructing a single tree 
model of the total 51 models in the OnyxTree software to match the key structural field measurements, 
the main the branching structure, and tree form. The complexity mainly arose from the parametric 
modelling techniques employed by OnyxTree, where around 120 parameters could be adjusted to alter 
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the overall tree structure, many of which were interrelated. For example, upward of 20 parameters 
could be adjusted to change the crown dimensions. 
Although tree reconstruction techniques from point cloud data will likely be used more extensively in 
the future, they were not explored for this study as they were in the experimental phase at the 
beginning of the research and not without error. In addition, voxelisation reconstruction methods were 
not explored as they did not meet the criteria of this study due to simplification of canopy architecture, 
which affects the spatial arrangement of foliage and branching elements within the crown (Widlowski et 
al., 2014). In other words, voxelisation techniques impact the within-crown clumping, and are 
approximations of the ‘true’ clumping of explicit tree models. However, with decreasing voxel 
dimensions, it is acknowledged that the degree of approximation from the voxelised structure 
compared with the explicit tree structure will diminish. 
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3.6 3D TREE MODEL EVALUATION 
A qualitative comparison of the main branching structure and form of a subset of reconstructed trees in 
OnyxTree (i.e. no bark spectra, leaf templates, or leaf angle distribution applied) with a reference photo 
taken in the field is provided in Figure 18.  
FIGURE 18: ONYXTREE TREE RECONSTRUCTIONS 
 
             E. tricarpa 
Height = 18.6 m, DBH = 28.3 cm 
 
E. macrorhyncha 
Height = 9.6m, DBH = 12.8 cm 
 
E. microcarpa 
Height=21.8 m, DBH=27.2cm 
  
      E. polyanthemos 
Height = 10.1 m, DBH = 20cm 
  
                    E. polyanthemos 
          Height = 9.9 m, DBH = 14.6 cm 
Figure 18. OnyxTree © reconstructions (left) with the reference photograph (right) for a subset of 
modelled trees. Height and DBH values from field measurements are listed.  
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3.6.1 COMPARISON WITH FIELD MEASUREMENTS 
Reconstructed tree model and measured key structural metrics were quantitatively compared for each 
tree model to determine the degree of matching; particularly height, DBH, and total leaf area (Figure 
19). This step ensured key structural attributes of the reconstructed tree models were closely matching 
the real tree attributes as measured in the field. 
FIGURE 19: TREE RECONSTRUCTION PARAMETER COMPARISON WITH FIELD DATA 
 
Figure 19. Comparison of structural parameters as measured or estimated in the field versus the 
reconstructed model value for all 51 trees; (a) total leaf area per tree, (b) DBH, (c) tree height, (d) 
projected crown area of the crown outline, (e) maximum horizontal canopy width, and (f) height to first 
branch. Mean absolute error (MAE) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) for each comparison are 
provided inset.  Figure b, c, & f represent direct input parameters into OnyxTree © software, whereas 
(a, d, & e) represent parameters that are indirectly parameterised via the software. 
Results show close agreement between measured attributes and modelled attributes for most trees. 
The uncertainty between measured and modelled attributes is in many cases within the uncertainty of 
the measurement accuracy in the field. For example, tree height as measured by the TruPulse ® laser 
range finder has uncertainties in the measurement process relating to; distance to tree (0.3 m), tree 
inclination angle (0.25°), and instrument precision level (±0.05 m), to name a few. These result in a 0.4-
0.5m maximum instrument uncertainty for tree height at Rushworth. The most accurately reconstructed 
attributes with small Root Mean Square Errors (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Errors (MAE) were those 
which could be directly controlled in the OnyxTree software, such as DBH and height (e.g. top height and 
height to first branch). The attribute displaying with the largest deviation from the 1:1 line was crown 
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area (Figure 19d). This is likely due to the fact that crown area calculated from field measurements was 
estimated as an ellipse using the two horizontal crown dimensions as input, whereas crown area of the 
models was calculated from fitting a convex hull. This explains the small level of bias where crown area 
measured in the field was generally larger than crown area measured from the models. 
3.7 FIELD DATA TO PARAMETERISE THE VIRTUAL SCENES 
A key thesis objective was to re-create virtual scenes to be representative of forest plots measured in 
Rushworth. The previous section demonstrated the successful reconstruction of individual field 
measured trees. A secondary step was to ensure the tree models were adequately utilised in the 
creation of virtual scenes, to be representative of forest plot characteristics of LAI, stem density, and 
stem distribution pattern (i.e. x, y tree positions).  
This section describes the field data collected used as input into determining the virtual scene 
parameters of overall scene LAI, stem density, and stem distribution pattern. Simulating a range of 
virtual scene LAI values and stem distribution patterns that encompass the measured range at the study 
site is a key methodological step, ensuring the virtual scene parameters are representative of reality. 
Furthermore, many configurations of virtual scenes can be created efficiently in 3D modelling 
framework. The virtual scenes are utilised for the clumping and wood-to-total plant area ‘α’ retrieval 
method validation study in Chapter 5. 
Leaf Area Index 
Leaf area index (LAI) was estimated for each plot based on the allometric equations derived from the 
destructive harvest (Figure 20). LAI plot values ranged between 0.5 and 2 (mean 1, SD 0.4). Only trees > 
10 cm DBH were included, coinciding with the minimum DBH size used for generating the allometric 
equations.  
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FIGURE 20: PLOT LAI FROM DESTRUCTIVE HARVESTING 
 
Figure 20. Leaf Area Index for each plot calculated from the allometric relationships (based on height 
and DBH) from the destructive harvest data. 
Stem Density 
Stem density was recorded for all nine forest inventory plots in addition to the three destructively 
harvested plots (Figure 21). Stem density for the plots ranged between 200 – 700 stems ha
-1
. Only stems 
> 10 cm DBH were included. 
FIGURE 21: STEM DENSITY 
 
Figure 21. Stem density per hectare for all Rushworth plots. Plots RF1-9 are the forest inventory plots 
(0.04 ha). Plots R06-R09 are the destructive harvest plots (0.5 ha). 
3.7.1 STEM DISTRIBUTION PATTERN 
Stem distribution pattern is an important consideration when reconstructing scenes to model as it 
determines the level of between-crown clumping. Stem maps recording the x, y position of all large 
trees were provided for the CCAP 80 m diameter plots (Figure 22). From this data it was possible to 
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investigate the pattern of distribution at different scales. A method used to describe the pattern of 
distribution is the variance/mean ratio (v:m), also known as the Grouping Index (Nilson et al., 2011). v:m 
is calculated from the mean (m) and variance (v) of the number of objects (trees) found in sub-domains 
(or quadrats) of a predefined area (Greig-Smith, 1983; Moellering & Tobler, 1972).  
FIGURE 22: STEM MAPS 
 
Figure 22. CCAP 80 m diameter plot stem maps. R06 (N = 110), R07 (N = 107), R08 (N = 282) (left to 
right) 
The variance and mean estimates at a particular quadrat size can be used to prime theoretical 
distributions to better fit reality (Chen & Leblanc, 1997). Table 8 describes the distribution pattern 
relating to the v:m ratio, adapted from dispersion factors of foliage (Wilson, 1960b) in Nilson (1971).  
TABLE 8. VARIANCE-TO-MEAN RATIO ‘V:M’ AND A DESCRIPTION OF THE ASSOCIATED DISTRIBUTION PATTERN 
v:m  Distribution pattern 
  1 Random or Poisson 
>1 Clumped or aggregated 
<1 Regular or uniform 
 
If randomness is established, i.e. v:m = 1, the Poisson distribution is appropriate to characterise the 
stem distribution, as the variance of a Poisson series is equal to its mean (Poisson, 1837): 
 ( )         ⁄                     [3] 
where m is the average number of trees per quadrat, P(x) is the probability of finding x trees in the 
quadrat, and x! is the factorial of x. When there is a departure from randomness, i.e.  v:m ≠  1, a higher 
order statistical model such as the Neyman Type A distribution (Neyman, 1939) is more appropriate, as 
used by Franklin et al. (1985) for tree distributions. According to the conditional probability theory, the 
probability of having i trees given j groups in a quadrat ‘P(i | j)’, times the probability of having j groups 
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in the quadrat ‘P(j)’, gives the probability of having i trees in the quadrat given j groups. The probability 
of having i trees in the quadrat ‘P(i)’ is the summation of all the conditional probabilities for j: 
 ( )  ∑  ( | ) ( )                       [4] 
When both P(i) and P(i | j) are determined by the Poisson process, we obtain: 
  (       )   
   
  
 
  
∑
    
     
  
   
 
   
              [5] 
for i = 0, 1, 2,… 
where; 
   
  
   
                      [6] 
is the mean number of groups per quadrat and; 
   
   
 
                      [7] 
is the cluster mean size. m = m1m2 is the mean and v = m1m2[1 + m2] is the variance of the distribution of 
the number of trees per quadrat and can be measured in the field. 
The following implicit assumptions are used in the Neyman Type A distribution (Getis & Boots, 1978): (i) 
within the modelling domain, each quadrat is equally likely to receive a cluster and the placement of a 
cluster is independent of the placement of any other clusters; (ii) the parameter corresponds to a priori 
value of the density of a cluster and corresponds to a priori value of the mean size of clusters (optional); 
(iii) in conformity with a Poisson model the variance about the mean size of a cluster is equal to the 
mean size of a cluster; (iv) the assignment of a cluster size to one location is independent of the 
assignment of any other cluster size or cluster location (optional); and (v) the points in a cluster are 
propagated by a “progenitor” who is located at the site of each cluster (pseudo-contagious assumption). 
The v:m values of the Rushworth stem maps typically ranged between 0.5 and 2 using quadrat sizes of 5 
m to 35 m (Figure 23). There was a distinct trend with quadrat size for quadrats ranging between 5 m 
and 20 m in length. At the smallest quadrat size of 5 m, each plot’s v:m value indicated a clumped 
distribution. As the quadrat size increased to 20 m in length the v:m value approached unity and then 
less than unity. This indicated that depending on the quadrat size, or scale of interest, all three 
distribution patterns were identified at Rushworth. 
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FIGURE 23: RUSHWORTH PLOT VARIANCE:MEAN STEM MAP DATA 
 
Figure 23. Variance-to-mean ratio ‘v:m’ for the three CCAP 80 m diameter plots at different quadrat 
sizes, in addition to the v:m for the nine forest inventory plots at ‘20 m’ diameter (i.e. square root of the 
total plot area of 400 m
2
). The ‘random’ threshold at v:m 1 is denoted by the dashed line, with the 
values above and below corresponding to increasingly clumped and regular distributions, respectively. 
3.8 VIRTUAL SCENE CREATION 
The library of 51 reconstructed trees representative of the sampled population at Rushworth was used 
to reconstruct a variety of stand (or virtual scene) configurations. The main virtual scene characteristics 
comprise, i) stem distribution pattern (i.e. x, y tree positions), ii) stem density, and iii) the proportions of 
individual tree models to comprise the scene. The stem distribution pattern determines the level of tree 
clumping at the scale beyond the crown. The second and third characteristics together determine the 
overall LAI. Field measured values described in Section 3.7 were used to guide the range in stand 
characteristics investigated.  
A total of 24 scenes were parameterised comprising different PAI levels and stem distributions as 
described in Table 9. The scene α values (α = 0.36) are at the upper end of the typical range of forests 
reported in the literature (Table 1). These virtual scenes are utilised for Research Question 3 in the 
study presented in Chapter 5. 
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TABLE 9. SCENE PARAMETERS FOR THE 24 SIMULATED SCENES 
The 24 scenes are a product of multiplying the six stem distributions with the four PAI levels. (v:m) 
refers to the variance to mean ratio of a stem distribution (Franklin et al., 1985). * denotes the 
erectophile LAD from De Wit (1965).  ** denotes the 558 stem density was used for two highest PAI 
levels. ^ denotes values for >0 m above ground; scene PAI values above 1.5 m (camera height) are 
0.97xPAI0m for all levels, α > 0 m  is 0.38 for all PAI levels, scene LAI values > 1.5 m are unchanged. Only 
the erectophile LAD was used for the virtual scene analysis. 
Virtual scene characteristics     
Scene dimensions 
  
270 m x 270 m 
Stem distribution (v:m) Regular (0.5), Random (1), Neyman (1.5, 2, 3, 5) 
Number of species 
 
5 
Leaf Angle Distribution* Erectophile 
Stem density (trees/8100m
2
) 186, 372, 558** 
LAI (PAI)^     0.38 (0.61), 0.76 (1.21), 1.14 (1.82), 1.5 (2.41) 
WAI:PAI^ ‘α’   0.36 
 
3.8.1 VIRTUAL SCENE STEM DENSITY AND STEM DISTRIBUTION 
A key methodological step was to simulate different between-crown clumping levels. This was achieved 
through implementing six different stem distributions. One regular, one random, and four clumped 
distributions of varying degree were implemented for each LAI level, resulting in 24 scenes of varying 
stem distribution and LAI (Figure 24). The degree of stem clumping was quantified through the variance 
to mean ratio (v:m) of the number of stems per quadrat for a given quadrat size in an x, y domain 
(Section 3.7.3). The v:m of measured plots at Rushworth varied with quadrat size and ranged between 
0.1 and 2 for quadrat sizes between 5m and 35 m (Figure 23).  
A quadrat size of 15 m x 15 m was chosen to replicate the stem distributions, which coincided with the 
approximate extent of radiation interaction between trees, i.e. the horizontally-projected path length of 
a solar beam through the canopy as recommended by Chen & Leblanc (1997). The v:m intervals chosen 
for each simulated stem distribution encompassed the range in the measured plots at the 15 m quadrat 
size (measured: 0.6 – 1.3 v:m, Figure 23) and also deliberately exceeded them (simulated: 0.5 – 3.5 v:m, 
Table 9) in order to test the sensitivity of clumping retrieval methods to more extreme stem clumping 
values. The original domain of the quadrats was 90 m x 90 m, providing 36 quadrats. The original scene 
domain was then cloned 8 times in different orientations to avoid edge effects when sampling with 
simulated HPs. This produced a 270 m x 270 m scene domain in a 3 x 3 grid configuration. 
For the random and Neyman stem distributions, the placement of the stems was random within each 
quadrat, consistent with the Neyman Type A distribution (Neyman, 1939). For all scenes, there was a 
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minimum distance of 0.3 m between the tree stems. The assignment of a tree model to a stem location 
was random within the scene, with the exception of the largest trees in the scene, i.e. those with DBH > 
40 cm (approximately 5% of trees). These trees were allocated stem positions furthest apart from other 
stems in the scenes (typically > 3 m) to ensure large trees did not unrealistically aggregate.  
Scene LAI/PAI values were determined via the combination of input stem density and individual tree 
model proportion. The virtual scene tree composition was derived from representative field 
measurement proportions of species, height, and DBH (Section 3.4). For the first three PAI levels, 
namely the stem densities of 186, 372, and 558 trees per 8100 m
2
, the same proportions of tree models 
were used to ensure unchanged proportions of within-crown clumping from individual tree models. In 
other words, the within-crown foliage density remained unchanged due to the individual tree models 
comprising a scene remaining unchanged. Utilising the exact same tree models implemented for all 
stem distributions of each PAI level, in addition to the same proportional composition of models for the 
first three PAI levels, was a critical methodological step. This eliminated the potential for biased results 
from variable within-crown clumping values from different compositions of tree models; between PAI 
levels and between stem distributions for the same PAI level. The same proportion of tree models used 
for each PAI level also led to a constant factor of 0.6 PAI increase for PAI levels 1 to 3.  
For the fourth PAI level (1.5 LAI, 2.4 PAI), the same stem distribution maps from PAI level 3 were used 
due to the equivalent stem density, and a greater proportion of higher LAI trees was used to achieve a 
PAI = 2.4. The reason for choosing a different approach to achieve PAI level 4 (PAI 2.4) was to use a stem 
density that was within the maximum range measured at the Rushworth plots (700 stems ha
-1
); yet the 
PAI level of 2.4 (1.82 LAI) was still realistic compared with field measured values (Figure 20). Therefore, 
priority was given to simulations of realistic stem density scenarios guided by field measurements over 
unrealistic scenarios. 
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FIGURE 24: SCENE ELEMENT COVER MAPS DEPICTING THE STEM DISTRIBUTIONS 
 
Figure 24. 90 m x 90 m binary scene element cover maps of all 24 simulated scenes using librat; 
comprising four PAI levels (columns) and six stem distributions (rows), ordered by variance to mean 
(v:m) stem clumping value. The cover map resolution is 1 cm x 1 cm. 
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3.9 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter described the 3D canopy model selection and parameterisation process. A total of 51 tree 
models were reconstructed, which were representative of the population sampled in the forest 
inventory plots at Rushworth. All five sampled species were reconstructed and encompassed the full 
range of DBH and tree height measured in the field. The 3D explicit tree models were created to a high 
degree of detail, which were representative of the structural characteristics of individual Eucalypt trees 
relevant to the Box Ironbark forest. A comparison of key structural 3D tree model outputs to measured 
parameters such as DBH, height, crown dimensions, and height to first branch revealed a very close 
degree of matching. These tree models represent the first highly detailed and fully parameterised 
modelled forest stand of its kind for an Australian forest. 
Virtual scenes were created encompassing the characteristics measured at Rushworth (stem density, 
stem distribution pattern, and virtual scene or plot LAI). This ensured the virtual scenes were adequately 
representing reality. Incorporating different stem distributions was a key methodological step, which 
enabled the investigation of the sensitivity of clumping retrieval and wood-to-total plant area ‘α’ 
retrieval methods to diverse between-crown clumping levels (Chapter 5; RQ 3). In addition, ancillary 
field and airborne data collected was also described in this chapter, which was subsequently used to 
supplement virtual forest scene validation presented in Chapter 5. A further benefit of the work 
presented in this chapter is that capturing the data at Rushworth in such detail acts as a permanent 
record of the state of the environment at that point in time. This will be crucial for monitoring the state 
or condition of the environment in future years. 
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CHAPTER 4    QUANTIFYING THE IMPACT OF  WOODY MATERIAL AND WITHIN -CROWN CLUMPING IN ESTIMATING CANOPY GAP FRACTION AND LEAF AREA INDEX 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Gap fraction or ‘Pgap’ estimates for LAI estimation through the Pgap physical model are ubiquitous and 
are derived from instruments across all platforms, thus enabling LAI estimation from the local to global 
scale; see reviews by Breda (2003), Weiss et al. (2004), and Zheng & Moskal (2009). For example, Digital 
Hemispherical Photography (DHP), LAI-2000/2200, and TRAC instruments utilise the Pgap physical 
model and are commonly used to validate global LAI products (Camacho et al., 2013; Garrigues et al., 
2008a; Sea et al., 2011). Although the primary function of these instruments is to estimate Pgap and gap 
size distribution, it is commonplace for the final LAI estimates of these methods to assume a value for 
any one or more of the structural factors comprising the physical formulation (Weiss et al., 2004; Table 
1). In addition, uncertainty in estimated or assumed structural factors is typically ignored. This practice is 
limiting when some of these structural factors can be highly variable with scale or view angle (Table 1), 
especially when aiming to quantify LAI to an accuracy threshold of less than 5% as requested by GCOS. 
4.1.1 THE OVERLOOKED NON-PHOTOSYNTHETIC OR WOOD ANGLE DISTRIBUTION ‘WAD’ 
The formulation of the Pgap physical model was extended by Chen (1996) to attempt to account for 
plant communities with a significant wood-to-total plant area ‘α’ value (Section 4.2.2). In forested 
landscapes, α  typically ranges between 0.1 to 0.4 (Gower et al., 1999) and has been reported to be as 
high as 0.7 in Pinus banksiana stands (Deblonde et al., 1994). Although the combined contribution of 
branches and stems can intercept a significant amount of radiation, the intercepted proportion is a 
function of individual plant structure, viewing angle, and instrument location (e.g. below the canopy, 
mid-canopy or above). Therefore, the intercepting woody components are likely to affect angular Pgap 
measurements, yet are not explicitly accounted for in the same manner as foliage in the current 
formulation of the Pgap physical model (Section 4.2.3). This current limitation of the physical model is 
further explained in the typical context of applying α  to convert an estimate of PAI into LAI in the next 
paragraph; LAI = PAI.α (Chen, 1996).  
The majority of Pgap estimation methods in previous work do not or have been unable to separate the 
contribution of leaf from non-leaf elements. Of the few studies that have separated leaf from non-leaf 
elements in their Pgap estimates, the unknown degree of mutual shading or occlusion of wood and leaf 
components is likely have introduced errors into the method (Kucharik et al., 1998). Generally, two 
methods have been employed which attempt to account for non-leaf elements. The first is to ignore 
them and thus obtain an estimate of PAI rather than LAI from the Pgap physical model; e.g. Morsdorf et 
al. (2006), Pueschel et al. (2012), and Tang et al.  (2014). The second is to apply the wood-to-total plant 
area correction factor ‘α’ to PAI estimates, thus assuming the non-leaf elements have the same angular 
distribution as leaf elements (i.e. the Leaf Angle Distribution = Wood Angle Distribution ‘WAD’); e.g. 
Chen (1996), Kucharik et al. (1998) and Sea et al. (2011). However, few studies elucidate this assumption 
and no studies, to the authors knowledge, have attempted to quantify the WAD or the LAI error 
introduced when this assumption does not hold.  
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4.1.2 WITHIN-CROWN CLUMPING 
Nilson (1971) recognised a divergence in theoretical understanding in the application of Pgap and 
extinction of radiation formulae, citing models presented in Monsi and Saeki (1965) and Monteith 
(1965) amongst others. The extinction coefficient ‘k’, a widely incorporated parameter characterising 
the rate of light extinction through a canopy, has been inconsistently utilised in studies of forest 
environments. For example, Hopkinson et al. (2013) and Zhao et al. (2011) defined ‘k’ as only varying 
with leaf angle distribution ‘LAD’ and considered clumping separately, whereas Ryu et al. (2012) and 
Verger et al. (2011) also defined ‘k’ as varying with only LAD, and did not consider clumping effects. Ryu 
et al. (2012) reasoned that within-crown clumping was negligible and therefore was excluded when 
calculating Plant Area Index ‘PAI’ from the Pgap model. Additionally, Hu et al. (2014) presented a 
clumping retrieval method based on path length distribution and gap size measurements, yet the 
method assumes a uniform and random distribution of plant material within crown envelopes. Although 
studies recognise that clumping occurs at all scales including within-crown, e.g. Fournier et al. (1997), 
accurate within-crown clumping quantifications are lacking in the literature. The clumping parameter is 
essential to convert effective estimates of LAI from indirect methods that do not consider clumping into 
‘true’ estimates via: LAI = LAIe(θ) / Ω(θ) (Chen, 1996). 
The level of within-crown clumping has been shown to have a significant impact on both passive optical 
and active LiDAR signals. Previous studies have investigated the effect of within-crown clumping by 
comparing 3D explicit tree models to simplified representations such as crown archetypes or pseudo-
turbid media. Calders et al. (2013) demonstrated that ignoring clumping and lower branching 
architecture had a significant impact on inverting waveform LiDAR data, with LAI errors typically 
between 39.4 % to 78.6 %. Widlowski et al. (2014) quantified the bi-directional reflectance factor bias of 
pseudo-turbid medium crown representations and found increasing bias for higher clumping levels. 
Biases were compounded by finer spatial resolutions, higher viewing angles, and larger deviations 
between canopy and ground cover spectra. Although both studies highlight the importance of within-
crown clumping, no quantitative estimates of clumping were provided. Both studies however contend 
3D deterministic tree crown representations are essential for guaranteeing the correct link between 
vegetation attributes and the remote sensing signal. This enables the remote sensing signal to be 
correctly understood, evaluated, and exploited, thus negating the risk of coupling between parameters.  
The typical assumption that within-crown clumping levels are negligible requires further validation to 
ensure accurate LAI estimation via the Pgap model, e.g. (Macfarlane et al., 2007c; Piayda et al., 2015; 
Ryu et al., 2012). A 3D simulation and modelling framework enables validation of theoretical 
formulations in an environment where all structural factors can be calculated precisely and treated as a 
reference or truth. This is in contrast to studies evaluating structural retrieval methods via indirect 
means that are also subject to large degrees of uncertainty, e.g. (García et al., 2015; Piayda et al., 2015). 
Furthermore, retrieval methods represent an approximation of a derived structural metric, with errors 
that need to be understood and quantified, as opposed to a metrics reference value which can be 
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calculated from 3D models, e.g. Leblanc & Fournier (2014). Stenberg et al. (2014) quantified clumping of 
3D reconstructed Scots pine trees, however within-crown clumping estimates were coupled with a 
correction for non-leaf area. Leblanc & Fournier (2014) implemented a 3D modelling framework with 
virtual forest scenes to benchmark clumping retrieval methods against the model reference or truthful 
clumping value at the plot scale. However, to the authors knowledge no studies utilise these 3D 
frameworks to quantify within-crown clumping levels of specific or representative canopy types. 
Accurate quantifications of within-crown clumping for particular canopy types would prove the validity 
of the assumption of a random distribution of foliage and woody canopy elements at the crown scale. 
4.1.3 CHAPTER SCOPE AND STRUCTURE 
The primary objective of this chapter was to present an improved theoretical formulation of the Pgap 
model for indirect estimation of LAI in woody ecosystems. This improvement consists of separate 
treatment of the wood and leaf projection functions in the theoretical formulation. Specifically, a new 
parameter is coined, namely the Woody Projection Function (Gw), which characterises the angular 
contribution of non-leaf facets in woody ecosystems. Subsequently, an updated formulation of the 
extinction coefficient is presented. The secondary objective was to validate the improved theoretical 
model using experimental data. To achieve this, here, a 3D modelling framework precisely quantifies all 
structural inputs comprising the theoretical Pgap model. Highly detailed 3D tree models from an 
exemplar forest stand reconstructed from empirical field data were utilised. The 3D reconstructed trees, 
representing the first of its kind in Australia, in combination with remote sensing simulations of Pgap, 
were used to demonstrate the errors introduced in indirect LAI retrieval when Gw and within-crown 
clumping are ignored via the typical application of the Pgap model. 
The chapter is organised as follows: first a theoretical background and extension of the Pgap model for 
improving LAI estimation through the addition of the woody projection function (Gw) parameter is 
provided (Sections 4.2.1 – 4.2.3). Then, modified formulations for within-crown and stand-scale 
clumping factors, and the extinction coefficient with the addition of the Gw parameter are presented 
(Section 4.2.4 & 4.2.5). Next, the study site and the 3D modelling framework developed to estimate the 
Wood Angle Distribution (WAD), Gw, and within-crown clumping factors of the exemplar forest stand 
are introduced (Section 4.3). Estimates of Gw and total element (leaf and wood together) projection 
functions (GT) are then stated (Section 4.4.1 & 4.4.2). These structural factors are estimated without 
error using the 3D modelling framework, and therefore can be treated as reference factors to be 
compared against other retrieval methods. The errors introduced when ignoring Gw on LAI estimation 
from the application of the Pgap model are then characterized (Section 4.4.3), followed by a description 
of within-crown clumping factors for leaf and woody elements of the 3D forest stand (Section 4.4.4 & 
4.4.5). Finally, the advantages of quantifying within-crown clumping factors, and the implications of 
improved Pgap physical model formulation and subsequent methods to utilise the new findings are 
discussed (Section 4.5).  
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4.2 THEORETICAL TREATMENT  
This section describes the theoretical background of LAI computation through the ubiquitously applied 
Pgap model. It also extends the formulation of the theoretical model to account for the angular nature 
of woody components via the Wood Angle Distribution ‘WAD’; similar to the parameterisation of the 
Leaf Angle Distribution ‘LAD’. The extension of the theoretical model is essential when the assumption 
of the leaf angle distribution being equivalent to the wood angle distribution does not hold. This is 
especially relevant in environments where woody elements contribute significantly to the extinction of 
light. The theoretical treatment section concludes with a modification to the widely used extinction 
coefficient formulation, incorporating the WAD parameter and subsequent projection function of 
woody material ‘GW’. The updated formulations of the Pgap model and the extinction coefficient are 
applicable to all environments where non-photosynthetic or woody elements contribute to the 
extinction of light. 
4.2.1 ELEMENT DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS AND PROJECTION FUNCTIONS 
The element projection function (G) quantifies the mean projection of unit surface area on a plane 
perpendicular to the view direction (Ross, 1981). G is typically derived for leaf elements only (Nilson, 
1971; Pisek et al., 2013b; Weiss et al., 2004). However, G is also applicable to woody canopy elements 
due to both leaf and wood elements playing a large role in determining canopy gap probability in a 
specified viewing direction. Following Wilson (1960; 1967), G in a canopy with leaf and woody 
components non-preferentially oriented in azimuth may be expressed as: 
 ( )  ∫  (    )
 
 
 
 (    )                                    [8] 
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           [9] 
where  is the view zenith angle (VZA), E is the element inclination angle, f(E) is the element 
inclination distribution function, and ψ = cos
-1
(cot cot E). The element inclination angle and 
distribution functions can be derived through measuring or querying the leaf and woody element areas 
of trees or 3D tree models. 
Three theoretical LAD functions from de Wit (1965), as provided by Wang et al. (2007), were used in this 
chapter. Recall from Section 3.5 that these three functions encompass the extremes of leaf angle 
distribution, from predominantly vertically inclined leaves (erectophile) through to predominantly 
horizontally inclined leaves (planophile). 
de Wit’s leaf angle distribution functions 
Erectophile, 
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Planophile, 
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Extremophile, 
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4.2.2 THEORETICAL GAP PROBABILITY MODEL 
Nilson (1971) demonstrated how the directional gap probability Pgap(Φ, ) (Φ = azimuth angle,  = 
zenith angle) of an incident beam of radiation will pass through a clumped canopy to reach a given point 
below the canopy using the modified Beer-Lambert law of light extinction (Eqn. 13). It is assumed that 
the canopy comprises only leaves which are non-preferentially oriented in azimuth; therefore the gap 
probability becomes azimuthally independent: 
    ( )   
  ( ) ( )   
   ( )                      [13] 
where G() is the element projection coefficient in the view zenith angle direction and is assumed to be 
constant throughout the canopy (Campbell & Norman, 1989), Ω() is the clumping or dispersion 
coefficient which corrects for a deviation from a random distribution of canopy elements, and LAI  (Leaf 
Area Index) is the total one sided leaf area per unit of ground area. When the clumping coefficient is at 
unity, the element distribution adheres to the Poisson distribution; in the cases where the clumping 
coefficient is greater than unity the distribution is regular, and if less than unity the distribution is 
clumped. 
Assuming a canopy with no woody elements (i.e. only leaves), Eqn. 13 is solved for LAI to yield:  
     
          ( )    ( )
  ( )  ( )
             [14] 
where Pgap L() is the gap probability of a canopy consisting of only foliage, GL() is the projection 
coefficient of foliage, ΩL() is the foliage clumping factor.  
4.2.3 EXTENDING THE GAP PROBABILITY MODEL 
Considering the gap fraction of a canopy comprising leaf and woody elements, Eqn. 14 was modified by 
(Chen, 1996) via adding a parameter which corrects for the proportion of woody elements ‘alpha’ (α). In 
a canopy where α ≠ 0, α converts Plant Area Index (PAI), the total surface area of all canopy elements, to 
LAI by LAI = PAI . (1 – α), and assumes no other elements other than foliage and woody components 
impact light attenuation in the canopy. However, the inclusion of α does not correct for the influence of 
the angular nature of woody components, i.e. the WAD. In other words, without explicit treatment of 
the WAD, the woody elements are assumed to have a distribution and projection function matching that 
of the foliage. To denote this subtle change to the theoretical formulation, GT(θ) representing the 
combined projection function of leaf and woody elements replaces the leaf-only projection function 
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GL(θ). The clumping correction reflects the clumping of all elements together, not just the leaf elements 
as presented in Eqn. 14. Therefore, the G() and Ω() parameters combine both leaf and woody 
elements and are presented as such: 
     
         ( )    ( )(   )
  ( )  ( )
             [15] 
Where Pgap T() is the gap probability of all canopy elements (i.e. leaf and wood visible at the same 
time), GT() is the combined projection coefficient of wood and leaf elements, ΩT() is the total 
clumping factor of all canopy elements, and α is the wood-to-total plant area ratio. Note that LAI and α 
are independent of view zenith angle ‘’, as they are indexed values representing the total area of leaf 
material and the proportion of woody material over a specified ground area. 
The total projection function GT can be calculated directly from the total element distribution function 
(i.e. ignoring which component is leaf or wood). Conversely, due to the nature of the projection function 
formulation (Eqn. 8), GT can be derived from the separately calculated wood and leaf projection 
functions with α via Eqn. 16. Both these methods are theoretically equivalent. α relates the woody 
projection function GW and leaf projection function GL coefficients to the total element projection 
function GT by: 
GT() = (1- α)GL() + α.GW()                       [16] 
Here, α acts as a weighting parameter in the derivation of total element projection function GT from the 
leaf GL and wood GW projection functions. The same assumptions outlined in Wilson (1960; 1967) of 
non-preferentially oriented leaf and wood elements in azimuth apply, therefore GT is only a function of 
view zenith angle (). 
4.2.4 CLUMPING CALCULATION 
4.2.4.1 STAND CLUMPING 
When gap fraction (), G() and PAI (LAI and α) are measured or known, we can solve for total element 
clumping ΩT() of a horizontally continuous vegetated area or forest stand.  
  ( )   
         ( )    ( )(   )
  ( )   
                 [17] 
Note: ΩT() makes no distinction between leaf and woody elements. Recall PAI = LAI / (1-α) when α ≠ 0, 
so substituting this into Eqn. 17 yields: 
  ( )   
         ( )    ( )
  ( )   
  
    
   
            [18] 
where PAIe is the effective PAI, which is the product of PAI with ΩT() (Chen et al., 1991).  
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4.2.4.2 CROWN OR INDIVIDUAL PLANT CLUMPING 
Eqns. 12-18 assumes a horizontally continuous layer of canopy. When quantifying clumping for an 
individual tree crown, this assumption becomes invalid as the canopy is discontinuous. Therefore, the 
weighting for path length through a continuous layer (cos() in Eqn. 13) may be replaced with the ratio 
of average path length lave() at  = 0 to average path length at  > 0. In other words, this ratio is 
equivalent to the h / l; where h is the height of the canopy and l is the path length at . This path length 
ratio yields lave() equal to unity at  = 0. Utilising this path length ratio also enables within-crown 
clumping to be quantified using the Pgap physical model. 
lave() can be calculated for geometric volumes encasing a tree object (e.g. cylinder, cone etc.), where it 
can be estimated as a function of VZA. Therefore, total element clumping of an individual tree crown   
ΩT IND encased by a geometric object can be written as: 
      ( )   
         ( )    ( )
  ( )   
                              [19] 
Pgap T() is the gap probability of a ray passing through the projected envelope area, PEA(), of the 
geometric volume encasing a tree object. Pgap T() is equivalent to 1 – [PPA() / PEA()], where PPA is 
the projected plant area (m
2
 m
-2
) on a surface perpendicular to the viewing direction.  GT() is the 
combined projection coefficient of wood and leaf elements (Eqn. 16).  
The projected envelope area of a cylinder (PEAcylinder), with diameter ‘d’ and height ‘h’, that encloses a 
tree volume with respect to VZA can be written as: 
           ( )     ( )   (  ⁄ )
        ( )                          [20] 
The average path length through a cylinder, lcylinder, with respect to VZA can be written as following 
Deakin (2015): 
         ( )  
   
     ( )      ( )
                                  [21] 
Eqn. 21 considers the circular correction of path length as well as accounting for the two sections of the 
cylinder that can be viewed as wedges of the cylinder at both ends when tilted. In other words, it is the 
average path length of a probability density function of an infinite number of rays passing through the 
cylindrical envelope at any particular view zenith angle. This average path length and path length ratio is 
equivalent to Eqn. 11 and Eqn. 10 presented in Hu et al. (2014). 
4.2.5 THE EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT ‘K’ 
This section outlines the correct treatment of the extinction coefficient parameter in woody ecosystems. 
Monsi and Saeki (1965) provided a theoretical relationship of light extinction coefficient ‘k’ to LAI in a 
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plant community based on a form of the Beer-Lambert law. Their model provided a basis for many 
subsequent studies, both experimental and theoretical, and continues to be used to this day: 
 
  
                           [22] 
where I is the light intensity under the LAI layer, Io is the light intensity above the LAI layer, and k is the 
extinction coefficient. The ratio I:Io is equivalent to light transmittance or Pgap at the point of 
measurement.  
k is essentially a function of leaf clumping, leaf angle projection and VZA when the assumption of a 
horizontally continuous canopy with no woody elements is met. However, as presented in Section 4.2.3 
this model can be further expanded to account for the impact of woody components on the element 
projection function and clumping. The correct parameterisation of k is as follows for a tree or canopy 
with foliage and woody elements: 
Stand k:                        ( )     ( )  ( )    ( )(   )⁄                  [23] 
Within-crown k:                         ( )     ( )  ( )     ( )⁄ (   )                        [24] 
Eqn. 23 incorporates clumping at all scales, e.g. between crown and within crown. Eqn. 24 incorporates 
within-crown clumping only for crowns encased in a geometric shape. lave refers to the average path 
length ratio though which a ray of light passes through a 3D object or reference volume enclosing a tree 
crown at the view zenith angle (θ), i.e. lave = l (θ) / l (θ=0) where l is the average path length. 
4.2.6 CALCULATION OF METRICS IN A 3D MODELLING FRAMEWORK 
Utilising computer models enables efficient investigation and quantification of the structural metrics in 
scenarios such as lead-only or wood-only visible. In this circumstance, Eqn. 18 & 19 can be used to 
estimate leaf-only ΩL() and wood-only ΩW() clumping on the conditions that; (i) Pgap T() is changed to 
Pgap L() or Pgap W() respectively, (ii) GT() is changed to GL() or GW() respectively, and (iii) PAI is 
changed to LAI or WAI respectively. Woody-only gap fraction Pgap W() can be estimated from leaf-off 
conditions. However, Pgap L() can only be estimated when there are no woody elements visible. 
In the case of using 3D reconstructed trees in combination with ray-tracing computer simulation models 
such as librat (Lewis, 1999), all parameters on the right-hand side of Eqn. 18 & 19 can be derived directly 
and independently. For example, Pgap T() can be calculated from the simulated PPA and PEA through 
Pgap T() = 1 – [PPA() / PEA()] (see Eqn. 20 for PEA of a cylinder); lave() is calculated as the ratio of 
average path length lave() at  = 0 to average path length at  > 0 (see Eqn. 21 for a calculation of the 
average path length through a cylinder); GT() is calculated directly from the known distribution 
functions of leaf and woody facets after applying Eqn. 8 and Eqn. 16, respectively; and PAI is calculated 
as the sum of the known total leaf and wood facet area, divided by a reference area of the tree model, 
i.e. PEA(  = 0°). It is important to use a stable reference area, i.e. PEA(  = 0°), for individual tree models 
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or discontinuous areas when quantifying angular clumping values. This will aid in meaningful clumping 
factor comparisons over the same domain for different VZAs. In addition, quantifying clumping using 
precisely known model parameters leads to the calculation of a reference clumping value. This 
reference value can be used to benchmark clumping retrieval methods that do not know the total or 
reference PAI a priori. 
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4.3 METHOD 
The 3D modelling and simulation framework employed here enables each of the parameters comprising 
the Pgap physical model to be calculated precisely for each and every 3D tree model (Section 4.2.3). 
This section describes the derivation of these parameters from the exemplar 3D reconstructed 
Rushworth tree model dataset described in Section 3.5. Specifically, these methods are directly 
applicable achieve the objective of validating the improved Pgap model and quantifying the level of 
within-crown clumping. 
4.3.1 CALCULATION OF G AND PGAP 
GL(), GW(), and GT() were calculated for each of the 51 reconstructed individual tree models using the 
known element distribution functions derived by querying every facet from each model for their area 
and zenith angle, and then applying Eqn. 11. Three sets of tree models varying in leaf angle distribution 
(LAD) were used for the analysis; namely the erectophile, extremophile and planophile theoretical 
functions (de Wit, 1965; Section 4.2.1). Recall the reasons for selection of these three LADs were that 
they encompassed the extremes of leaf angle distribution and projection values, including the common 
spherical LAD (Section 3.5). This enabled the impact of LAD on within-crown clumping to be explored. 
GL() residuals were calculated for de Wit’s (1965) leaf angle distributions to demonstrate the degree of 
closeness of theoretical versus actual values. The actual values were used in the formulations to 
calculate within-crown clumping described in the next section. Therefore, G calculated from leaf and 
wood elements of the 3D tree models represent the precise value, and contribute no error in the 
application of the Pgap physical model. Uncertainty introduced from estimating G for leaf and wood 
elements in-situ is discussed later in the chapter (Section 4.5). 
The projected crown cover of each individual tree crown and Pgap was estimated using the librat ray 
tracing model (Lewis, 1999), in combination with known crown dimensions (Figure 25). Element cover 
maps for each tree model were separately simulated at a 1 cm x 1 cm resolution. A single ray for each 
pixel was traced from a point above the tree in the direction of the pixel centroid to the ground, i.e. 
implementing a reverse ray-tracing approach (Disney et al., 2000). Although librat can be used to 
simulate canopy reflectance using radiative transfer theory, this element intersection approach 
effectively produced a pre-classified binary cover image (Figure 26). Therefore, these images represent 
reference transmittance or Pgap images, i.e. without classification error. This approach is also far more 
computationally efficient than stochastic ray tracing methods, requiring three wavelengths and multiple 
sampling rays per pixel to provide an RGB image (Jonckheere et al., 2006).  
The projected crown cover proportion or individual crown Pgap was equivalent to the number of pixels 
intercepting canopy elements divided by the number of pixels within the projected crown envelope area 
‘PEA’. Pgap was calculated by subtracting 1 from the proportion of intercepting canopy element pixels 
within the PEA (i.e. Pgap = 1 – cover). The view angle specific PEA was calculated from fitting a convex 
hull or geometric shape around the crown outline (e.g. cylinder). The choice of convex hull or cylinder 
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crown delineation boundary, representing the most- and least-fitted crown outlines, meant that the 
Pgap of the cylinder boundaries were on average 13% higher than the convex hull. The implication of 
the crown boundary shape on the within-crown clumping calculation is address in the discussion. The 
average PEA of the individual tree models at VZA = 0° was 15 m
2
 (using a convex hull method for the 
planophile LAD). Image resolution sensitivity analysis showed Pgap uncertainty for the 1 cm x 1 cm 
resolution to be < 0.002, typically less than 0.001. Therefore, crown cover images with higher resolution 
than 1 cm x 1 cm were deemed unnecessary for the estimation of crown Pgap. This also meant that the 
Pgap estimated for each tree crown could be treated as almost without error, thus not incorporating 
any uncertainty into the application of the Pgap model for LAI calculation. 
FIGURE 25: PROJECTED ENVELOPE AREA ‘PEA’ OF A TREE CROWN AT 0° AND 57.3° 
 
Figure 25. Schematic diagram of the method to calculate projected envelope area ‘PEA’ of an individual 
tree crown, demonstrated at view zenith angles of 0° and 57.3°. The geometric object used to enclose 
the tree crown was a cylinder. The diameter ‘d’ and height ‘h’ of the cylinder were defined as: d = 
maximum crown width; h = (tree height - height to the first branch). The grey lines indicate the direction 
of the crown cover image pixels. The PEA values of the tree shown were 17.3 m
2
 and 38.6 m
2
 for 0° and 
57.3° view angles, respectively (Eqn. 20).  
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FIGURE 26: PROJECTED CROWN AREA USING LIBRAT 
 
(a) Projected area 7.6m
2 
Pgap 0.74 
 
(b) Projected area 6.5m
2 
Pgap 0.78 
 
(c) Projected area 1.9m
2 
Pgap 0.94 
 
Figure 26. librat element projected cover simulations for a single tree at a 0° view zenith angle (top-
down) for three scenarios: (a) all canopy elements visible, (b) leaf-only visible, and (c) leaf-off scenarios. 
The erectophile leaf angle distribution was applied to (a) and (b). Pgap was estimated as: 1 – ∑(crown 
cover pixels) / ∑(projected envelope area pixels). 
Leaf and wood elements were alternatively made transparent to simulate; (i) leaf-off, (ii) only-leaf, and 
(iii) all elements visible scenarios respectively (Figure 26). This also enabled quantification of separate 
clumping factors for these three scenarios. Tree models were rotated in librat to simulate different view 
angles, such as the 0° and 57.3° scenarios in Figure 25.  
The errors of the typical approach of applying a correction factor for LAD only, and therefore ignoring 
the WAD is quantified as: 
G error = GT() – GL()              [25] 
In a plant community with no woody elements, i.e. α = 0, this error is equivalent to zero as GT() = GL(). 
In the 3D simulation and modelling framework, where all parameters of the Pgap physical model can be 
calculated almost without error, this G error can also be treated as a reference value with no 
uncertainty. 
  
All elements Leaf-only Wood-only 
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4.3.2 WITHIN-CROWN CLUMPING CALCULATION 
The following steps were taken to calculate within-crown clumping of the 3D tree models: 
1. Determine the reference total leaf and wood area of each tree model (e.g. 3D model area 
query). The proportions were then used to calculate α for each tree model. 
2. Simulate the projected area of each tree model in the 3D ray tracing model librat. All three LAD 
tree model sets were utilised at the 0 and 57.3° view zenith angles (VZAs) for leaf-on, leaf-off, 
and wood-only simulation scenarios. The projected area was calculated as the number of pixels 
intercepting canopy elements multiplied by the known pixel size (1 cm x 1 cm). 
3. Determine the projected envelope area ‘PEA’ of each crown at VZA 0 and 57.3°. The PEA of the 
planophile LAD was used as a benchmark for all three LADs tested. Cylinders were used to 
delineate the crown boundary.  
4. Calculate Pgap by subtracting one from the division of the projected area over the PEA (i.e. 
Pgap is VZA specific and LAD specific). 
5. Apply Eqn. 19 to calculate within-crown clumping factors of individual 3D tree models.  
 
Pgap was the only estimated structural variable of the Pgap physical model, using the modelling 
approach. All other metrics were calculated precisely from the known 3D tree model attributes. 
Therefore, subsequent derivation of clumping factors using Eqn. 19 following the 3D modelling 
approach implemented this study are only subject to Pgap uncertainty, which was shown to be 
negligible, and can thus be treated as reference clumping values without error. 
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4.4 RESULTS 
4.4.1 TREE MODEL LEAF GL AND WOOD GW PROJECTION FUNCTIONS 
Projection ‘G’ functions of the reconstructed trees were calculated for both leaf GL() and wood GW() 
elements. These were calculated using the precisely known element angle distribution functions of the 
3D tree model facet areas (Eqn. 8). Tree model leaf angle distributions were made to fit the theoretical 
erectophile, planophile, and extremophile leaf angle distributions of de Wit (1965). The theoretical leaf 
angle distributions were accurately represented in the 3D models, with mean GL() residuals typically 
less than 0.005 for all three distributions. Non-preferentially oriented wood and leaf elements over all 
azimuth angles was also established for the 51 tree models, thus validating the assumption of the G-
formulation being only a function of view zenith angle (). 
The woody G projection function, GW(), displayed a similar trend to the erectophile function, with the 
smallest projected area visible at a 0° view zenith angle (VZA) and the largest projected area occurring at 
the 90° VZA (Figure 27a). The low GW() at nadir is primarily attributable to the woody element 
distribution functions, where the majority of the woody material was vertically inclined. This is due to a 
high proportion of the woody material being situated in the stem of the tree, which of course was 
predominantly vertical. Furthermore, all element projection functions of the 51 tree models displayed 
the highest variability at high and low VZAs. However, the GW() value at the nadir view was on average 
one half, one third, and one quarter of the erectophile, extremophile, and planophile distribution 
functions, respectively.  
The GW() function increased with view angle and intersected the other three leaf angle functions in the 
52-58° VZA range. The VZA close to 57.3° (≈1 radian) has been shown to be the angle where the majority 
of leaf angle projection functions converge at G ≈ 0.5 (Nilson, 1971; Wilson, 1963). At 57.3°, all canopy 
element G values of the 51 models were within 0.01 of each other. The GW() projection function 
consistently displayed the largest standard deviation (SD) of all projection functions, with the highest SD 
(0.07) occurring at nadir. The higher degree of variation displayed by GW() compared to the three leaf G 
values, GL(), can be attributed to a combination of: (i) the modelled tree leaf angles which were made 
to closely fit theoretical distributions, thus reducing variability between trees, and (ii) GW() variation 
that was largely a function of the reconstruction process, where angular variation in tree structure 
between models was common (e.g. some bent-over trees). 
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FIGURE 27: MEAN G TREE MODEL ESTIMATES 
 
Figure 27. (a) Mean ±1 SD (shaded) individual element G values of the 51 models for woody elements 
(brown); and leaves with erectophile (black), planophile (red), extremophile (green) theoretical leaf 
angle distributions (de Wit, 1965). (b) Mean ±1 SD (shaded) G total (GT) values for the erectophile, 
planophile and extremophile distributions (refer to Eqn. 16).  
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4.4.2 TREE MODEL TOTAL ELEMENT PROJECTION FUNCTIONS GT() 
Figure 27b demonstrates the average total G value (GT) for all 51 tree models, taking into account wood 
and leaf orientation and proportions. GT was calculated from the distribution function of leaf and wood 
elements together (Eqn. 8), which is equivalent to Eqn. 16. The planophile LAD exhibited the largest 
observed change in GL() for GT() (Figure 27). This was due to planophile GL() values consistently 
having a larger offset to GW() over most VZAs compared with erectophile and extremophile LAD’s 
(Figure 27a).  
G total ‘GT()’, representing the combined projection function of both woody and leaf facets, matched 
more closely with GL() than GW(). This was due to the proportion of wood-to-total plant area ‘α’ 
weighting GL() more strongly than GW() in the computation of GT() (Eqn. 16). For the tree models α 
was typically in the range of 0.32 to 0.44 (mean 0.37 ±.06 1 SD, Figure 28a), thus weighting GL() more 
strongly. A strong linear relationship (R
2
 0.99) was observed between total plant area (range 5 to 195 
m
2
) and total leaf area (range 3 to 133 m
2
). This indicates the possible suitability of using a robust 
representative α value for the population of trees without introducing a large error. The gradient of the 
linear equation was equivalent to the mean α value (0.37). This was also approximately equivalent to 
reference α for total model plant area and leaf area of all models considered together (0.38). 
FIGURE 28: (A) BOX PLOT OF WAI:PAI, (B) REFERENCE LEAF AREA TO PLANT AREA PER TREE MODEL PLOT 
  
Figure 28. (a) Box plot of the alpha ‘α’ values for the 51 Rushworth models. (b) Reference total plant 
area versus total leaf area for all 51 tree models. The fitted linear reduced major axis regression function 
(grey line) is provided inset. 
  
(a) (b) 
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4.4.3 ERRORS DETECTED WHEN NOT CONSIDERING WOODY G ‘GW()’: RUSHWORTH CASE STUDY 
The LAI or PAI errors when not considering the woody projection function GW() for the tree models 
were quantified using Eqn. 25. This is the error for the typical example where only GL() is considered, 
shown for the exemplar dataset of the 51 Rushworth tree models (Figure 29). In this circumstance GW() 
is ignored, meaning that GW() is implicitly assumed to be equal to GL(). The implication is that the G 
error is equivalent in proportion to LAI or PAI error, as G() is linearly related to LAI and PAI (Eqn. 13 & 
15). For example, a G error of 0.1 is equivalent to a 10% error in LAI or PAI.  
The zenith angle with the largest error is at nadir (VZA = 0°). The LAD with the largest error proportion is 
planophile (Figure 29), due to planophile GL() having the largest degree of separation to GW() over 
most zenith angles (Figure 27a). For the planophile LAD, there is on average up to a 25% LAI 
overestimation at a VZA of 0°. Conversely, at the VZA ≈ 57.3°, the G error is approximately zero given the 
leaf and wood angle projection functions converge. The G error then increases at zenith angles larger 
than 57.3° for all LADs, thus leading to an underestimation of LAI. 
FIGURE 29: G ASSUMPTION ERROR 
 
Figure 29. G assumption error; the error proportion in PAI or LAI estimation for the Rushworth tree 
models when estimating Pgap with leaf and woody components assuming GL() = GT() i.e. ignoring 
GW(). The error is calculated by subtracting mean GL() from mean GT()  values (±1 SD, shaded) for the 
erectophile (black), planophile (red), and extremophile (green) leaf angle distributions at Rushworth. 
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4.4.4 IMPACT OF VIEWING ANGLE AND LEAF ANGLE ON WITHIN-CROWN CLUMPING 
The role of view angle on within-crown clumping estimates was further explored for each tree model. 
The clumping estimates presented can be treated as reference clumping estimates based on the precise 
calculation of each of the parameters comprising the Pgap physical formulation. All 51 modelled trees 
displayed a degree of clumped foliage at VZAs of 0° and 57.3° (i.e. Ω < 1, Figure 30). A main finding was 
that the clumping factor for an individual tree with the erectophile, planophile, and extremophile LAD 
was unequal at the 0° VZA (Figure 30 a & b), yet equivalent at 57.3 ° (Figure 30 c & d). This was 
exemplified by the higher offsets of the non-fitted reduced major axis (RMA) linear regression equations 
for the 0 radian VZA clumping factors compared with the 1 radian VZA. Furthermore, this viewing angle 
effect was consistent for the entire population of tree models, exemplified by the high coefficient of 
determination (R
2
 ≥ 0.96) for the RMA linear regression equations.  
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FIGURE 30: WITHIN-CROWN LEAF-ONLY CLUMPING FACTORS 
 
Figure 30. Within-crown leaf-only clumping ‘Ωleaf’ comparisons at two different view zenith angles (VZA) 
demonstrated with three leaf angle distributions (LAD) for the 51 tree models. Each circle represents an 
individual tree model clumping value calculated from Eqn. 19. (a) Compares ΩL erectophile to ΩL 
planophile (black circles) and extremophile (blue circles) LADs at the 0 view zenith angle (VZA); (b) 
compares ΩL planophile with ΩL extremophile (green circles) at the 0 VZA; (c) compares ΩL erectophile 
to ΩL planophile (black circles) and extremophile (blue circles) LADs at the 1 radian VZA; and (d) 
compares ΩL planophile with ΩL extremophile (green circles) at the 1 radian VZA. Linear reduced major 
axis (RMA) regression functions for each comparison were added (grey line). 1:1 line (dashed). A cylinder 
was used as the reference geometric object to encompass the tree crown. The cylinder shape remained 
unchanged with LAD. The height of the cylinder was the crown depth (tree height minus lowest leaf 
height) and the diameter of the cylinder was the maximum horizontal crown diameter with a planophile 
LAD.  
The leaf and wood angle distribution in combination with the degree of clumping and total amount of 
leaf and wood area determine the proportion of projected canopy area. The unequal foliage-clumping 
factors between LAD’s at the 0° VZA reflect different gap sizes and gap size distributions. Figure 31a 
shows the projected area of a single tree model for different view angle and LAD scenarios. It 
demonstrates a more dramatic change in spatial arrangement and proportion of projected foliage with 
LAD at the 0° VZA over the 57.3° VZA. At the 57.3° VZA the projected area for all LAD’s become almost 
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equal, thus leading to similar clumping factors due to G(57.3°) also being approximately equivalent. 
Additionally, the gap sizes and their distribution are similar for each LAD shown, making it almost 
impossible to distinguish LAD from visual inspection (Figure 31b). 
FIGURE 31: PROJECTED CROWN AREA OF LEAF-ONLY SIMULATION SCENARIOS 
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Figure 31. Simulations of projected crown area of leaf-only scenarios for a single tree with erectophile, 
extremophile, and planophile leaf angle distributions (columns) from de Wit (1965) at VZAs of 0° (row a) 
and 57.3° (row b). 
The magnitude of within-crown foliage clumping ΩL() was variable amongst models, ranging between 
0.3 and 0.8 (Figure 30, Figure 32). At the 0° VZA, the planophile LAD models displayed the highest 
degree of clumping followed by extremophile, and lastly erectophile LAD (Figure 32). The clumping 
offset of the linear reduced major axis (RMA) equations between the three LAD’s coincided with the 
degree of separation of G() (Figure 27a). For example, at the nadir view zenith angle the largest and 
smallest offsets were observed for erectophile with planophile and extremophile distributions 
respectively (Ω(0) offset -0.14 and -0.05, respectively). This coincided with the largest and smallest 
offsets in G(0) for erectophile with planophile and extremophile distributions respectively (G(0) offset =  
-0.42 and -0.17, respectively). 
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4.4.5 WITHIN-CROWN CLUMPING OF LEAF AND WOOD COMPONENTS 
Figure 32 depicts the distribution of within-crown clumping at the nadir view zenith angle of leaf and 
wood both separately and together. The clumping distributions are sensitive to LAD, as seen by the RMA 
linear equation offsets in Figure 30 a & b. Overall, the clumping factors decrease for each LAD when 
both leaf and woody materials are included. For the Rushworth species, the larger the proportion of 
horizontal leaves, the closer the leaf-only clumping level was to the leaf and wood clumping levels (i.e. 
the mean absolute differences for leaf-only clumping with leaf and wood clumping for erectophile, 
extremophile, and planophile LAD’s were 0.08, 0.06, and 0.04 respectively). This may result from 
reduced apparent projected area of woody components, since leaves are clustered around branches, 
hence less difference in Pgap compared with the leaf only tree models when everything else is constant. 
The maximum clumping value decreases by around 10%, whereas the minimum increased by less than 
1%. This is explained by the level and distribution of woody element clumping, which is overall 
comparatively lower than leaf clumping levels (Figure 32). The within-crown clumping factor range of 
woody elements for the reconstructed tree models were much smaller than the leaf clumping factors. 
Therefore, within-crown clumping variation between tree models was primarily driven by foliage 
position rather than branch or stem location within the crown envelope. 
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FIGURE 32: BOX PLOTS OF WITHIN-CROWN CLUMPING FACTORS FOR ALL TREE MODELS 
 
Figure 32. Box plots of within-crown clumping factors for all tree models at a view zenith angle of 0°. 
Three scenarios are presented; erectophile, planophile, and extremophile leaf angle distributions for (i) 
leaf-only (white boxes), (ii) both leaf and wood elements visible (dark-grey boxes), and (iii) woody-only 
clumping factors (light-grey box). Mean and standard deviations (in brackets) are presented for all 
scenarios. 
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4.5 DISCUSSION 
This chapter analyses the importance of the woody projection coefficient GW() when estimating LAI in 
woody ecosystems via the Pgap model. Until now, GW is a physical quantity that has not been yet been 
explicitly considered in the indirect estimation of LAI via the theoretical Pgap formulation. The woody 
angular distribution, its subsequent projection function GW(), and the proportion of wood-to-total plant 
area (alpha ‘α’) are essential to accurately calculate LAI from Pgap measurements in a canopy with 
woody components.  
Here, a generic 3D modelling framework was used to quantify the impact of GW, applied to the specific 
case of the reconstructed Rushworth field site as an example. In this case, LAI errors introduced by 
ignoring GW() were up to 25% for the typical case where only GL() is considered, therefore GW() is 
assumed to be equal GL(). In other words, an assumption is made that the angular distribution of 
woody facets is the same as leaf facets. This would generally not be the case for most trees at low and 
high viewing angles, especially for vertically oriented single stem trees with crown break some distance 
away from the base of the stem. In this case, the majority of the woody area is in the stem, which is 
predominantly vertical thus, potentially leading to a G function with similar characteristics to Figure 27a. 
Figure 29 showed the error proportion for LAI estimation of the Rushworth models if wrongly making 
this assumption. Additionally, the error proportions in Figure 29 do not consider or introduce 
uncertainty from estimates of Pgap(), G() or α due to their values being known precisely. The LAI 
errors in Figure 29 varied with LAD, where the largest errors were encountered at the nadir view zenith 
when GW() was furthest from GL() (Figure 27). The largest errors for other forest types are also 
expected to occur at nadir for this same reason. 
Accurate LAI calculation requires the physical, measureable quantities of GW(), GL(), ΩT(), α and 
Pgap() (Eqn. 15). These variables together determine the light extinction coefficient k (Eqn. 23 & 24). 
Many studies define k to vary with only GL() (e.g. Kucharik et al.,1997; Macfarlane et al., 2007; Monsi & 
Saeki, 1965; and de Wit, 1965). Firstly, this assumption is invalid for a canopy with woody elements, as 
the projection coefficient of all elements, GT(), should instead be used. Secondly, most forest canopies 
exhibit clumping to some degree due to their complex and heterogeneous nature. Therefore, clumping 
needs to be explicitly considered if the canopy is clumped. Only in the case when clumping is equal to 
unity at all scales and in all dimensions (i.e. x, y, z), the canopy comprises only leaves, and is horizontally 
homogenous, would k vary only with GL() and view zenith angle. A key implication of the results 
presented here is a recommendation to split k into its sub-components to explicitly differentiate known 
or measured quantities from those assumed. This will help users of the metric to correctly utilise the 
variable and to better understand the LAI error budget. 
Many instruments and methods utilise the approximate 57.3° view angle due to the convergence of leaf 
projection functions to be near equivalent (G ≈ 0.5). Examples include: TRAC (Leblanc, 2002), PASTIS-57 
(Simic et al., 2012), and VEGNET instruments (Culvenor et al., 2014); DHP (Leblanc & Fournier, 2014; 
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Neumann et al., 1989; Weiss et al., 2004), LAI-2200 (Leblanc & Chen, 2001), and TLS LAI/PAI inversion 
methods (Jupp et al., 2009). However, a new finding from this research was that the woody projection 
function GW() of the reconstructed Rushworth tree models also converged at the 57.3° viewing angle 
(GW(57.3°) = 0.52 ± 0.01; Figure 27). Therefore, both GL() and GW() may not need to be measured in 
the field if inverting over a narrow gap fraction range (± ≈ 2.5°) centered on the 57.3° zenith angle. 
Additionally, if GW() matches GL() over other VZA’s used, then only GL() is required for LAI calculation 
from the application of the Pgap physical model. Characterising GW() per forest type warrants further 
investigation due to potential differences. 
A number of direct and indirect techniques to measure leaf inclination angles exist (e.g. directly with a 
plumb-bob and protractor or indirectly from levelled photos, Ryu et al., 2010). Measuring leaf inclination 
angles to characterise leaf angle distributions can be very time consuming. A discouragingly large 
number of inclination measurements are required (~400 , (de Wit, 1965) or even >1000 (Monteith, 
1969; Philip, 1965)) to obtain acceptable precision levels for determining leaf angle distributions of 
some plant types. Further difficulties in estimating GL() may be encountered for species with varying 
LAD as a function of plant height or position within the canopy (Baldocchi et al., 1984; Niinemets, 1998). 
Additionally, GW() may be difficult to characterise over large areas due to factors such as species 
diversity. It may be challenging to replicate leaf angle measurement techniques on woody components. 
This is due to the requirement of the inclination angle of woody material as well as their proportions in 
order to estimate the distribution function (f(,E), Eqn. 8). However, due to recent advances in semi-
automated tree reconstruction methodologies (Côté et al., 2009; Raumonen et al., 2013), 3D computer 
reconstruction models can be efficiently queried to determine the element distribution functions and 
subsequently to derive GW() and GL() precisely. The precise determination of key structural metrics 
such as G() and clumping are relevant for parameterised 3D models of plant or forest landscapes acting 
as replications of the real-world (Disney et al., 2006; Disney et al., 2011; Widlowski et al., 2013).  
The advancement of 3D tree reconstruction methods provides a means to investigate intra-crown 
clumping. Theoretical models of varying complexity have been used to invert for canopy structure 
variables (Nilson, 1999; Nilson & Kuusk, 2004). Conversely, traditional field-based clumping retrieval 
methods predominantly based on gap size distribution typically operate at the plot or stand scale 
(Leblanc, 2002; Pisek et al., 2011). Both methods estimate the total element clumping metric ΩT() as 
they do not distinguish between leaf and woody elements. Seldom have these methods been used to 
retrieve clumping at the crown-scale independently of all other confounding metrics. In this study, all 
tree models were clumped (Ω < 1) at both VZAs of 0° and 57.3° (Figure 30 & Figure 32). Although some 
clumping inversion methods from gap size accumulation require leaf dimensions as input (Chen & Cihlar, 
1995c), our study does not since the calculation is achieved using the known LAI or PAI of each model 
combined with the precisely estimated G (Eqn. 18 & 19). The degree of clumping shown in this study 
conforms with qualitative descriptions of the eucalypt species (Jacobs, 1955). Therefore, the common 
assumption of a random distribution of foliage and woody components within a crown envelope of the 
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3D tree models used in this study would introduce large LAI errors up to 65%. This is especially relevant 
for models simulating radiative transfer, as the degree of intra-crown clumping has shown to have a 
large influence on the remote sensing signal (Calders et al., 2013; Widlowski et al., 2014). 
Within-crown clumping of the 3D explicit tree models was sensitive to leaf angle distribution (LAD). The 
planophile LAD displayed the highest degree of clumping, while the erectophile LAD the least. However, 
at the VZA of 57.3°, the clumping level was almost insensitive to LAD. Pisek et al. (2013b) investigated 
stand-scale clumping of a birch stand with a theoretical model based on Nilson (1999). Although at a 
different scale, they also found the planophile LAD demonstrated the highest degree of clumping, while 
erectophile the least, with clumping converging at VZA ≈ 57.3°. The within-crown clumping values also 
showed minor sensitivity to the PEA shape used to delineate the crown boundary. The clumping values 
of the cylinder were on average 10% lower than if a convex hull had been fitted at a VZA =0°. These two 
crown outline delineation methods represent the two shape extremes; convex hulls being the most 
fitted, and cylinders the least. 
The woody area fraction α is required to convert PAI to LAI (Chen, 1996). It is also required to weight the 
woody G contribution when estimating the total element projection coefficient GT() (Eqn. 16). The 
average value of α for the 51 reconstructed eucalypt trees in this study was 0.38. This α value is on the 
upper range of values found for a variety of Northern Hemisphere forests, typically in the range of 0.2 to 
0.3 (Gower et al., 1999). Similar to leaf G, there are a number of direct (Gower et al., 1999) and indirect 
methods (Kucharik et al., 1998; Sea et al., 2011) to estimate α both in the field and by querying facet 
areas of reconstructed models. Although some authors contend that α does not largely impact the 
radiation regime of a stand and thus does not significantly impact LAI retrieval, results from this study 
suggest this would be forest type and species specific.  
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4.6 CONCLUSION  
This chapter presented an updated formulation of the Pgap physical model for improving LAI retrieval in 
woody ecosystems. A new parameter was presented for improving the accuracy of LAI retrieval from the 
ubiquitously applied Pgap physical model, namely the woody element projection function (Gw). Utilising 
a 3D explicit reconstructed forest as an exemplar dataset, LAI errors when ignoring Gw were up to 25% 
and shown to be a function of view zenith angle (VZA). Results also show that there was no error at the 
approximate 57.3° VZA due to the wood projection function converging with leaf projection functions.  
A secondary objective of this study was to present a modelling framework and methodology for 
quantifying the impact of the woody element angular distribution and within-crown element clumping 
on LAI retrieval. In the 3D modelling environment, these key structural factors affecting the remote 
sensing signal were quantified precisely, without error. In addition, the 3D modelling framework 
developed here enabled quantification of within-crown clumping without error for leaf and woody 
elements both together and separately for the first time.  
Leaf angle distribution (LAD) was shown to considerably affect within-crown clumping levels of 
reconstructed tree models at a VZA of 0°, whereas at VZA ≈ 57.3° within-crown clumping was largely 
independent of LAD. Additionally, within-crown clumping factors for the modelled dataset were as low 
as 0.35. Therefore, making a common assumption of a random distribution of canopy elements would 
lead to an LAI error of up to 65% for the modelled stand. These findings are important for studies 
utilising 3D tree models or canopies to simulate the remote sensing signal for biophysical parameter 
retrieval. Overall, the findings of this study and the extended physical LAI formulation presented 
translate to a more accurate LAI retrieval. This applies to sensors of all platforms estimating gap fraction 
in clumped canopy environments or canopies with woody (non-leaf) elements contributing to the 
extinction of light.  
Advances in independent retrieval techniques of structural attributes combined with 3D modelling 
methods have enabled representative virtual forests to be constructed. In this study, the 3D modelling 
framework enabled a more detailed evaluation of the assumptions underlying LAI calculation from the 
Pgap physical model, such as the quantification of canopy element clumping. All structural attributes 
contributing to light attenuation through the canopy need to be considered in the physical Pgap 
formulation in order to minimise LAI error. Consequently, a recommendation from this study is to split 
the extinction coefficient ‘k’ into its sub-components, utilising the formulation presented in this chapter, 
to explicitly differentiate known or measured structural metrics from those assumed. This would assist 
in cross-study comparisons and quantification of error budgets required for traceability of remote 
sensing products.  
A logical extension of this work is to utilise the 3D explicit tree reconstructions coupled with computer 
simulation models to facilitate benchmarking, calibration, and validation of biophysical parameter 
retrieval methods. For example, simulated BRFs of individual tree models would enable more thorough 
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evaluation of the link between the key structural attributes and the remote sensing signal. Specifically, 
exploring the effect of the quantifiable structural attributes of: clumping, leaf and wood angle 
distribution, and the proportion of leaf-to-total plant material on multi-angular imagery and image 
resolution (spectral and spatial). Utilising the 3D model capabilities to quantify the woody clumping 
values in boreal and temperate forests would be of particular interest. In addition, exploring the impact 
of the proportion of canopy element clumping on the LiDAR signal is integral to convert transmittance 
and effective foliage profile estimates to the physically measurable LAI quantities and real foliage 
profiles. This can be achieved with trusted 3D simulation models coupled with realistic canopy structure 
parameterised with BRF properties, such as the modelling framework employed in this chapter. 
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(In prep.). Quantifying the impact of woody material on leaf area index estimation from hemispherical 
photography using 3D canopy simulations 
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forest using hemispherical photography simulations 
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5.1 RESEARCH CONTEXT 
The previous chapters (Chapters 2 - 4) quantified uncertainty in Pgap estimation from common ground-
based remote sensing instruments. They also outlined the correct parameterisation of the canopy 
element projection function in woody ecosystems (GT). Both Pgap and GT parameters are needed for LAI 
retrieval through the application of the Pgap physical model (Eqn. 15). The two remaining parameters 
enabling accurate LAI calculation via the physical model are the canopy element clumping factor and the 
wood-to-total plant area proportion ‘α’. This chapter validates four indirect canopy element clumping 
methods and an α retrieval method in a 3D modelling and simulation framework. The virtual 
representative forest scenes from Section 3.8 are utilised to permit better definition of the merits and 
limitations of these indirect estimation methods from Hemispherical Photography remote sensing data 
in these environments. 
5.2 INTRODUCTION 
Many studies employ a range of methods to obtain estimates of canopy element clumping and α 
correction factors (refer to ‘Theoretical Background’ Section 5.3). The more commonly utilised indirect 
LAI retrieval methods in forest environments have traditionally been validated against independently 
obtained LAI estimates. These independent methods are conventionally considered to be more 
accurate, comprising: destructive harvesting, litter collection, and allometric relationships (c.f. Leblanc & 
Fournier, 2014). However, there is still a high degree of uncertainty associated with these independent 
LAI estimates, in part due to the challenges presented of operating in complex forest environments. 
Chen et al. (1997b) reported difficulty in keeping total LAI error budgets below 25% with the direct and 
semi-direct techniques of harvesting and extrapolation via allometry. Similar error budgets were 
reported for litter-trap collection methods (Kalácska et al., 2005). Therefore, evaluation of the indirect 
retrieval method performance may be compromised by potential errors in the independent in-situ 
validation methods, especially when accuracies higher than 5% are sought in accordance with future 
satellite accuracy requirements (Fernandes et al., 2014). 
A select few studies have implemented 3D modelling frameworks to validate indirect LAI retrieval 
methods. Of those that have, ray tracing models coupled with a limited degree of canopy architectural 
realism were employed. These frameworks enable retrieval method accuracy to be quantified using the 
known model ‘truth’ as a benchmark for comparison. Jonckheere et al. (2006) simulated Hemispherical 
Photography (HP) in beech and Scots pine forest canopies to evaluate the divergence of theoretical 
foliage distribution models to the reference model value. Walter et al. (2003) evaluated two angular 
clumping retrieval techniques using simulated HPs. Virtual scenes comprised flat foliage (10 cm x 10 cm  
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x 1 cm dimensions) of varying densities and clustering percentage
1
. Gonsamo & Pellikka (2009) utilised 
the virtual scenes from Walter et al. (2003) to investigate five clumping retrieval methods from HPs on 
level and sloped terrain. Leblanc & Fournier (2014) evaluated the accuracy of four indirect clumping 
retrieval methods, and a method to estimate α requiring leaf-on and leaf-off canopy conditions. HPs 
were simulated in virtual forest scenes comprising a broad range of stand structures. These studies 
suggested retrieval methods need to be further tested under conditions where canopies more 
approximately represent the real parameters of an actual forest stand, leading to the need for much 
more complex 3D models than have been created to date for this purpose. The advantage of doing so is 
to permit better definition of the merits and limitations of these indirect estimation methods from 
remote sensing data. 
5.2.1 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
The overall objective of this chapter was to validate structural retrieval methods for indirect estimation 
of the canopy element clumping factor and the proportion of wood-to-total plant material ‘α’. The 
simulation framework proposed in Leblanc & Fournier (2014) was extended for a reconstructed forest 
canopy of a high degree of architectural realism. This chapter utilises the virtual forest scenes 
comprising a broad range of PAI values and stem clumping distributions, as described in Section 3.8. A 
further key distinction with the framework of Leblanc & Fournier (2014), in addition to the realistic and 
highly-detailed explicit tree models used, was that a different method to indirectly estimate α was 
investigated, applicable to evergreen forests. Similar to Leblanc & Fournier (2014), Hemispherical 
Photography (HP) was assessed due to its ubiquitous use for indirect LAI retrieval, and its ability to 
mimic Pgap estimates from the commonly utilised LAI-2000/2200 instrument (Li-COR Inc.).  
The chapter is organised as follows: first, a theoretical background of α and clumping retrieval methods 
is provided (Section 5.3). Next, a comparison of independently collected HP and Airborne Laser Scanning 
(ALS) field data with key structural virtual scene parameters of Pgap and foliage profiles demonstrates 
the close degree of matching. α and clumping retrieval method accuracy of four indirect clumping 
methods and one α method is then determined through benchmarking against precisely known virtual 
scene parameters. Retrieval method accuracy and sensitivity to PAI level, stem clumping distribution, 
and view zenith angle in a representative virtual forest was then established for the first time. A specific 
focus on the 55-60° view zenith angle range was undertaken due to the known convergence of leaf and 
wood angle distributions near the 57.3° angle. The chapter concludes with remarks on the implications 
of results and meritable areas for future research.  
  
                                                                
1
 Clustering percentage or fractional clumping ‘Fc’ was a percentage applied to the Euclidean distance 
separating a leaf from its closest clump centre. Fc = 0 corresponded to a random foliage distribution, 
and when Fc = 1 all the leaves were compacted into a point corresponding to their associated cluster 
seed (Gonsamo & Pellikka, 2009; Walter et al., 2003). 
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5.3 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
As mentioned before, LAI is typically estimated from indirect remote sensing instruments by solving for 
LAI through the Beer-Lambert law, described in the updated Pgap physical model formulation presented 
in Section 4.2 (Eqn. 15). The canopy element clumping factor and the wood-to-total plant area ratio ‘α’ 
are parameters linearly related to LAI calculations from Pgap data. This section describes the theoretical 
background of methods to estimate both of these key parameters. 
5.3.1 WOOD-TO-TOTAL PLANT AREA RATIO RETRIEVAL METHODS 
Instruments used to estimate Pgap commonly do not distinguish between wood and leaf elements, 
therefore the metric estimated is PAI not LAI. α enables conversion from PAI to LAI as LAI = PAI.α. α 
values have been found to account for a significant proportion of total plant area for different species 
and forest types. Therefore, its accurate retrieval is a critical step in the estimation of LAI from indirect 
LAI estimation methods applying the physical model (Table 1). Several authors have employed direct or 
indirect methods to estimate α, which are summarised below. 
5.3.1.1 DIRECT RETRIEVAL METHODS 
Similar to direct sampling of LAI, direct estimates of woody area have traditionally been regarded as the 
most accurate due to the potential to completely sample all plant material. Importantly, both total leaf 
area and total woody area metrics are required for the derivation of α, because it is the proportion of 
wood-to-total plant area. Complete woody area sampling was conducted by Hagihara & Yamaji (1993), 
who estimated the woody silhouette area, or longitudinal section area, of the branches and stems by 
multiplying the diameters of woody material by the length. Such manually intensive methods are usually 
only applicable to a sub-sample of trees in a plot (Hagihara & Yamaji, 1993). Approximations of total 
woody area are made to avoid destructively harvesting trees. For example, Deblonde et al. (1994) and 
Gower et al. (1997) calculated stem area for each tree by assuming that the stem from DBH to the base 
of live crowns was a paraboloid, and from DBH to the soil surface was a cylinder. The area of the main 
stem was used as the metric of total woody area, assuming the contribution from branches was 
negligible. However, Hagihara & Yamaji (1993) found 80% of woody area was from branches for 
Chamaecyparis obtuse (α = 0.11), thus indicating that depending on tree species and tree form, the 
implication of this assumption on total woody area accuracy will vary. 
5.3.1.2 INDIRECT RETRIEVAL METHODS 
Indirect estimates of α have the advantage of being comparatively efficient and non-destructive. A 
number of indirect methods have been employed which mainly vary in instrumentation used and 
applicability to deciduous or evergreen species to name a few. Sea et al. (2011) estimated α as a simple 
proportion of woody cover to total tree cover from classified HP images. α was determined as the slope 
of the linear fit between wood cover fraction and total tree cover fraction for all classified images. This 
method assumes that woody material and leaf material are distributed approximately evenly 
throughout the canopy. The classified material proportions from the images were stable in a savannah 
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environment spanning a 900 km transect in Northern Australia, thus indicating the applicability of a 
single α correction factor across an ecological region. TLS offers another means to separate wood and 
leaf interceptions, similar to classified HPs, via intensity thresholding of a single wavelength (Béland et 
al., 2014; Malenovský et al., 2008) or specially designed dual wavelength scanners (Danson et al., 2014; 
Douglas et al., 2012). Analogous to dual-wavelength TLS, the multiband vegetation imager (MVI) 
instrument was developed to separate non-photosynthetic from photosynthetic material and sunlit 
from shaded material (Kucharik et al., 1998; Kucharik et al., 1997).  
A commonly employed method in deciduous forests is to estimate PAI in leaf-on conditions, and then 
repeat the measurements in leaf-off conditions to estimate the Woody Area Index ‘WAI’; where α = 
WAI:PAI (Chen et al., 1997a; Leblanc & Chen, 2001). Leblanc & Fournier (2014) found that this technique 
provided reasonable estimates of α in a 3D modelling framework, due to errors cancelling out from 
estimating PAI in leaf-on conditions and WAI in leaf-off conditions. An alternative to this method is to 
estimate PAI, and then mask out woody material for applicable methods to estimate an approximation 
of LAI, and then to apply Eqn. 26 (Liu et al., 2012). However, the spatial distribution of wood with 
respect to leaf material, such as mutual shading or occlusion, needs to be carefully considered. The 
importance of mutual occlusion is potentially enhanced if instruments or methods are only operating at 
a narrow view zenith angle or low angles, such as at nadir when stems are not visible, yet are known to 
contribute significantly to PAI. However, theoretically the WAI:PAI technique (Eqn. 26), albeit from 
direct or indirect methods, is the soundest methodology for estimating α, assuming both metrics are 
accurately estimated. Indirect techniques would benefit from benchmarking against precisely known or 
‘true’ values to evaluate method accuracy and better elucidate potential limitations. 
5.3.1.3 REFERENCE WOOD-TO-TOTAL PLANT AREA BASED ON 3D MODELING 
Another potential α estimation method is through 3D reconstruction of trees (Section 3.5), and 
subsequent querying of total woody facet area. A challenge of this method is to have accurately 
determined the total leaf area applicable to the branching structure of the reconstructed tree in order 
to determine α (Eqn. 26).  
In 3D tree model methodologies, the reference α value for each scene can be calculated precisely from 
querying every tree model’s leaf and wood facet area: 
      
∑(               )
∑(               ) ∑(               )
  
   
       
  
   
   
             [26] 
As Eqn. 26 provides an exact quantification of α, it can be considered a reference value. A key 
distinguishing feature of the ‘reference’ α is that it is the precise value of the 3D model or scene, as 
opposed to any in-situ retrieval method which are only estimates or approximations of the ‘true’ value 
that can never be known in the field environment.  
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5.3.2 CLUMPING RETRIEVAL METHODS 
Canopy element clumping retrieval methodologies are used to determine the degree of non-
randomness for input into the physical model formulation (Eqn. 15). A clumping factor of 1 is associated 
with a theoretically random spatial distribution of canopy elements, and therefore provides an estimate 
of effective PAI or LAI (Chen & Cihlar, 1995a). However, in forests a clumping factor of 1 is typically 
invalid due to the aggregation of canopy elements into clumps at all scales. Clumping factors less than 1 
mean that there is some degree of spatial aggregation of canopy elements occurring, where more gaps 
are found than in a randomly distributed pattern. Conversely, clumping factors greater than one are 
associated with regularly distributed canopy elements, meaning less gaps are found than for a random 
distribution of canopy elements. Canopy element clumping retrieval methodologies are an area of 
ongoing research (Gonsamo et al., 2011; Leblanc, 2014; Leblanc & Fournier, 2014; Zhao et al., 2012). The 
following sections present a categorisation and description of clumping retrieval methods, typically 
applied from measurements of gap size and gap size distribution. As such, the clumping factor is a 
function of view zenith angle and can be retrieved over narrow angle ranges from instrument 
measurements such as Hemispherical Photography images (Leblanc & Chen, 2001; Leblanc & Fournier, 
2014; Pisek et al., 2011). 
5.3.2.1 LOGARITHMIC AVERAGING (ΩLX) 
Lang and Xiang (1986) proposed a method to retrieve clumping based on logarithmic averaging, using 
finite segments ‘k’ of gap size distribution measurements, hereafter referred to as LX: 
   ( )         ( ̅)         ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅( )          ( ̅)  ∑         ( ) 
 
   ⁄⁄     [27] 
where        ( ̅)  is the logarithm of averaged gap fraction over a predefined area (i.e. a proportion of 
a single measurement of gap sizes or multiple measurements),        ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅( )  is the average logarithm of 
gap fraction over the same area.      ( ) is the gap fraction of segment k relating to a sub-domain of 
the gap size measurement. The size of k should preferably be at least 10 times the mean canopy 
element width, typically corresponding to leaf size. Two assumptions are made: (i) the canopy elements 
at the k scale are distributed randomly, and (ii) segments contain gaps, due to the undefined logarithm 
of Pgapk = 0. Gonsamo et al. (2010) proposed a clumping retrieval method based on the LX principle, 
that utilises the minimum segment size for which a gap is present, as opposed to a fixed segment size, 
which could lead to null gap segments. The implications of null gap segments and segment size are 
discussed later in Section 5.5.2.4. 
LX with a segment size ‘k’ ≈ 270-360° (azimuth view cap specific) is the clumping method typically 
applied to the LAI-2000/2200 instrument Pgap estimates (LI-COR, 2011; Section 2.2.3). However, 
multiple measurements at the same location while rotating the view cap can be used to restrict ‘k’ to 
mimic HP azimuthal segment capabilities from a single measurement (Chianucci et al., 2014). 
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5.3.2.2 GAP SIZE DISTRIBUTION (ΩCC) 
The corrected ‘CC’ Chen and Cihlar (1995b) method by Leblanc (2002) enables clumping retrieval 
through gap size distribution information, given as: 
   ( )  [
       ( ) 
         ( )  
]  [
       ( )
      ( )
]     [28] 
where Pgap() is the overall gap probability, Pgapr() is the gap probability after removing large ‘non-
random’ gaps. Pgapr() is obtained by the sequential removal of large non-random gaps that are not 
statistically possible for a given Pgap, until the pattern of gap size distribution resembles that of an 
equivalent canopy with a random spatial distribution of canopy elements. This is a key assumption of 
the method. CC is the clumping method typically employed by the TRAC instrument (Leblanc, 2002; 
Leblanc et al., 2005). 
Variations of the CC method include: an approximation of the CC method by Walter et al. (2003), termed 
‘CCW’; and a modified CC method termed ‘CMN’ by Pisek et al. (2011), based on the original equation by 
Miller & Norman (1971), which does not consider a normalization factor after the removal of large gaps. 
However, Leblanc & Fournier (2014) demonstrated the CMN method produced similar results to the CC 
method, and also found it to be less reliable at low PAI values (<≈2-3 PAI) in the virtual scenes tested. 
5.3.2.3 COMBINED LOGARITHMIC AVERAGING AND GAP SIZE DISTRIBUTION (ΩCLX) 
Leblanc et al. (2005) combined the logarithmic averaging and gap size distribution methods, termed 
‘CLX’, to address the potentially limiting assumption of a random distribution of canopy elements at the 
segment scale associated with the LX method. The overall clumping index is then calculated over n 
segments: 
    ( )  
   [    ( ̅)] 
 ∑         ( )    ⁄  ( )
 
   
      [29] 
where ΩCCk () is the CC method (Eqn. 28) applied to the segment scale ‘k’.  
A schematic diagram depicting the LX, CC, CLX method principles of operation are shown in Figure 33. It 
demonstrates how each method is applied to a number of fixed segments ‘k’ of a hemispherical photo 
gap size distribution transect (the first row). The exemplar transect consists of a number of sections of 
varying density, with three large gaps ‘LG’ representative of between-crown gaps. The logarithmic mean 
‘LX’ of Pgap of a measured transect is performed on the fixed segment length ‘k’. Conversely, the CC 
method does not operate on segments. Instead, it attempts to remove large non-random gaps ‘LG’ from 
the entire transect to estimate Pgapr(). It then determines Pgap() from the combined segment length 
of Pgapr()and the  segment length corresponding to the sum of large gaps ‘LG’. The CLX method 
applies the logarithm of Pgap to segments after the removal of large non-random gaps following the CC 
method.  
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FIGURE 33: CLUMPING RETRIEVAL METHOD SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 
 
Figure 33. Schematic diagram modified from (Leblanc, 2014) depicting the principles of the LX, CC and 
CLX methods.  
5.3.2.4 OTHER CLUMPING RETRIEVAL METHODS 
A number of other clumping retrieval methods have been proposed, which vary predominantly in 
measurement or parameterisation method and frequency of implementation in the literature. The 
previously outlined clumping methods are more prevalent in the literature (Gonsamo & Pellikka, 2009; 
Gonsamo et al., 2011; Pisek et al., 2011).  
The Pielou coefficient of segregation (1962) was applied to HP imagery to explore spatial dispersion of 
canopy elements based on Pgap and gap size distribution (Gonsamo et al., 2011; Pisek et al., 2011; 
Walter et al., 2003). Pisek et al. (2011) suggested others methods such as CLX and CMN in preference to 
this method due to abnormal clumping retrieval results and a poor degree of matching with five other 
clumping retrieval methods tested for their study sites. Jonckheere et al. (2006) utilised a fractal-
dimension based modelling approach to improve clumping factors of theoretical foliage distribution 
models. Frazer et al. (2005) developed a technique to determine fine-scale forest heterogeneity, based 
on lacunarity analysis. However, the authors concluded further research is required to understand how 
statistical estimates and gradients of measured heterogeneity relate to other ecological metrics such as 
forest structure. Clumping factors have also been retrieved from empirical equations (Kucharik et al., 
1999) and theoretical models (Nilson, 1999).  
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Methods incorporating ranging information from instruments such as TLS have been more recently 
developed to aid in clumping retrieval or to minimise the impact of clumping on indirect PAI estimation. 
Jupp et al. (2009) developed a PAI inversion method from TLS ranging data that subsumes some 
clumping effects via logarithmic averaging. They suggested multiple areas for improvement including 
separating between-crown gaps from within-crown gaps. Zhao et al. (2012) developed a nominal spatial 
extent index (NSEI) to characterise within-crown and between-crown gaps and then applied the results 
to the CC method (Eqn. 28).  
5.3.2.5 CLUMPING BASED ON 3D MODELING 
Canopy element clumping can be calculated as the ratio of effective PAI ‘PAIe’ to total PAI. In real 
forested environments the total PAI is not known a priori. However, using virtual 3D forested 
environments, the total element area of both leaf and woody facets are known precisely. Therefore, the 
ratio of PAIe to PAI can be estimated in the virtual forest environment using the known virtual forest 
parameters and simulated measurements to derive Pgap. The PAIe/PAI ratio can therefore be treated as 
the ‘reference’ clumping factor (Leblanc & Fournier, 2014). Reference clumping values can be used to 
benchmark and directly assess the accuracy of the clumping retrieval methods tested in the same virtual 
scenes using the same measurements of Pgap, following Leblanc & Fournier with a substitution of GT for 
GL (2014): 
    ( )     ( )        ( ̅)    ( )    ⁄                                [30] 
In order to calculate the angular reference clumping value      ( ) , the parameters of mean Pgap 
     ( ̅)’ derived from simulated scene measurements and the projection coefficient of all canopy 
elements ‘GT()‘ must first be derived. Using ‘GT()’ instead of the leaf-only projection coefficient ‘GL()’ 
avoids errors associated with the incorrect G() application due to the presence of woody elements as 
outlined in Chapter 4.  
All clumping retrieval methods, including the reference clumping, do not distinguish between foliage 
and woody components, thus the clumping metric derived is referred to as total element clumping ΩT() 
(Eqn. 15, Eqn. 17). 
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5.4 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
5.4.1 VIRTUAL SCENES 
The 24 virtual scenes comprising four PAI levels and six stem distributions described in Section 3.8 were 
used for further analysis (Table 9).  
5.4.2 SIMULATION OF HEMISPHERICAL PHOTOGRAPHS (HPS) 
Simulation Method 
Although librat can be used to simulate canopy reflectance using radiative transfer formulations, HPs 
were simulated in ‘reference’ mode to simulate true gap fraction determined from ray intersection. 
When operated in ‘reference’ mode, for every pixel in the image FOV a single ray is traced from the 
camera position in the direction of the pixel centroid to determine if there was a canopy intersection 
event. This would return a binary result; ‘0’ for a canopy intercept or ‘1’ for a gap, meaning the 
simulated image has no beam divergence or mixed pixels. This method effectively produces pre-
classified ‘reference’ HP images, thus avoiding potential Pgap classification error from numerous 
sources when operating cameras in the field, as discussed in Chapter 2. It is also far more 
computationally efficient than stochastic ray tracing methods, requiring three wavelengths and multiple 
sampling rays per pixel to provide an RGB image (Jonckheere et al., 2006). Furthermore, Pgap calculated 
from the reference HPs in combination with the known model parameters such as LAI, PAI, and leaf 
angle- and wood angle distributions can be used as benchmark values without error to determine the 
accuracy of structural retrieval algorithms.  
A second librat model output specified the material type for every intercepted pixel i.e. wood or leaf 
intercept, hereafter referred to as the classified image. This is treated as a classified HP image without 
error. 
Sampling design 
In each virtual scene, 13 hemispherical photographs (HPs) were simulated using the librat model. These 
HPs were then were used as input into the clumping and α retrieval methods. HPs were spaced 25m 
apart on three intersecting 100m transects, oriented at 60° from one another (Figure 34). The sampling 
scheme was derived from the State-wide Landcover and Trees Study (SLATS) transects, developed to 
estimate foliage projective cover among other metrics for calibration and validation of remotely sensed 
products (Kuhnell et al., 1998; Muir et al., 2011). Leblanc & Fournier (2014) simulated 10 HPs per virtual 
scene. In this study, 13 HPs were deemed an appropriate number as: (i) it met the minimum 
recommended plot sample number (≈8-10 HPs) of various protocols (Baret et al., 2005; Fernandes et al., 
2014; Homolová et al., 2007), in addition to (ii) representatively sampling the central 90 m x 90 m plot, 
which was cloned to provide a 270 m x 270 m scene domain.  
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The centre of the sampling design was coincident with the centre of the 270 m x 270 m scene domain 
(Table 10). HPs were simulated at 1.5 m above ground level, pointing directly upwards with 180° field-
of-view (FOV). A minimum separation distance of 30 cm between measurement and tree stem location 
was ensured. The HP image resolution was set to 3001x3001 pixels, which is equivalent to a 12 
megapixel digital camera with a 4:3 image format.  
TABLE 10: HEMISPHERICAL PHOTOGRAPHY SCENE SIMULATION SPECIFICATIONS 
Specification                                    Unit                     Value 
Simulated HPs per scene n 13 
Image resolution pixels 3001 x 3001 
Height above ground m 1.5 
Minimum distance to tree m 0.3 
Field-of-view degrees 180 
 
The variability of the scene Pgap as sampled by the HPs is provided in Figure 36. Although sampling 
design can play an important role in the clumping retrieval methods, it was not a focus of this 
investigation. A discussion on the implications of sampling number and design is provided later in the 
chapter. 
FIGURE 34: SLATS SAMPLING DESIGN 
 
Figure 34. Sample locations of the 13 HPs from the SLATS transect design (red crosses) overlayed on a 
120 m x 120 m element cover map simulation of the regular stem distribution (1.8 PAI). 
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5.4.3 VIRTUAL SCENE EVALUATION 
Additional comparisons of simulated model outputs with concurrent field and ALS data were made 
(individual 3D tree metric comparisons with field data presented in Section 3.6). The purpose was 
twofold: the first comparison was to inform which simulated scenes Pgap provided the closest match 
with Pgap derived from DHP captured at Rushworth (DHP acquisition described in Section 3.4.6); the 
second was to provide additional surety that the canopy density distributions via height profiles of the 
modelled scenes were reflecting the Rushworth forest as measured from ALS data (ALS acquisition 
described in Section 3.4.7). 
5.4.3.1 HEMISPHERICAL PHOTOGRAPHY (HP) IMAGES AND GAP PROBABILITY (PGAP) 
Figure 35 provides a visual comparison of a simulated HP in reference mode with a binary classified field 
measured HP from Rushworth. The simulated image was taken from the Neyman scene (v:m = 2, LAI = 
1.5), and the field measured HP was from plot RF3 (LAI = 1.2, Section 3.3.6). 
FIGURE 35: SIMULATED AND FIELD DERIVED HEMISPHERICAL PHOTOS 
 
(a) Simulated HP 
 
(b) Field-measured HP 
Figure 35. Comparison of a simulated HP images in reference mode (a), with a binary classified field 
measured HP image (b) at Rushworth. 
The average scene Pgap for each of the four PAI levels (PAI = 0.6, 1.2, 1.8, 2.4; n = 78 HPs per level) was 
calculated and compared against the mean Pgap all the field measured HPs at Rushworth (n = 104) 
(Figure 36). The mean of the field measured HP Pgap from RF plots matched closest with the mean 
simulated HP Pgap from PAI = 1.8, which was well within the range of the four PAI levels simulated 
scene Pgap. The field derived HP Pgap typically matched to within ±0.05 Pgap of the mean of PAI = 1.8 
scene simulations, showing a similar extinction curve and variance over all zenith angles. Interestingly, 
the mean Pgap from the ALS over the nine 100 m x 100 m plots following the weighted return method 
(Lovell et al., 2003) was around 0.1 Pgap lower than the average from the coincident field measured HPs 
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over roughly the same sampling domain (see Section 3.4.6 & 3.4.7 for acquisition details). In other 
words, the field measured HP Pgap and the ALS Pgap of the same plots in Rushworth varied by 0.1 Pgap 
at the 5° zenith angle. Uncertainty in Pgap retrieval methods is a potential reason for this discrepancy, 
where it is assumed field measured HP Pgap estimates are affected by uncertainty to a larger degree 
than ALS. In addition, HP field measured Pgap close to nadir is a small sub-sample of the coincident 100 
m x 100 m ALS plots, due to a narrow FOV sampling a smaller area, which is another potential 
explanatory factor leading to a divergence of 0.1 Pgap in field measured methods. Standard deviations 
of the reference Pgap from the simulated height maps for each PAI level in addition to the 9 ALS plots 
Pgap was very small (SD < 0.01), indicating a high degree of homogeneity at the 90 m x 90 m and 100 x 
100 m scales, respectively. 
FIGURE 36: PGAP OF SIMULATED AND FIELD MEASURED DATA 
 
Figure 36. Pgap of simulated reference height maps and simulated HPs overlayed with field measured 
HPs and ALS Pgap (HP and ALS descriptions found in Sections 3.4.6, 3.4.6). The solid grey-scale lines 
denote the azimuthally averaged simulated ‘sim’  HP mean of each individual PAI level (PAI = 0.6, 1.2, 
1.8, 2.4; n = 78 HPs per level), with ± 1 standard deviation (SD) shaded in grey around the PAI = 1.8 
simulations; the green line denotes the azimuthally averaged field measured HP mean with ± 1 SD error 
bars of all the field measured HPs at Rushworth at plots RF1-7 and 9 (RF8 not measured; n = 104 HPs); 
red circles at zenith = 0° denote the mean and SD Pgap from the simulated 90 m x 90 m element cover 
maps for the four PAI levels, annotated with their PAI value (red text), treated as reference due to their 
completer coverage and 1 cm x 1 cm resolution; and the black circle at the 5° zenith angle denotes the 
mean and SD Pgap of the nine coincident 100 m x 100 m ALS plots to the field measured HPs, using the 
weighted return method (Lovell et al., 2003) - marker placed at 5° zenith due to ± 10° ALS look angle, 
annotated with ‘ALS’ in the figure. 
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5.4.3.2 HEIGHT PROFILES  
Overall there was close agreement of the normalised foliage profiles of the field measured ALS with the 
simulated profiles
2
 of all four PAI levels, indicating a close match of the distribution of canopy materials 
in the height domain (Figure 37a). For example, the location of the tails of the simulated and ALS 
profiles closely align; representing the lower and upper bounds of the single-storey canopy at 
Rushworth. The simulated PAI levels PAI = 0.6, 1.2, 1.8 have a slightly closer agreement to the ALS 
profiles than simulated PAI  = 2.4.  
FIGURE 37: HEIGHT PROFILES AND REFERENCE ELEMENT AREA FREQUENCY 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 37. (a) Height profile comparison of measured ‘meas’ ALS flown at Rushworth using the mean of 
all nine 100 m x 100 m plots centered on the plot locations (green line) and ± 1 standard deviation (SD; 
green error bars), with height profiles from the simulated ‘sim’ plots using librat. Simulated scenes were 
grouped into PAI levels 0.6-1.8 (grey line) and PAI = 2.4 (black) with ± 1 SD error bars. The bin size is 1m. 
All returns are non-ground 1
st 
return. (b) Element area frequency for the simulated scenes of leaves 
(green lines), wood (brown lines), and plant (leaf and wood together; black lines). Element area was 
calculated from the summation of the 3D tree model facet area comprising a scene. The first three PAI 
levels (PAI 0.6, 1.2, 1.8) have the same element area frequency (solid lines) and the fourth PAI level (PAI 
2.4) has a different frequency (dashed lines). The bin size is 0.5m. 
The ALS profile was smooth and normally distributed with a comparatively large degree of variance to 
the simulated scene PAI levels profiles. One explanatory factor was due to the finite sample size of tree 
                                                                
2
 librat was used to simulate the height profiles, derived from the simulated scene element cover maps 
(90 m x 90 m, 1cm resolution), which also provide the height of the first intercept from above the 
canopy. Recall that only first returns were used from both methods, in addition to a narrow FOV ALS 
acquisition leading to similar occlusion effects. 
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models used in the virtual scenes (n = 51), which were cloned to produce a higher stem density and LAI 
level within the scene, compared to a larger degree of natural variation of trees that takes place in the 
field. In addition, the same population of trees was used for each simulated PAI level, and the same tree 
proportions were used for PAI = 0.6, 1.2, and 1.8. PAI = 2.4 was displayed separately from the first three 
PAI levels (PAI = 0.6, 1.2, 1.8) due to selecting larger trees to increase the scene PAI, while keeping the 
stem numbers and distributions equal to PAI = 1.8. This factor caused the standard deviations of the 
simulated scenes height profiles to be comparatively small to the ALS profile. The small variance in the 
simulated height profiles was mainly a function of the slight variation in occlusion of elements from the 
different stem distributions for each level. This was also a reason why the two ‘peaks’ start to appear in 
the simulated data, because the same tree model proportion was used for each scene comprising a 
specific PAI level, rather than varying the tree models selected comprising each scene. Constant tree 
model proportions for each PAI level was deliberate to aid with interpreting stem clumping results. This 
key methodological step prevented biasing results from implementing different tree models that may 
have variable levels of within-crown clumping. It is also noteworthy that 1
st
 returns from librat simulated 
height profiles were derived from an infinitely small beam, whereas ALS had a larger beam diameter 
(~20-30 cm diameter at the canopy level). This may impact on the vertical distribution of the retrieved 
canopy element profiles. 
5.4.4 WOOD-TO TOTAL PLANT AREA RATIO ESTIMATION 
The indirect α estimation method following Sea et al. (2013) from simulated reference classified HPs was 
investigated in this chapter (Section 5.3.1). α following this method was estimated as the proportion of 
woody cover to total plant cover i.e. α = ∑woody pixels / (∑woody pixels + ∑leaf pixels). The method 
accuracy is determined by direct comparison of the method’s estimates with the scene α values, 
calculated from precisely known woody and leaf element area of all tree models. The impact of 
restricting the HP field-of-view (FOV) will then be analysed to determine whether the entire FOV is 
required to obtain an accurate estimate. The sensitivity of the method to the simulated PAI levels and 
stem distributions will be established through grouping α estimates and significance testing, further 
explained in Section 5.4.6. 
5.4.5 CLUMPING RETRIEVAL METHOD ESTIMATION 
The LX, CC, CCW and CLX clumping retrieval methods described in the methods section were selected to 
be evaluated (Section 5.3.2). Only clumping retrieval methods applicable to 2D gap size measurements 
from instruments or collection methods such as HP, TRAC, and LAI-2000/2200 were investigated. The 
clumping retrieval method values were computed using DHP.exe version 4.8 and TRACWin.exe version 
5.1.0 (Leblanc, 2008). The 13 HPs simulated per virtual scene were grouped in the processing software 
to produce one clumping factor for each retrieval method per zenith annuli per scene. The LX and CLX 
methods were parameterised with different segment sizes k. Azimuthal segment sizes of k = 15, 45, and 
90° applicable to HP images were chosen in this study to encompass a range of k values, and to be 
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consistent with segment sizes explored in previous studies (Leblanc & Fournier, 2014; Pisek et al., 2011). 
Optimal segment size is an area of ongoing research.  
Overall, angular clumping values for 24 scenes were produced for each clumping retrieval method. CC, 
LX, and CLX clumping values were presented for the zenith angle range 7 - 75°. This avoided segments 
less than 10 times the mean foliage element width at low zenith angles, and also avoided edge effects of 
the simulated scenes higher zenith angles, respectively. The reference clumping factors for the same 
angular range were also computed using Eqn. 30 from the simulated HP Pgap and scene element cover 
map data, in addition to known GT() (Figure 38) and PAI scene values. This enabled a direct comparison 
of clumping retrieval methods against the estimated scene reference clumping over coincident zenith 
angles. The clumping factor difference between the retrieval methods and reference clumping is 
equivalent to the PAI error, due to the linear relationship of clumping with PAI and LAI (Eqn. 15). For 
example, a 0.1 clumping factor difference between a retrieval method and the reference clumping value 
equates to a 10% error in PAI. Sensitivity of the clumping retrieval methods to virtual scene PAI level and 
stem clumping will be established through controlling for factors during significance testing (Section 
5.4.6). 
FIGURE 38: SCENE G VALUES 
 
Figure 38. Scene G values for leaf, wood, and combined elements. < 0.01 differences were found in G 
values across the entire view zenith angle range for the PAI = 2.4 scenes compared to the PAI = 0.6, 1.2, 
1.8 scenes, which had a slightly different composition of trees. Therefore, the scene G values for all 
scenes were considered to be approximately equal. 
5.4.6 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
Two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to detect significant differences between factors 
such as PAI level and stem distribution for both clumping and α values. If the ANOVA revealed significant 
differences (p < 0.05), Tukey’s honest significance difference (HSD) test was conducted post-hoc to 
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determine which combination of factors had significant differences. Statistical analysis was conducted in 
IBM SPSS Statistics v22 (IBM Corp). 
5.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5.5.1 EVALUATING A METHOD TO DETERMINE THE WOOD-TO-TOTAL PLANT AREA 
The method of Sea et al. (2011) to indirectly determine the wood-to-total plant area correction factor 
‘α’ was validated using the 3D modelling and simulation framework. Figure 39 shows tree cover fraction 
plotted against wood cover fraction from classified simulated HP for all images in every scene (n = 312). 
A wide range tree cover from 0.1 to 0.7 was found for all simulated HPs, which is equivalent to canopy 
closure ‘cc’ (cc = 1 – openness; Jennings et al. (1999)). Sea et al. (2013) utilised the gradient of the fitted 
linear reduced major axis (RMA) regression function as a proxy for α. The gradient of the slope in Figure 
39 was 0.37, with a high coefficient of determination (R
2
 = 0.89) indicating a strong linear relationship. 
The slope matched to within 0.01 of the reference α above the camera height (αref = 0.36) for the 
Rushworth virtual scenes (Section 5.3.1.3). The close match demonstrated the utility of this method for 
accurately indirectly estimating α from classified HPs in the Box Ironbark forest type.  
FIGURE 39: TREE COVER VS WOOD COVER FRACTION 
 
Figure 39. Total tree cover fraction against the total wood fraction for all 312 simulated classified HPs, 
denoted by open black circles. Tree and wood cover fractions were calculated as the proportion of leaf 
and wood pixels, and wood-only pixels, to total reference classified HP image pixels, respectively. The 
entire field-of-view ‘FOV’ (i.e. 0-90° view zenith angles ‘VZA’) of the classified HPs were used. The 
reference α slope ‘y ref’ is denoted by the solid blue line. The reduced major axis regression slope ‘y 
RMA’ is denoted by the solid black line, with error bounds of ± 50% in dashed black lines to identify 
potential outliers. 
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Three outliers from of a total 312 HPs were detected, determined as ±50% from both the reference and 
RMA regression slopes (Figure 39). All outliers overestimated the reference α. Upon further 
examination, the outliers were HPs with very large stems in close proximity to the HP measurement 
location (<1 m; e.g. Figure 40), leading to a greatly increased visible proportion of wood-to-total plant 
material. Therefore, a recommendation would be to ensure a minimum distance of ≈1.5 m from the 
base of any proportionately large stems to HP measurement location to negate the bias. Conversely, no 
outliers less than 50% of the reference α were found. This was due to the fact that the presence of 
foliage was always close to branches and stems, as foliage was located in the canopy, starting 
approximately 5m above the ground (Figure 37), with the HPs sampled near the ground. Potential 
outliers underestimating the reference α would be expected in environments where understorey near 
to the camera is prominent, thus the recommendation to take HPs both above and below understorey 
has been made in numerous protocols e.g. (Leblanc, 2008; Soto-Berelov et al., 2014). 
FIGURE 40: OUTLIER HPS WITH A HIGH WOOD-TO-TOTAL PLANT AREA RATIO 
 
(a) α = 0.58 
 
(b) α = 0.71 
 
(c) α = 0.59 
Figure 40. The three α outlier HP images identified in Figure 39. The individual HP image α value (shown) 
was estimated as the proportion of woody pixels to total plant pixels from the simulated classified HPs. 
All images were located close to large tree stems, which positively biased the proportion of wood-to-
total plant material visible in the image. The respective PAI level and stem distributions of the three HPs 
are: (a) PAI = 0.6 (Neyman v:m 5), (b) PAI = 1.2 (Random), and (c) PAI = 2.4 (Random). 
5.5.1.1 THE EFFECT OF RESTRICTING HP  FIELD-OF-VIEW (FOV) 
The entire HP FOV (typically 180° for fisheye lenses) is rarely utilised in analysis, due to multiple factors 
affecting the accurate classification of pixels for high zenith angles, including undulating terrain and a 
greater proportion of mixed pixels (Jonckheere et al., 2004; Leblanc et al., 2005). Therefore, it is 
common practise to either restrict the instrument FOV used to a maximum zenith angle for indirect LAI 
estimation and subsequent estimation of α (e.g. Sea et al., 2011), or to use a discrete narrow zenith 
angle range (e.g. Neumann et al., 1989; Leblanc & Fournier, 2014).  
The effect of restricting instrument FOV was investigated in further detail. The slope of the RMA line of 
tree cover fraction versus woody cover fraction when restricting the HP FOV to 140° (i.e. 0-70° zenith 
angle range) decreased from 0.37 to 0.34 (R
2
 = 0.87). This indicated a slightly poorer agreement with the 
reference α = 0.36 (RMA graph not shown). The dependence of α estimated from classified HPs with 
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view zenith angle was exemplified in Figure 41, where the mean α of all 312 simulated HPs (red line), a 
proxy of the RMA slope, increased with zenith angle, from 0.15 at 0° to close to 1 at 90°. There was also 
a large spike in mean α values at zenith angles greater than 75°, likely caused by the fact that at very 
high zenith angles predominantly only stems are visible, due to a moderate 3 - 5 m gap between crown 
break and the height of the HP measurements. Interestingly, the mean α at around 56° zenith angle 
matched with the reference α, meaning that the proportion of wood-to-total plant material at this 
narrow zenith angle range was equivalent to the reference value (Figure 41). To the author’s knowledge 
no other studies have reported a similar occurrence. This narrow zenith angle range offers an alternative 
to utilising the entire image FOV to accurately estimate α, at least for the forest type investigated.  
FIGURE 41: WOOD-TO-TOTAL PLANT AREA EVALUATION 
 
Figure 41. Wood-to-total plant material ‘α’ estimates shown as a function of view zenith angle (VZA). α 
was estimated as the proportion of woody pixels to total plant pixels from the reference classified HPs. 
The red line denotes the mean α value for all simulated 312 HPs at that specific zenith angle; the green 
line denotes the cumulative mean α value i.e. the mean α  if a mask of all angles larger than the VZA was 
applied; the dashed blue line denotes the reference α value > 1.5m (camera height) of all scenes. The 
reference α is independent of zenith angle. The mean α and mean cumulative α ±1 standard deviation of 
are denoted by the shaded areas. 
The mean cumulative α (green line; Figure 41) represented the mean α value if a mask of all angles 
larger than the specific zenith angle was applied. A pleasing result was that the mean cumulative α at 
90° matched almost exactly with the reference α, thus indicating that the entire FOV was required to 
produce the most accurate α value using the classification method. Also, the mean α from using the 
entire image FOV matched to within 0.01 α of the slope of the linear RMA equation in Figure 39. 
Although there was a spike in mean α at 75° zenith, the cumulative α was only marginally affected, rising 
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from 0.33 at 75° to 0.35 at 90°. The implication of the choice of HP view zenith angle range is discussed 
later in Section 5.5.1.2. 
5.5.1.2 PAI LEVEL, STEM DENSITY, AND STEM DISTRIBUTION EFFECT ON INDIRECT WOOD-TO-TOTAL PLANT 
AREA 
Further analysis was undertaken to quantify the effect of varying PAI level, stem density, and stem 
distribution on α estimated from the simulated classified HPs. Figure 42 presented the mean α of each 
simulated scene, estimated from the classified HPs using their entire FOV. The two scenes with the 
largest differences in mean α to the reference α were Regular (v:m 1; PAI 0.6) and Random (v:m 0.5; PAI 
2.4), with α differences of -0.05 and +0.04 respectively. A distinct PAI level effect was observed, with the 
mean α slightly increasing with PAI. The mean α estimates of all the PAI levels were statistically 
significantly different to one another (p < 0.05, Tukey’s HSD test), with the exception of PAI = 1.2, 1.8 
scenes. This demonstrated that the α estimates are sensitive to both stem density (PAI = 0.6, 1.2, 1.8) 
and the size of the trees whilst keeping the stem density constant (e.g. PAI = 1.8, 2.4). 
When grouping all PAI levels into stem distribution, no group was significantly different from one 
another (p ≥ 0.197). Therefore, stem distribution did not have any statistical significance for explaining 
differences in mean α estimated for each simulated scene. This demonstrates the robustness of the 
indirect α method to varying stem distributions. The three scenes with the largest standard deviations, 
namely Neyman 5 (PAI 0.6), Random 1 (PAI 1.2), and Random 1 (PAI 2.4), each contained one HP image 
outlier as identified in Figure 39 & Figure 40. This outlier largely explained their comparative higher level 
of variability. Therefore, the variation in mean α estimated for each scene per PAI level was 
predominantly a function of sampling position, and not caused by varying stem distribution. 
A potential limitation of the HP classification approach is that optimally exposed images for accurate 
Pgap estimation usually have poor contrast between wood and leaf canopy elements, due to 
maximising contrast between sky and non-sky elements (Figure 4). The method evaluated in this study 
was not subject to any classification errors, due to the material type also being returned for canopy 
intercepts for the simulated HPs in the librat ray-tracing model. In the field, if one alters the camera 
exposure to gain contrast between leaf and woody elements, then the image is likely to incorporate 
over-exposure, thus leading inaccurate and higher Pgap than the less ‘optimally’ exposed images. An 
alternative to HP imagery is to capture multi-angular images using narrow FOV digital cover 
photography methods (Macfarlane et al., 2007b; Piayda et al., 2015). The comparatively higher image 
resolution over the same image sampling domain has the advantage of being less sensitive to exposure 
(Blennow, 1995). For example, Piyada et al. (2015) separated leaf from woody material using an object-
based image analysis technique to estimate α using the cover photography method. Potential errors 
arising from camera exposure and classification accuracy from these gap fraction and material 
classification steps are required to be taken into consideration in the field environment, yet were 
avoided in the modelling and simulation framework. This is an illustration of the modelling and 
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simulation framework more robustly establishing the accuracy of these retrieval methods than in a field 
environment. 
FIGURE 42: SCENE MEAN WOOD-TO-TOTAL PLANT AREA ESTIMATES 
 
Figure 42. Mean α estimates of the 24 individual scenes with ±1 standard deviation shown as error bars. 
The v:m for each scene is listed after the stem distribution type on the x-axis. For each PAI level, the 
stem distributions are ordered by v:m level (lowest to highest = left to right). Each scene’s mean α was 
estimated as the ratio of woody pixels to total plant pixels using the entire field-of-view of the simulated 
classified HPs comprising the scene. The reference α value (dashed line) was calculated as the ratio of 
the summation of total wood-to-plant facet area for the simulated scenes, and is equivalent for every 
scene (Eqn. 26). 
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5.5.2 SCENE CLUMPING 
5.5.2.1 CLUMPING RETRIEVAL METHOD PERFORMANCE 
Clumping methods applied to the simulated HP scenes identified that they all had some degree of 
clumping (clumping factor < 1; Figure 43). Figure 43 examined the angular total element clumping 
estimates from the retrieval methods against the reference clumping value. The reference clumping 
value was calculated from HPs using Eqn. 30. Directly benchmarking the clumping retrieval methods 
against the reference clumping estimate shows the magnitude of clumping factor error; proportionally 
equivalent to PAI error. For example, a 0.1 clumping factor error equates to a 10% PAI error. The 
reference clumping factor for the simulated forest scenes was on average between 0.45-0.6, meaning 
that the assumption of a random distribution of canopy elements would lead to PAI errors between        
-40% and -55% (Figure 43). 
A characteristic trend observed was each clumping retrieval method value generally increased with 
zenith angle (Figure 43). The CC method displayed a slight exponential curve, whereas the LX displayed a 
slight logarithmic curve at k = 45° and 90°, which became more linear at k = 15°. The CLX values were 
more linear, with increased noise
3
 compared to the mean LX, CLX and reference clumping methods. The 
CCW method produced simular results to the CC method. Consequently, results from the CCW method 
were not presented as they did not aid in the interpretation or discussion of clumping retrieval methods 
tested, likely due to the fact it is an approximation of the tested CC method.  
The magnitude of the error of all retrieval methods, calculated as the deviation to the reference 
clumping, typically increased with zenith angle for all k sizes (Figure 43). The CC and LX methods 
overestimated clumping values for all zenith angles and k sizes, with the exception of the LX method 
with k = 15° at zenith angles < 10°. At this narrow range of zenith angles, the LX method was very close 
to the mean reference clumping value. LX produced clumping values closer to the reference clumping 
compared with CC for all zenith angles using k = 15°. This meant that the CC method removed some but 
not all of the large non-random gaps that were measured, thus leading to a partially clumped value that 
overestimated the reference clumping value; also previously observed in comparison studies (Leblanc & 
Fournier, 2014; Pisek et al., 2011).  
The overall best performing clumping retrieval method was CLX, which matched closest with the 
reference clumping for most zenith angles. This finding is consistent with Leblanc & Fournier (2014), 
who also found CLX to be the best performing clumping retrieval method in their virtual forest 
environments. The exception was at low zenith angles (≈7°) for PAI = 1.2, 1.8, 2.4; with the LX (k = 15°) 
method performing slightly better (Figure 43). The segment size for the LX and CLX methods which 
produced the closest matching clumping estimates with the reference values was k = 15°. The CC 
method was almost insensitive to the k value, because k is not a parameter in the computation of the 
                                                                
3
 Considered ‘noise’ compared to the relatively stable reference clumping values 
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clumping factor (Eqn. 27). Increasing k led to an increased clumping factor estimated for the LX and CLX 
methods, consistent with findings from Leblanc & Fournier (2014) and Chianucci et al. (2014). Therefore, 
the increased clumping factors displayed using larger k sizes typically meant an increased difference in 
magnitude to the reference clumping values and subsequent increased PAI error (Figure 43).  
FIGURE 43: MEAN SCENE CLUMPING ESTIMATES 
 
Figure 43. Mean scene clumping estimates of the six stem distributions calculated for the clumping 
retrieval methods of the simulated HPs, namely; CC (red), LX (green), and CLX (black), compared with 
the reference clumping (dashed line). Results are grouped into PAI level (rows: PAI = 0.6, 1.2, 1.8, 2.4) 
and three different segment lengths (columns: k = 15°, 45°, and 90°). Each scene comprises a specific 
stem distribution and PAI level, sampled from 13 HP positions. The shaded area around the CC, LX and 
CLX methods represents ±1 standard deviation. The reference clumping was calculated as the ratio of 
PAIe/PAI from Eqn. 30, using the known PAI, GT, and Pgap from the simulated HPs calculated from the 
average Pgap of all HPs from that particular PAI level (n = 78). The error bars on the reference clumping 
dashed line represent one standard deviation of the reference clumping calculated from the six 
individual stem distributions comprising the PAI level (Figure 46).  
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The LX clumping factor was expected to increase with k, due to the assumption of a random distribution 
of canopy elements within a segment. The assumption typically becomes less valid for increasing 
segment sizes in heterogeneous canopies such as forests, due to clumping occurring at all scales from 
the leaf or shoot right up to the stand (Chen & Cihlar, 1995a; Fournier et al., 1997). Therefore, the LX 
method mainly estimates clumping at the scale larger than the segment size (Chianucci et al., 2014; Lang 
& Xiang, 1986). This also may in part explain why CLX typically performed better than LX, due the 
potential violation of the assumption of random canopy element distribution in a segment in the 
heterogeneous Rushworth forest environment. The CC method, whilst operating at the segment scale in 
the CLX method, attempts to correct this assumption. This also may explain the observed smaller 
sensitivity of CLX to k than LX, which was also found in Leblanc & Fournier (2014). 
5.5.2.2 CLUMPING, STEM DISTRIBUTION AND PAI LEVEL 
Further investigation was undertaken to determine if the clumping methods were sensitive to the six 
stem distributions comprising varying degrees of stem clumping. This was explored for clumping factors 
calculated from both the scene canopy element cover maps and simulated HPs. 
Scene canopy element cover maps 
The canopy element cover maps (Figure 24) show a birds-eye view of the stem distributions and 
different PAI levels. As the stem clumping level increases, the proportion of large gaps also visibly 
increases, with the largest differences observed between the Regular and Neyman (v:m = 5) stem 
distributions; the least and most clumped distributions respectively. Clumping factors calculated from 
the scene canopy element cover map Pgap data and known virtual scene parameters can be treated as 
reference at that nadir viewing angle, due to the complete sampling or coverage of the scenes (Eqn. 30). 
For the scene clumping factor to vary at the nadir viewing angle, the proportion of canopy element 
overlap would also need to vary; corresponding to the scene Pgap change. However, the Pgap values for 
the different stem clumping levels of the same PAI level were almost equivalent, thus leading to very 
similar scene clumping values (Figure 44). When the stem distributions were grouped, only the Regular 
distribution clumping factor was significantly different to the other five stem distributions (p < 0.02, 
Tukey HSD). This was exemplified in Figure 44, with the highest clumping factor belonging to the Regular 
stem distribution at each PAI level. Although scene Pgap was significantly different for every PAI level (p 
< 0.001, Tukey HSD), the scene clumping values were not (p > 0.28, Tukey HSD). The implication of this 
finding is that at the 90 m x 90 m scale, the scene clumping factor was almost insensitive to the range of 
stem distributions tested, which encompassed the measured range at the Rushworth study site. This 
demonstrated that scene clumping levels were predominantly driven by within-crown clumping values, 
and not by stem distribution. 
Scale an important factor when estimating clumping factors. Virtual scene clumping factors (0.49 – 0.55 
at nadir; Figure 44) were much more stable than the within-crown clumping factors (0.46-0.72 at nadir; 
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Figure 32). It would be expected that more extreme stem clumping levels than those investigated in this 
study would have a stronger impact on the proportion of canopy elements overlapping; such as the 
extreme unrealistic case of all trees placed on top of one another. However, the range of stem clumping 
investigated was already more extreme than that which was measured from the stem plots at 
Rushworth. Therefore, we can conclude that the majority of clumping for the Rushworth forest is 
occurring at the intra-crown scale. 
FIGURE 44: SCENE PGAP AND REFERENCE CLUMPING VALUES FROM THE CANOPY ELEMENT COVER MAPS 
 
Figure 44. Scene Pgap at zenith and reference clumping factors for each of the 24 simulated scenes, 
ordered by PAI level and variance:mean stem clumping ratio (lowest to highest; left to right). The open 
circles denote the reference Pgap from the canopy element cover maps (Figure 24); the black squares 
denote the reference clumping factor calculated from the scene reference Pgap, known GT, PAI and 
cos() Eqn. 30. 
Simulated Hemispherical Photography: reference clumping and clumping retrieval methods 
Further examination of the impact of the six different stem distributions on the clumping values derived 
from the simulated HP was made. The LX and CLX clumping retrieval methods showed slightly increased 
sensitivity to the six stem distributions tested than the reference canopy element cover map clumping 
factors (Figure 44 & Figure 45). For example, the most clumped stem distribution ‘Neyman v:m 5’ 
typically produced the lowest clumping factor at each PAI level for both the LX and CLX methods, with 
the exception of the Random stem distribution at PAI = 1.2. Furthermore, the least clumped stem 
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distribution, Regular v:m 0.5, was among the highest clumping factor for each PAI level, again with the 
exception of PAI = 1.2. Leblanc (pers. comm., 21
st
 May, 2014) also found a small trend of increased stem 
clumping decreasing the clumping factor as expected for the CLX and CC retrieval methods, for the 
zenith angle range of 55-60° examined in Leblanc & Fournier (2014). However, in this study the CC 
method was insensitive to stem distribution. 
At zenith angles < 30°, the reason why the stem distribution level did not explain the relative HP 
reference clumping differences observed between the scenes was likely due to sampling (Figure 46). 
Sampling is the likely cause of discrepancy between the reference clumping values calculated from the 
scene cover maps (Figure 44) and the simulated HPs (Figure 46) for the same zenith angle ( = 0°). Great 
difficulty in estimating the ‘true’, representative or accurate plot or ‘scene’ Pgap at low zenith angles 
has previously been reported (Macfarlane et al., 2007a). At low zenith angles, the area sampled by HPs 
is relatively small compared to higher zenith angles. Conversely, at higher zenith angles (> 30°), the 
reference HP clumping factors started to better reflect their expected behaviour with varying stem 
distribution. This is in accordance with higher zenith angles sampling a comparatively larger area than 
smaller angles. Overall, the zenith angle range and number of HP measurements is a key consideration 
when designing a sampling strategy. The impact of sampling on HP clumping retrieval is further 
explained in the next section. 
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FIGURE 45: CLUMPING RETRIEVAL METHOD ERRORS 
 
Figure 45. Individual clumping retrieval method factor difference to the mean reference clumping for 
each PAI level. The mean reference clumping factor was chosen instead of the individual scene 
reference clumping factor because the individual scene reference clumping factors are highly sensitive 
to estimated Pgap, and therefore would not have revealed subtle differences in the magnitudes of the 
different clumping factors from the LX and CLX retrieval methods. The CLX (full colour intensity lines) 
and the LX (half colour intensity lines) retrieval methods were shown for k = 15°; the segment size 
producing the most accurate results. Five stem distributions are shown, with the variance:mean ratio of 
each distribution in brackets. The neyman (1.5) stem distribution was not presented for clarity as it did 
not enhance results. The reference clumping for each PAI level was estimated from the average PAI level 
Pgap from the HPs in addition to the known GT and cosine of the zenith angle (Eqn. 30). 
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FIGURE 46: REFERENCE SCENE CLUMPING FACTORS AND MEAN SCENE PGAP FROM SIMULATED HPS 
 
Figure 46. (col a) Scene reference clumping factors for each PAI level (rows) calculated from the 
simulated HPs; (col b) the corresponding scene mean Pgap for each PAI level from the simulated HPs. 
The same scale (y-axis) is used for the clumping factor and Pgap. In the legend, variance:mean ratios of 
the stem distributions are in brackets. 
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5.5.2.3 HP  SAMPLING IMPACT ON CLUMPING RETRIEVAL 
Although not a focus of this study, the representativeness or accuracy of the simulated HP Pgap was 
investigated in greater detail. In this study, only uncertainty from sampling design (number and location 
of measurements) was a factor for HP Pgap uncertainty, due to negligible uncertainty attributable to the 
HP simulation method (e.g. no mixed pixels from ‘reference’ mode). Several authors have commented 
that sampling design needs careful consideration, based on factors such as: canopy structure 
complexity, site homogeneity, horizontal plot extent, desired plot size, view zenith angle, and number of 
measurements (Morisette et al., 2006; Weiss et al., 2004; Woodgate et al., 2012).  
One example of evaluating the HP sampling representativeness for the simulated scenes was through 
Pgap comparisons with the complete coverage scene canopy element cover maps. Figure 36 presented 
the average Pgap of the six stem distributions per PAI level for both the HP simulated images and the 
canopy element cover maps. The latter can be treated as the benchmark Pgap value due to the 
complete coverage of the 90 m x 90 m virtual plot at 1 cm resolution. The scene cover map Pgap value 
matched to within ±0.02 Pgap for the average simulated HP Pgap for the three lowest simulated levels 
of PAI (PAI = 0.6, 1.2, 1.8). However, the mean Pgap from the simulated HPs at PAI = 2.4 was 0.08 lower 
than the average of the complete coverage scene cover maps, thus indicating a slight bias of the 
simulated HPs located underneath foliage in preference to open areas. Interestingly, the LX and CLX 
retrieval methods were more robust to variable Pgap than the reference HP clumping values, caused by 
sampling smaller areas at low zenith angles (Figure 45 & Figure 46). 
An implication of the HP Pgap bias relative to the scene Pgap meant the average reference clumping 
factor at zenith from the HPs was overestimated by 0.15 when compared with the clumping factor from 
the scene cover maps of the same virtual scenes for the PAI = 2.4 scenes. Encouragingly, HP Pgap at 
larger zenith angles for all simulated scenes was more stable due to sampling proportionately larger 
areas, thus providing a more robust and potentially more accurate approximation of the entire scene or 
plot Pgap. In addition, the increased spatial averaging that occurs with increased zenith angles may 
reflect the decreased variance in clumping values from the different stem distributions for their 
respective PAI levels (Figure 43 & Figure 45). Further work investigating the impact of sampling design 
on accurate estimates of HP Pgap is suggested. 
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5.5.2.4 CLUMPING BIAS 
Anomalies to the characteristic trend of higher stem clumping levels also increasing the LX and CLX 
retrieval methods clumping factor as identified in Figure 45 were further investigated. The first anomaly 
explored was the Random (v:m 1) stem distribution. This displayed the highest level of clumping for PAI 
= 1.2 scenes, even though it is theoretically the second least clumped distribution; second only to the 
Regular stem distribution (v:m 0.5). One HP sample location from the Random PAI = 1.2 stem 
distribution revealed about 1/3 of the image as a tree stem (Figure 47a). The α value of the image was 
highly positively biased (α =0.71, compared with the average of 0.37), and was one of the three outliers 
from Figure 39. The nearby large stem led to a negatively biased Pgap over most zenith angles 
compared with the other 12 HPs from the scene (results not shown). This unrepresentative sample also 
biased the gap size distribution, as there were no small gaps in 1/3 of the image due to the tree stem. A 
consequence of the large tree in the image was the Random stem distribution scene having twice the 
number of null gap segments as the other stem distributions for the same PAI level; the next closest was 
the Regular distribution for PAI = 1.2.  
FIGURE 47: SIMULATED HP OUTLIER IMAGE AND RECALCULATED PLOT CLUMPING RETRIEVAL METHODS 
 
(a)  
(b) 
Figure 47. (a) Simulated HP from the PAI = 1.2 Random scene which showed the large nearby stem to 
the image location taking up 1/3 of the HP image (HP α = 0.71). This was the outlier image that 
negatively biased the scene clumping for LX and CLX for the PAI = 1.2 Random stem distribution scene. 
(b) Displays the Random stem distribution (v:m = 1) scene clumping factors for the LX (grey) and CLX 
(black) retrieval methods (k=15) from including all images (solid lines) and with the outlier image 
excluded from analysis (dotted lines). The scene reference clumping is shown overlayed (dashed line). 
The scene clumping results were recomputed omitting the outlier image. The omission of the outlier 
image resulted in a large effect on both the LX and CLX methods (Figure 47b). The LX clumping factor 
increased on average by between 0.05-0.15, with the CLX showing a slightly smaller increase of around 
0.03-0.06, for all zenith angles. The recomputed clumping factors placed them in their expected position 
relative to the other stem distribution clumping factors from Figure 45. This demonstrated the LX and 
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CLX clumping retrieval methods’ sensitivity and typically increased error to an image with a biased gap 
size distribution, even though the image was only one of 13 comprising a plot. 
Null gap segments 
Due to the LX method requirement for each segment ‘k’ to have a fraction of light transmission 
detected, i.e. Pgap ≠ 0, the dependency of the LX method to null gap segments was evaluated. Overall, 
for zenith angles less than 75°, the proportion of null gap segments was less than 1% for all k sizes 
(<0.7%, <0.2%, and <0.02% for k = 15, 45, and 90°, respectively). The proportion of null gap segments for 
smallest segment size of k = 15° was plotted in Figure 48. As expected, the number of null gap annulus 
segments increased with PAI level due to lower Pgap. Also, the maximum proportion of null gap 
segments was 6% at the zenith angle of 6° (the lowest zenith angle measured) for the maximum PAI 
scenes (2.4 PAI). A general trend observed was the most frequent occurrence of null segments was at 
angles closest to zenith, which decreased to less than 1% for all PAI levels at zenith angles > 20°. This 
was caused by the size of the segments near zenith being comparatively small to larger zenith angles 
(Figure 49a), and thus more likely to be completely filled by a portion of branch or dense clump of 
leaves.  
FIGURE 48: NULL GAP ANNULUS SEGMENT PROPORTIONS 
 
Figure 48. Null gap annulus segment proportions for the segment size k = 15° for all four PAI levels (PAI = 
0.6, 1.2, 1.8, 2.4). The corresponding segment lengths in pixels are shown in Figure 49a, and maximum 
PAI values for the empty segments in Figure 49b. 
The value given to the null gap segments was a gap of one pixel (Leblanc & Fournier, 2014). Therefore 
the null segment Pgap would vary with zenith angle and k size, leading to a variable maximum PAI value 
assigned to these null segments (Figure 49b). Although the maximum PAI value was much greater than 
the scene PAI values investigated, the potential bias for the retrieved clumping values was small due to 
the negligible fraction of null segments detected.  
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FIGURE 49: AZIMUTH SEGMENT LENGTH AND NULL SEGMENT PAI VALUE 
 
Figure 49. (a) length of the HP azimuth segments in pixels for k = 15, 45, and 90°; (b) maximum PAI value 
for segments without gaps (i.e. null gap segments), for k = 15, 45, and 90° segment sizes. The PAI value 
was calculated from Eqn. 15, using the known parameters of GT() and cos(). For example, for k = 15, 
the azimuth segment is 1 pixel x 330 pixels (a), corresponding to a maximum null gap segment PAI value 
of 7 at  ≈ 57.3° (b). 
Why did the clumping error increase with zenith angle? 
The clumping error clearly being a function of zenith angle in this study is of significance due to the 
potential to indirectly retrieve LAI and clumping over a narrow view zenith angle range. Two factors 
proposed here may explain the coupling of clumping error with zenith angle. The first factor is the 
influence of stems; with a greater proportion of stem-to-leaf area leading to a greater clumping error. 
The second is a factor intrinsic to HP; with the corresponding segment length in (k) in terms of pixels 
increasing with zenith angle, thus increasing the likelihood of violating the assumption of a random 
spatial distribution of foliage. The contention of an increased plant area density leading to a reduction in 
smaller gaps and subsequent increased clumping error is also discussed (Leblanc & Fournier, 2014). 
A reason why clumping errors of the retrieval methods increase with zenith angle may be in part due to 
the presence of stems. Figure 41 showed the wood-to-total plant material proportion (α) increasing 
with zenith angle, indicative of the increased presence of stems in HP images at higher zenith angles. No 
gaps are present in a stem, and therefore the clumping retrieval methods may have greater difficulty in 
resolving a value without these gaps present. This was demonstrated by the typically increased errors in 
scene clumping values in Figure 47b from an HP image with a positively biased stem proportion. 
Unrepresentative HP sampling too close to large stem locations, typically < 1 m, resulted in both positive 
α and clumping biases in this study. 
A second contention proposed here for the increased clumping error with zenith angle may be 
potentially explained by a characteristic intrinsic to HP image clumping retrieval methods. Segment 
length k for HP images is specified as an azimuth angle, yet the corresponding length of k in pixels is a 
function of zenith angle; increasing with zenith angle (Figure 49a). We know that the LX method 
assumes a random distribution of plant material within a segment, which typically becomes less valid for 
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larger segment lengths. A noticeable feature of segment size sensitive methods (LX and CLX), is that with 
increasing k, the clumping factor also increased for the same zenith angle (Figure 43 & Figure 45). As 
zenith angle increases, so too does the length of the k in pixels. In addition, the projected sampling 
radius of the HP image increases as a function of h.tan(); where h is the canopy height and  is the 
zenith angle. Therefore, at larger zenith angles, where the reference clumping demonstrated a stable or 
slightly more clumped spatial distribution of canopy elements, a greater deviation of the estimated 
clumping from reference clumping would be expected for the LX method. This was observed for all 
scenes (Figure 43 & Figure 45). This principle is also applicable to the total HP pixel transect in which the 
CC method is resolved. Although the CC method does not have k as a parameter, it is instead resolved 
over the entire segment or length of extracted pixels from an HP image at a given zenith angle, where 
the number of pixels for the segment increases with zenith angle. Therefore, the longer the transect 
length in pixels, the more difficulty the CC method may have in removing non-random canopy gaps. 
Leblanc & Fournier (2014) found a correlation between clumping error and within-crown density, with 
higher within-crown densities correlated with larger clumping retrieval error. However, they did not 
examine zenith angles other than 55-60° and kept within-crown foliage distribution random. The logical 
contention is that at higher within-crown foliage densities, it is more difficult to estimate the clumping 
value due to a reduction in the number of small gaps. In addition, one would expect the general 
decrease in smaller gaps with increasing zenith angle, a trait common to ground-based instruments, to 
also lead to increased clumping retrieval error. In other words, increasing the PAI level of a scene would 
also lead to an increase in clumping retrieval value and potential error due to a reduction is smaller 
gaps. However, in this study, increasing the plant area density or PAI level of the simulated scenes whilst 
keeping the stem distribution constant
4
 did not increase the clumping retrieval error (Figure 43). This 
was observed for each clumping retrieval method tested.  Also, the individual scene reference clumping 
values calculated from the simulated HPs were typically within 0.05 of each other for all scenes across 
all PAI levels at zenith angles greater than 30° (Figure 44). This demonstrated the clumping retrieval 
methods and the reference clumping values were almost insensitive to PAI level and subsequent 
variability in the number of small gaps (Figure 43 & Figure 45).  
  
                                                                
4
 The within-crown densities per PAI level was kept constant in the methodology, which was ensured via 
using the same tree model proportions (PAI = 0.6, 1.2, 1.8 scenes) and the exact same tree models per 
PAI level, so that it would not bias results. The only variation in the plant material distribution was 
through varying stem clumping level. 
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5.5.2.5 THE 55-60° ZENITH ANGLE RANGE 
A closer examination of the clumping factors at the view zenith angle range of 55-60° was undertaken 
due to the many previously established advantages of this narrow zenith angle range.  
Similar to the angular clumping results, CLX (k = 15°) was the best performing clumping algorithm at the 
55-60° zenith angle. However, CLX clumping was around 0.2-0.25 greater than the reference clumping 
values, equating to errors in the 20-25% range for PAI (Figure 50). Leblanc & Fournier (2014) 
investigated the same zenith angle range utilising a similar modelling framework, and also found the CLX 
method to be the best overall performing method out of the CC, LX and CCW methods. However, they 
found k = 45° was the best performing segment size, not k = 15° as found in this study. For comparable 
scene PAI values to those tested in this study (0.6 - 2.4 PAI), Leblanc & Fournier (2014) found in their 
Figure 7 that the CLX (k = 15°) methods generally overestimated the scene PAI values (underestimated 
reference clumping factor) by approximately 10-20%. Whereas in this study, all the clumping retrieval 
methods, and all k sizes, displayed the opposite effect with an overestimated reference clumping factor 
and subsequent underestimated scene PAI (Figure 50). This may potentially be due to the structural 
complexity differences in the two studies. Tree models used in this study were reconstructed to include 
complex internal crown architecture, which were highly clumped (Section 4.4.4 & 4.4.5). This is in 
contrast to Leblanc & Fournier (2014), who implemented crown envelopes as simple geometric volumes 
(e.g. cones, cylinders and spheroids) filled with randomly positioned foliage elements without internal 
branching; conical cone shapes were used as trunks. Due to key foliage and woody crown material 
distribution distinctions between the studies, the within-crown clumping levels of this study were 
expected to be much greater. Other key differences between the studies warrant further examination, 
such as the impact of vertical complexity of multiple canopy layers in some virtual scenes simulated by 
Leblanc & Fournier (2014). 
An evaluation of the clumping estimate calculated from the LAI-2200/2000 instrument is presented in 
Figure 50a. The LAI-2000/200 instruments utilise the LX method, typically with k = 360° or slightly less 
due to a view cap restrictor being placed on the instrument to mask the operator. The LX clumping 
factor with k = 360° was on average 0.98 (±0.01 SD; Figure 50). This value was far higher than the 
reference clumping estimates in the range of 0.4 - 0.5. This demonstrated that the canopy was 
incorrectly considered approximately random at the large segment size (k = 360°). On the other hand, 
the LX method when applied with a much smaller segment size of 15° showed a larger improvement. 
This could be mainly attributed to the gap size information being lost due to averaging gap fraction over 
larger azimuth angles. Therefore, the LAI-2200 would not provide an accurate clumping estimate in the 
Rushworth forest stand without applying view cap restrictions simulating small azimuth segments and 
taking multiple measurements at the same location, e.g. Chianucci et al. (2014). However, measuring by 
hand with the LAI-2200 and manually manoeuvring the view cap into say 15° segments would take 36 
times as long as a HP for one sample location (i.e. 360° / 15° = 36 segments). 
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FIGURE 50: REFERENCE CLUMPING VERSUS METHOD CLUMPING FACTORS AND RESULTING PAI COMPARISON 
 
Figure 50. (a) Comparison of the CC, LX (k = 15°, 360°), and CLX (k = 15°) clumping retrieval methods 
with the reference clumping factors computed from HP Pgap at the zenith angle of 55-60°. Each 
individual marker represents a scene clumping factor – all scenes are presented. (b) PAI errors of the 
CLX (k=15°) and the LX (k=15° and 360°) clumping methods for all simulated scenes at the zenith angle of 
55-60°. The green shade is the ± 20% error. 
View zenith angle trade-off 
The higher clumping retrieval method errors at the approximate 57.3° viewing angle compared with 
angles near zenith presents a potential trade-off in this study. The trade-off is between the clumping 
error at 57.3°, and the unknown or anticipated G estimation error at all other angles, due to G typically 
requiring estimation at all other zenith angles (Pisek et al., 2013b; Chapter 4). For the Rushworth forest 
at least, we know that accurate clumping estimates at zenith angles close to nadir was made by the LX 
and CLX retrieval methods. However, estimating G of leaf and wood at these angles in the field is time 
consuming and prone to sampling errors (de Wit, 1965; Monteith, 1965; Pisek et al., 2013b; Ryu et al., 
2010b). The relative insensitivity of retrieved clumping factors from the CLX (k=15°) method to a range 
of stem distributions and PAI levels suggests the potential for clumping factor calibration using 3D 
modelling. In addition, special attention needs to be made to ensure the correct angular values of Pgap, 
GT and cos() are utilised for accurate PAI estimation utilising Pgap methods. 
Historical Rushworth HP clumping values 
An implication of the clumping retrieval method errors found in this study is that these methods are 
typically implemented by studies worldwide, e.g. (Chianucci & Cutini, 2013; Chianucci et al., 2014; 
Gonsamo et al., 2010; Leblanc & Fournier, 2014; Macfarlane et al., 2014; Piayda et al., 2015; Pisek et al., 
2015; Pisek et al., 2011; Ryu et al., 2010a; Weiss & Baret, 2014). It is expected that the performance of 
these methods will vary depending on forest type, based on the architecture of the trees and relative 
positioning of crowns.  
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Pisek et al. (2015) published clumping values from Whroo, which is part of the same patch of Box 
Ironbark forest from this study, approximately 12 km north of the Rushworth study site. They used the 
CLX (k = 15°) method at 57.5°; described in further detail in Pisek et al. (2013a). The retrieved clumping 
value in the field from Pisek et al. (2015) was ≈0.61 ±0.07, which was a close
5
 match with the clumping 
value from the simulated HPs using the same retrieval method (0.66 ±0.04, Figure 50a). Although this 
was the found to be the most accurate method in this study, the clumping error was around 0.19 for the 
same forest patch as reported in Pisek et al. (2015). This suggests that a degree of caution must be taken 
when using clumping retrieval methods in forests matching the structural conditions in Rushworth, 
particularly at higher zenith angles (> 30°) where clumping from the evaluated methods is subject to 
larger errors (this study; Leblanc & Fournier, 2014). 
 
  
                                                                
5
 Other factors affecting the comparison between clumping factors include: image resolution, field 
measured HP image classification accuracy, and sampling design to name a few. 
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5.6 CONCLUSION 
This chapter presents an analysis of retrieval methods of two key parameters for LAI estimation through 
the use of hemispherical photography (HP); namely the proportion of wood-to-total plant material ‘α’, 
and canopy element clumping based on a 3D modelling and simulation study. The 3D modelling 
framework was parameterised using a 3D scattering model coupled with highly-detailed 3D explicit 
reconstructed tree models representative of a sampled forest stand. Virtual scenes comprising a broad 
range of PAI and stem distributions were produced. The framework enabled angular clumping retrieval 
methods, based on gap size distribution and logarithmic averaging approaches, and a method to 
indirectly determine α to be validated against precisely known virtual scene parameters.  
The indirect α method utilising classified HP imagery applicable to evergreen forests matched to within 
0.01 α of the reference, thus demonstrating its applicability for accurate indirect estimation. Angular 
dependence on indirect α retrieval was also found; where the entire HP image was needed to produce 
the most accurate estimate. Conversely, the classified narrow view zenith angle range around 55-60° 
zenith also provided an α estimate matching the reference. The CLX clumping retrieval method with k 
equal to 15° was the best performing clumping method; matching closely with the reference values at 
nadir. A linearly increasing error with zenith angle to >30% PAI at 75° was found for all structural 
configurations. As such, the performance of the clumping retrieval methods was poorer at larger zenith 
angles, with PAI errors when derived from the 55-60° zenith angle around 25-30% on average. 
Therefore, careful consideration of zenith angle range utilised from HP is recommended. The majority of 
clumping occurred at the within-crown scale, which is often overlooked in studies. Ignoring the impact 
of α and canopy element clumping for the forest type studied would lead to LAI estimation errors 
around 40% and 50%, respectively. The findings of this study impact upon indirect LAI retrieval using 
Pgap model calculation methods, operating in environments requiring correction for non-randomly 
distributed canopy elements and environments with woody canopy elements contributing to the 
extinction of light. 
The ability to indirectly derive clumping is affected by the retrieval algorithm performance in 
combination with the instrument’s ability to estimate the ‘true’ gap fraction and size distribution, which 
is a function of instrument resolution, canopy density, gap size distribution, and representativeness of 
sampling location(s). Therefore, further work is suggested separating the impact of sensor and sampling 
effects from the canopy structural effects. Specifically, suggested future work includes applying the 3D 
methodology to different forest types, e.g. tall or multi-layered forests; including species with different 
woody proportions, leaf angle distributions, and crown characteristics. Finally, canopy element clumping 
has been described as a complex 3-dimensional problem, traditionally attempted to be resolved in a 2-
dimensional manner (Gonsamo et al. 2011). Subsequently, the added ranging information from LiDAR 
sensors warrants continued investigation. 
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The overarching objective of this thesis was to examine means to improve uncertainty in the indirect 
estimation of LAI from ubiquitously applied gap fraction ‘Pgap’ techniques (Monsi & Saeki, 1965; Nilson, 
1971). These techniques typically apply to ground-based instruments, and are used for numerous 
applications including the validation of regional, national, and global LAI products. The thesis examined 
complex forest environments, which pose greater difficulty for the estimation of LAI whether using 
indirect or direct techniques.  
The quantification of uncertainty in LAI estimation using indirect techniques is often overlooked, 
especially when applying the Pgap physical model. The challenge is to produce LAI estimates that are fit-
for-purpose. Authorised global bodies that set the standards for current and future products through 
Earth Observation (EO) by satellites, such as The Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS), 
have set uncertainty benchmarks of a maximum 0.5 LAI and 5% LAI respectively (Fernandes et al., 2014). 
A key objective of this thesis was to evaluate the performance of standard retrieval methods against 
these benchmarks. Each of the structural components of the Pgap physical model were addressed: gap 
fraction ‘Pgap’ (Chapter 2); canopy element angle distribution (Chapter 4), canopy element clumping 
(Chapters 4 & 5), and the proportion of wood-to-total plant area ‘α’ (Chapters 4 & 5).  
This chapter is organised as follows: First, the conclusions relating to each of the three research 
questions posed in Chapter 1 are presented. Second, the implications of current and future uncertainty 
targets on in-situ LAI estimate accuracy are discussed. Third, the legacy of 3D simulation and modelling 
frameworks to support EO product validation is debated. The chapter concludes with suggested areas 
for future research. 
In-situ Pgap uncertainty: measurement and processing of standard methods 
What is the level of variance in measurements retrieved by four ground-based instruments following 
standard data collection and processing procedures for estimating canopy openness, gap fraction and 
effective PAI in five representative yet diverse native forest types of eastern Australia? (RQ 1) 
At present there is limited consensus as to which combination of data collection and processing 
methods should be employed for indirect LAI estimation via the physical model. The level of variance of 
measurements from four different instruments was quantified in Chapter 2 following standard data 
collection and processing procedures for estimating canopy openness, gap fraction and effective PAI in 
five representative yet diverse forests. Out of the 75 method-to-method comparisons conducted across 
the 5 study sites, 37 had an RMSD ≥ 0.5 effective PAI, and 26 were significantly different (p < 0.05). 
Overall, results demonstrated a level of variability typically greater than the targeted uncertainty levels 
stipulated by the WMO and GCOS for satellite product validation. Further instrument calibration of TLS 
and improved DHP image capture and processing methods are expected to reduce these uncertainties. 
The realisation of achieving a Pgap estimate from these retrieval methods within an acceptable 
uncertainty tolerance for EO product validation is discussed later in the chapter. 
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A different approach to quantify uncertainty: 3D simulation and modelling frameworks 
In this thesis a 3D modelling and simulation framework was implemented and utilised to benchmark 
retrieval methods against the precisely known model values. The framework enabled uncertainties 
associated with indirect LAI estimation to be quantified precisely at each and every step of a retrieval 
methodology. The 3D reconstructed trees models created and examined in this thesis represent the first 
highly detailed and fully parameterised modelled forest stand of its kind for an Australian forest. Only a 
limited number of forest sites in the world have previously been characterised to this degree of detail 
(Widlowski et al., 2013). The high degree of virtual forest realism is an essential requirement to maintain 
the link between canopy structural parameters and the remote sensing signal, thus avoiding any 
potential for incorrect coupling of structural parameters. Realistic and representative virtual forest 
scenes that accurately mirror reality also permit better definition of the strengths of retrieval method, 
their limitations and their levels of accuracy. These virtual environments will play an increasingly vital 
role in evaluating and informing community-approved and internationally applied quality assurance 
standards for biophysical parameter retrieval. 
The impact of Pgap physical model assumptions on LAI estimation: a crown-scale analysis 
What is the impact of woody material and within-crown clumping on the estimation of forest canopy 
gap fraction and LAI using 3D exemplar reconstructed tree models? (RQ2) 
The impact of typical Pgap physical model assumptions were quantified in Chapter 4 using the 3D 
reconstructed tree models as an exemplar dataset. A key methodological step was to quantify the 
impact of woody material and within-crown clumping on the estimation of forest canopy Pgap and LAI. 
This step was achieved without error in the modelling and simulation framework for each tree model 
individually. Quantification of the impact of woody material led to the creation of a new parameter, 
namely the woody element projection function (Gw), for improving the accuracy of LAI retrieval from 
Pgap retrieval methods. LAI errors in the absence of Gw were up to 25% for the forest type investigated 
and shown to be a function of view zenith angle (VZA). This parameter was the missing link in the Pgap 
physical formulation for canopies comprising both leaf and woody elements. Accordingly, an updated 
formulation of the Pgap physical model was presented in this thesis. 
The maximum deviation of the leaf projection function 'GL’ from the woody element projection function 
‘GW’ was found at nadir, due to the nature of the projection function formulation. Subsequently, the 
nadir VZA was subject to the greatest LAI errors when making the assumption of the GL = GW. This 
postulation would benefit from the estimation of these two parameters for other canopy and forest 
types. Although the study site is representative of a single storey broadleaf forest, Gw and GL are 
recommended to be calculated for other representative forest types to quantify the impact of the 
absence of Gw on LAI estimation. Therefore, remote sensing instruments used to estimate Pgap and LAI 
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from the physical formulation at narrow view zenith angles around nadir need to pay careful 
consideration to this finding, e.g. Airborne Laser Scanners and digital cover photography methods. 
The 3D modelling framework enabled the quantification of within-crown clumping for leaf and woody 
elements both together and separately for the first time. Within-crown clumping is a key parameter for 
linking remote sensing measurements of transmittance or Pgap to the physically corresponding 
measureable quantity of foliage density or LAI. Within-crown clumping factors for the modelled dataset 
were as low as 0.35. Therefore, making a common assumption of a random distribution of canopy 
elements at the crown-scale would lead to an LAI error of up to 65% for the modelled stand.  
Leaf angle distribution (LAD) was shown to considerably affect within-crown clumping levels of 
reconstructed tree models at a VZA of 0°. However, at VZA ≈ 57.3°, within-crown clumping factors of 
individual tree models were largely independent of LAD. As such, it is important to observe that a 
substantial coupling effect of LAD and clumping was demonstrated by the Pgap and gap size distribution 
measurements at the 0° VZA. This effect was eliminated at the 57.3° VZA. A discussion of VZA and 
subsequent recommendations for LAI retrieval is provided later in the chapter. Further examination of 
this structural coupling effect on transmittance through Bidirectional Reflectance Factor (BRF) 
simulations would benefit the imaging remote sensing community.  
Chapter 4 demonstrated that all structural attributes contributing to light attenuation through the 
canopy need to be considered in the physical model formulation in order to minimise LAI errors. 
Consequently, a recommendation from this study is to split the extinction coefficient ‘k’ into its sub-
components to explicitly differentiate known or measured structural metrics from those assumed (see 
Eqn. 23 & 24). This would assist in cross-study comparisons and in the quantification of error budgets 
required for traceability of remote sensing products. Overall, the findings of Chapter 4 and the extended 
physical formulation presented in this thesis translate to a more accurate and informed LAI retrieval. 
The updated methodology is applicable to Pgap estimates from sensors of all platforms operating in 
clumped canopy environments or canopies with woody (non-leaf) elements contributing to the 
extinction of light. 
Extending the 3D simulation and modelling framework to the stand scale: evaluating retrieval 
methods for canopy element clumping and the proportion of wood-to-total plant area ‘α’ 
What are the uncertainties and errors associated with using hemispherical photography for the 
retrieval of canopy element clumping and for estimating the wood-to-total plant proportion ‘α’ in a 
representative virtual forest environment? (RQ 3) 
The indirect α method utilising classified HP imagery matched the reference value to within 0.01 α (i.e. 
<1% LAI uncertainty), thus demonstrating its applicability for accurate indirect estimation in evergreen 
forests. This was the first time an indirect α method that does not require leaf-off measurements had 
been validated in a 3D simulation and modelling framework. Angular field-of-view (FOV) dependence on 
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indirect α retrieval was found, where the entire HP image (0-90° view zenith angle) was needed to 
produce the most accurate estimate. Conversely, the classified narrow view zenith angle range around 
55-60° also provided an α estimate matching the reference. This finding provides an alternative to 
utilising the entire HP field-of-view in forest environments, where there are difficulties associated with 
utilising high zenith angles close to the horizon (e.g. mixed pixels, terrain etc.). This method would 
benefit from benchmarking in other 3D virtual forest environments. Validating the method in 
environments with different structural attributes to those tested in this study, such as multi-layered 
forests and different tree structures, will determine its level of applicability and robustness. 
The best performing clumping retrieval method was CLX with HP image segments equal to 15°; matching 
closely with the virtual scene reference values at zenith. However, the errors linearly increased with 
zenith angle to greater than 30% PAI at 75° for all structural configurations. As such, the performance of 
the clumping retrieval methods was poorer at larger zenith angles. This presented a trade-off between 
the utilisation of a low or high zenith angle for canopy element clumping correction and subsequent LAI 
estimation.  At the 1 radian zenith angle there was a higher clumping error (25-30% PAI) compared with 
lower errors near zenith (< 5% PAI). Yet the known convergence of the canopy element angle 
distribution is at the approximate 1 radian zenith angle, compared with the higher uncertainty in the in-
situ estimation of the canopy element angle distribution at zenith. Chapter 4 demonstrated that both 
the leaf and wood angle distributions require estimation if they are different, a difference that may be 
more likely to occur at zenith. Greater clumping retrieval errors were found at larger zenith angles, yet 
smaller canopy element angle distribution errors were found at 1 radian. Therefore, careful 
consideration of zenith angle range utilised from HP is required. 
The analysis of the 3D tree models and virtual scenes revealed the majority of clumping occurred at the 
within-crown scale, which is often overlooked in studies. The CC method investigated in this thesis 
removes the effect of large between-crown gaps from measurements, and assumes a random spatial 
distribution of canopy elements within the crowns. Therefore, this method is inadequate for 
environments where within-crown clumping is prominent. For that reason, quantifying the reference 
within-crown clumping factors for other key forested environments would be beneficial to determine 
whether or not they violate this common assumption. The application of any clumping method based on 
the CC clumping principle would introduce large errors for the study site examined, which is commonly 
employed in forested environments, e.g. Chianucci & Cutini, 2013; Macfarlane et al., 2007b; Piayda et 
al., 2015; Ryu et al., 2010b. In addition, α was shown to be a significant correction factor for the 
estimation of LAI for the study site. Ignoring the impact of α and canopy element clumping for the forest 
type studied would lead to LAI estimation errors of around +40% and -50% LAI for gap size and gap size 
distribution methods, respectively.  
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Is 5% LAI uncertainty achievable for in-situ gap size and gap size distribution retrieval methods? 
The 5% accuracy threshold is the specified future target accuracy for LAI Earth Observation products for 
a range of application areas including global climate and carbon modelling (Fernandes et al., 2014). This 
is in contrast to uncertainty levels from traditional methods, which is typically in the range of 25% LAI at 
the plot scale. Assuming Pgap and gap size distribution can be accurately estimated or sampled, this 
study demonstrated it was possible to indirectly estimate LAI from HP measurements to a higher 
accuracy than the traditional benchmarking techniques. The best case uncertainty scenario presented in 
this study for LAI estimation from HP methods was a cumulative LAI error of around 6% (comprising: 
<1% α, < 5% clumping factor). This estimate is without classification error, Pgap error, or canopy 
element distribution error, which are likely to exist to a varying degree when measured in-situ.  
Although uncertainty in LAI estimates were reduced through the improved physical formulation and 
more informed in-situ retrieval methods, they remain outside the specified future accuracy targets for 
EO product validation. The implication of the uncertainty estimates quantified in this study and from 
previous studies is that better methods are needed to achieve in-situ plot scale LAI estimate accuracy to 
less than 5% from any method; both direct and indirect. For example, to achieve in-situ LAI accuracy to 
within 5% from the application of the Pgap physical model, Pgap uncertainty alone is required to be less 
than 1% (Figure 9b), regardless of forest type. In addition, this does not consider the additional 
uncertainty from all other sources of error, such as sampling uncertainty or the estimation of other 
structural metrics of the physical model formulation (i.e. G, clumping and α). Consequentially, at present 
these independent in-situ estimates are unsuitable for validation of LAI products to the 5% accuracy 
future target or below, but are acceptable for current targets in the range of 5 - 20 % maximum LAI. 
Overall, great care must be taken when computing an error budget, due to potential for compounding 
the nature of uncertainty from the estimation of each parameter of the Pgap physical formulation or 
any other indirect technique. 
Traditional benchmarking versus 3D simulation modelling frameworks to support EO product 
validation 
The EO product validation and traceability community would benefit from implementing more complex 
3D modelling and simulation frameworks, where virtual environments accurately mirror reality. In these 
frameworks, trusted and previously validated 3D simulation models, such as librat utilised in this thesis, 
can be used to benchmark EO products and retrieval algorithms against the known model truth. This 
avoids the problem of validating derived product values against independent estimates with 
unacceptable margins of uncertainty.  
The success of a 3D framework is largely dependent on two factors. The first factor is that the simulation 
model accurately reflects the behaviour of the sensor and radiation transport theory. This has largely 
been successfully achieved and demonstrated for both active and passive remote sensing instruments, 
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using trusted 3D models (Widlowski et al., 2013; Widlowski et al., 2007). In this study a ray tracing 
model, librat, was implemented using a simple gap-intercept approach to simulate reference 
transmittance or Pgap values. Therefore, no added uncertainty was introduced into sensor 
measurements of Pgap, gap size or gap size distribution, which is commonly found in-situ or from 
radiosity ray tracing simulations. The second factor is that the virtual environment accurately reflects 
the real-world environment (e.g. structure, terrain, reflective properties etc.). This presents a major 
challenge due to the considerable resources, time, and high degree of skill required to create the 
complexity of a representative virtual forest environment. Few studies to date have achieved the level 
of detail in reconstructing and parameterising 3D forest canopies as was accomplished in this thesis, and 
none have done so for a Eucalypt forest. However, the increasing automation of data collection and 3D 
reconstruction methodologies from point-cloud data will increase the efficiency of achieving this second 
factor (e.g. TLS methods; Calders et al., 2014). This will increase the potential of 3D reconstruction 
methodologies to be implemented across a variety of environments. 
Suggested future work 
A logical extension of the work undertaken in this study is to investigate the sensitivity of satellite 
imagery at different spatial and spectral resolutions to these key parameters of the virtual scenes: α, 
clumping, canopy element angle distribution parameters, and LAI values. Specifically, the link between 
the angular behaviour of clumping and α virtual scene parameters with multi-angular imagery merits 
further investigation. This will aid in interpretation of the remote sensing signal to variations of these 
key structural parameters. The high degree of realism will also avoid any false interpretation of results 
from potential parameter coupling. In other words, the simulated remote sensing signal in these 
environments will be a direct result of physically measureable structural attributes.  
Suggested future work includes applying the 3D modelling and simulation methodology to evaluate 
current or new clumping and α retrieval methods in different forest types, e.g. tall or multi-layered 
forests; including species with different woody proportions, leaf angle distributions, and crown 
characteristics. Uncertainty in Pgap and gap size distribution from sampling design and camera 
resolution also warrant further investigation. Finally, the additional ranging information from LiDAR 
sensors merits further investigation for clumping retrieval algorithms due to the canopy element 
clumping being described as a complex 3D problem (c.f. Gonsamo et al. 2011), rather than the 
traditional approach that seeks resolution in a 2D manner. 
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APPENDIX 
STATISTICAL TERMINOLOGY 
Term Definition, units, and range (if applicable) Reference 
Accepted reference 
value 
A value that serves as an agreed-upon reference for 
comparison, and which is derived as: a) a theoretical or 
established value, based on scientific principles; b) an 
assigned or certified value, based on experimental work 
of some national or international organization c) a 
consensus or certified value, based on collaborative 
experimental work under the auspices of a scientific or 
engineering group d) when a), b) and c) are not 
available, the expectation of the (measurable) quantity, 
i.e. the mean of a specified population of 
measurements. 
(ISO 3534-1: 2006 
Statistics -- 
Vocabulary and 
symbols) 
Accuracy 
The degree of agreement between a measured value 
and the accepted reference value. 
(National Institute for 
Occupational Safety 
and Health, U. S. 
NIOSH Manual of 
Analytical Methods. 
2003) 
Bias 
The difference between the expectation of the test 
results and an accepted reference value. Bias is the 
total systematic error as contrasted to random error. 
There may be one or more systematic error 
components contributing to the bias. A larger 
systematic difference from the accepted reference 
value is reflected by a larger bias value. 
(ISO 3534-1: 2006 
Statistics -- 
Vocabulary and 
symbols) 
Calibration 
The demonstration that a particular instrument or 
device produces results within specified limits by 
comparison with those produced by a traceable 
standard over an appropriate range of measurements. 
(FDA, 1998) 
Precision 
The variation of the results as represented by the 
standard deviation or the coefficient of variation. 
Quantifies the level of repeatability. 
(WHO Polio Manual 2 
(3.2), 2005) 
Reference value 
The quantitative or qualitative value that is assigned 
(accepted by convention as being the true value with 
known and acceptable uncertainty) to a Control Test 
Sample or primary standards. 
(ISRAC Policy and 
evaluation of control 
Testing Performed by 
Accredited Testing & 
Calibrations 
Laboratories, 1-
681001, version 03, 
2008). 
Robustness The ability to provide accurate and precise results (WHO Polio Manual 2 
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under a variety of conditions. (3.2), 2005) 
Sensitivity 
The capacity of the test procedure to record small 
variations between concentrations. 
(WHO Polio Manual 2 
(3.2), 2005) 
Trueness 
The closeness of agreement between the average value 
obtained from a large series of test results and an 
accepted reference value. NOTE: The measure of 
trueness is usually expressed in terms of bias. Trueness 
must not be confused with the term ‘accuracy’. 
(ISO 3534-1: 2006 
Statistics -- 
Vocabulary and 
symbols) 
Uncertainty 
Parameter, associated with the result of a 
measurement, that characterizes the dispersion of the 
values that could reasonably be attributed to the 
measurement. 
(ISO 15189:2007, 
Medical laboratories - 
Particular 
requirements for 
quality and 
competence) 
Validation 
Establishing documented evidence that provides a high 
degree of assurance that a specific process will 
consistently produce a product meeting its 
predetermined specifications and quality attributes. 
(ISPE, 2007) 
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